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Foreword

The five research papers contained herein are the final papers from the 2019 National
Symposium on Inclusion and Equality in Zimbabwe, held at Cresta Lodge, Harare, Zimbabwe,
on 4 and 5 November 2019, under the Zimbabwe Human Rights Capacity Development
Programme (hereinafter ‘Zimbabwe Programme’).

The overall objective of the Zimbabwe Programme is: to contribute to enhanced enjoyment of
constitutional rights in Zimbabwe, through legislation, policies, practices and decision-making
being increasingly informed by international human rights standards and principles. Its main
implementing partners at the time of writing are: Raoul Wallenberg Institute of Human Rights
and Humanitarian Law (hereinafter ‘RWI’) at Lund University, Sweden; Centre for Applied
Legal Research (hereinafter ‘CALR’) in Harare, Zimbabwe; College of Business, Peace,
Leadership and Governance at Africa University in Mutare, Zimbabwe; Faculty of Law at
Midlands State University in Gweru, Zimbabwe; Herbert Chitepo School of Law at Great
Zimbabwe Univerisity in Masvingo, Zimbabwe; Faculty of Law at University of Zimbabwe in
Harare, Zimbababwe; Faculty of Law at Ezekiel Guti University in Bindura, Zimbabwe;
Council for Legal Education in Zimbabwe; Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission; Zimbabwe
Prisons and Correctional Services; and Zimbabwe Anti-Corruption Commission. The
Zimbabwe Progamme is supported by the Swedish International Development Agency (Sida).

The national symposium is an annual event under the Zimbabwe Programme. It is co-organised
by RWI together with the academic partner institutions and CALR, and is a forum where
research funded and conducted during the year is packaged and presented before an audience
representing diverse sectors of Zimbabwean society, thereby allowing the presenters and
participants to in plenary engage in vibrant discussions around the topics at hand and together
deliberate on the way forward with regard to critical human rights reform issues. The feedback
and experiences shared during the national symposium also aid and feed into the preparation of
final papers for publication and dissemination.

With that said, RWI would like to conclude by thanking the researchers for their hard work and
determination, which resulted in these final papers that make up this collection. RWI would
also like to thank the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) for
supporting the research, and thereby ensuring it saw the light of day. Finally, it is RWI’s sincere
wish that you, the reader, find these papers thought-provoking and informative as well as an
eventual source of inspiration and guidance in your own potential efforts towards furthering the
provisions contained in the 2013 Constitution of Zimbabwe and its comprehensive Declaration
of Rights.

About the Raoul Wallenberg Institute:

The Raoul Wallenberg Institute, based in Lund, Sweden, is a research and academic
institution with offices, programmes and convening power covering 40 countries. RWI
combines evidence-based human rights research with direct engagement in close
collaboration with its partners to bring about human rights change for all. The Institute is
named after Raoul Wallenberg, the Swedish diplomat who saved tens of thousands of Jews
and other people at risk in Hungary at the end of World War II.

For more information on RWI, please visit: www.rwi.lu.se
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An Examination of the Extent to which the Transitional Stabilisation Plan (TSP)
Contributes Towards Gender Equity and Equality in Zimbabwe – The Case of Women

Operating in the Informal Sector in Harare

Winnet Maravanyika* and Eddah Jowah**

Abstract

The new Government in Zimbabwe (GoZ) launched the Transitional Stabilisation Programme
(TSP) in October 2018. The TSP is government’s main strategy to revive the country’s
economy. The policy document also explains the government’s commitment towards human
development, and this includes mainstreaming gender equality in all sectors. The paper analyses
the effectiveness of the TSP in promoting gender equity and equality, with specific focus on
female traders in the informal sector. The primary data was collected from a survey that was
carried out in Harare, targeting female traders engaged in informal economic activities such as
wholesale and retail trade like fruit and vegetable vending, cross border trading, the selling of
second hand clothes or small grocery (tuckshop) and canteen businesses. Those we surveyed
were carrying out these activities within Harare Central Business District (CBD) and in
Chitungwiza. The findings from the survey revealed that half the number of respondents (51%;
n=45) were not aware of the TSP policy. The 45 women who were aware of the TSP policy,
however, were not confident in the policy document’s effectiveness in addressing economic
challenges faced by women. Some of the challenges affecting the women who participated in
the survey included limited financial capital, lack of proper business training, macro-economic
challenges affecting the economy and a patriarchal Zimbabwean society in which unfair
demands continue to be made on women to manage families and households while also trying
to run their businesses, especially as the states capacity to provide sufficient social services (in
particular health, education and social protection services) dwindles. While the TSP contains
statements and claims around promoting gender equality, they do not adequately explain how
this will be achieved or even set targets on how gender equality will be achieved.

The research paper concludes by providing some recommendations on how the TSP can be
reviewed to ensure effectiveness in achieving gender equity and equality by incorporating the
key needs of female small business owners in the informal sector.

1 Introduction

Since 1980, the Government of Zimbabwe (GoZ) has made efforts in formulating policies and
implementing strategies and programmes that seek to promote gender equity, equality and the

* Human rights researcher and professional.
** Human rights researcher and professional.
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economic empowerment of women. The promotion of gender equality is enshrined in the
Constitution of Zimbabwe (2013). The GoZ has also developed and launched two National
Gender Policies. The first in 2004 which ran for eight (8) years until 2012 and the second
National Gender Policy launched in 2013 which was to run until 2017. The second National
Gender Policy (2013–2017) was subsequently revised and launched again in July 2017. The
government is also a signatory to various international and regional commitments with regards
to gender equality. These commitments are:

- The Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW)

- The Beijing Declaration on the Platform for Action
- The Convention on Civil and Political Rights
- The Equal Remuneration Convention
- The Convention on Prohibition of Discrimination in Occupations
- Convention on the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour
- Convention on Economic, and Social and Cultural Rights
- The Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination
- The Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of

Women in Africa (Maputo Protocol)
- Solemn Declaration on Gender and Equality in Africa
- Southern African Development Community (SADC) Protocol on Gender and

Development that seek to eliminate discrimination and achieve gender equality
- The COMESA Gender Policy which fosters gender equality and equity at all levels of

regional integration and cooperation.

The GoZ has also established ‘The Zimbabwe Gender Commission’ which was established in
terms of Section 245 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe and operationalised through the
Zimbabwe Gender Commission Act (Chapter 10:31).  The Commission came about because of
the constant resurgence of gender related issues during the nationwide consultative process
when the national Constitution was being drafted. It is one of the Chapter 12 Independent
Commissions supporting democracy in Zimbabwe.

The above commitments and policy strategies potentially demonstrate the desire by the GoZ to
advance gender equality and women socio-economic and political rights. However, despite
some progress made by the government, women continue to face several obstacles that affect
their participation in ‘all spheres of Zimbabwean society’ including the economy on the same
basis as men.

Like its predecessors, the most recent GoZ formed following the July 2018, elections has
embarked on an ambitious plan to address the national development challenges the country is
facing; central to which is reviving the economy. As part of efforts aimed at reviving the
economy, the GoZ launched the Transitional Stabilisation Program (TSP) in October 2018
which will be implemented until December 2020. Through the TSP, the government’s
economic vision for Zimbabwe is to move the country “Towards a Prosperous and Empowered
Upper Middle-Income Society by 2030”. According to government, the TSP has three main
areas of focus, which are: “stabilising the macro-economy, and the financial sector; introducing
necessary policy, and institutional reforms, to transform to a private sector led economy and
launching quick-wins to stimulate growth”. The TSP is the first of two strategic programmes
that the GoZ is adopting to achieve its goal of an upper middle-income society by 2030 (i.e.
Vision 2030). At the end of the TSP, the government will implement two five-year
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Development Strategies, with the first one running from 2021 to 2025, and the second from
2026 to 2030. The TSP has eight different issue areas that it focuses on with Section Six of the
policy document looking purely at Human Development. Section Six of the TSP specifically
“deals with empowerment of special interest groups, that include Women, the Youth, the
Disabled and other disadvantaged members of the society”, as well as looking at issues around
health, education and social protection.

It is important to understand how the TSP continues the GoZ’s policy trajectory to advance
gender equality and the economic advancement of women.

2 Research Methods

2.1 Research Methodology

We primarily undertook desktop research which was augmented with a survey to collect
primary data, where a questionnaire was administered to 89 women across Harare. The survey
was carried out through a random sample of women who own small business in the informal
sector, based in the urban and peri-urban areas. The survey was conducted from 6 to 11
September 2019. Enumerators were deployed to Harare CBD, medium and high-density
suburbs as well as the neighbouring township of Chitungwiza. Annex 1 has the list of questions
respondents were asked. Through the desktop review, we evaluated existing literature on gender
in Zimbabwe and unpacked the TSP Policy document, and relevant documents from
government and civil society organisations which broadly looked at the gender and the informal
sector in Zimbabwe.

2.2 Objective of the Research

The objective of the research was to examine the extent to which the TSP promotes gender
equity and equality in Zimbabwe’s economic development. The research sought to identify the
factors that hinder the equal and effective participation of women in economic development,
with specific focus on women who are small business owners in the informal sector, and the
extent to which the TSP goes to address these issues and promote the inclusion of women in
the Zimbabwean economy. The research also explored possible opportunities within the TSP
for women to leverage in policy advocacy.

Overall the research undertaken for this paper sought to examine whether the TSP responds to
a major grievance that has been on the spotlight for several years: the need to promote gender
equality and equity in the Zimbabwean economy

3 Gender Equality, Equity and Women Rights

Gender equality refers to the equal rights, responsibilities and opportunities of women and men,
girls and boys.1 Gender equality implies that the interests, needs and priorities of both women
and men are taken into consideration, recognizing the diversity of different groups of women
and men.2 However, being given an equal chance does not necessarily mean equal outcomes
for men and women. In recent times, studies on gender have also begun to look at not just
gender equality but also gender equity. Gender equity takes equality a step further in

1 See <https://www.sida.se/contentassets/43b0eb228c464d2499c5eb00a68a0346/brief-hot-issue-equity-
equality.pdf>.
2 Ibid.
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recognising the differences between men and women and acknowledging their different needs,
constraints and aspirations to create equal chances and outcomes for men and women. Gender
equality and equity, besides being a fundamental human right, are necessary and essential to
achieve peaceful societies, with full human potential and sustainable development.

Zimbabwe’s commitment towards gender equality and human rights as enshrined in the national
Constitution, promotes participation and empowerment of women. The Constitution was
formed on the values and principles of fundamental human rights and freedoms and gender
equality among many others. The current national Constitution provides better protection and
visibility to women’s rights than the previous Constitution. Specific provisions for the
protection and enforcement of women’s rights in Zimbabwe include the following sections of
the national Constitution:

 Section 17 urges the government to promote gender balance by “enhancing participation
of women in all sectors and ensuring gender equality”. The section addresses the issue
of access to resources, elimination of gender-based discrimination in policy, law and
practice, the protection of women and girls from domestic violence, as well as protection
of girls from marriage. Section 17 also provides that both women and men must be
equally represented in all institutions and agencies of government.

 Section 56 talks about equality and non-discrimination of women against violence and
equality before the law. The government has further put in place laws that protect women
from all forms of violence through stipulating relevant laws such as the Domestic and
Violence Act and ensuring that institutions like the Gender Commission are in place.

 Section 80 states the rights of women and highlights the provision for equal opportunities
in both political, social and economic initiatives. The section also specifies the need to
avoid all customs, traditions and cultural practices that infringe the rights of women.

 Section 124 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe provides for a quota of 60 seats for women
(six seats from each of the ten provinces of the country) as part of efforts to enhance
women representation in Parliament. The proportional representative quota system will
lapse in 2023, if the constitutional amendment is not passed by Parliament.

The GoZ has further committed to promote gender equality through several international and
regional human rights frameworks for women’s rights. Zimbabwe ratified the Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) in 1991 which is
considered as the women’s bill of rights (Stuart et al., 2016). The Convention calls for equality
between men and women in socio-economic, political and civil rights and it emphasises the
need for the state to promote equal participation of both men and women in public life. GoZ is
also a signatory to other crucial binding conventions such as the Beijing Declaration of 1995,
the Protocol to the African Charter on Women’s Rights of 2003 and the SADC Protocol on
Gender and Development of 2008.

Gender equality and empowerment is one of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Gender equality is centred around human rights and is critical in achieving the rest of the SDGs
because women are either affected by the socio-economic challenges or they contribute towards
the realisation of the SDGs such as un-paid work, farming and participating in the informal
economy.  Women are affected by all the 17 SGDs and they are also key to achieving each of
the goals each of the proposed SDGs.3 Therefore, incorporating gender equality and economic

3 See
<https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/2322UN%20Women%20Analysis%20on%20Wome
n%20and%20SDGs.pdf>.

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/2322UN%20Women%20Analysis%20on%20Women%20and%20SDGs.pdf
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/2322UN%20Women%20Analysis%20on%20Women%20and%20SDGs.pdf
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empowerment will ensure that the GoZ achieve all the SDGs. SDG Five (5) specifies the goal
to “Achieve Gender Equality and Empower all Women and Girls”; however, the other SDGs
are central to gender equality and women economic empowerment. The SDG Five (5) underlies
the principle of the Agenda 2030 for development with the principle of “leaving no one behind”
which extends the idea of ensuring that economic development process should target the social
groups that are routinely and structurally excluded in the policy formulation and
implementation processes. SDG One (1) calls for poverty reduction, SDG Three (3) calls for
good health and wellbeing, SDG Four (4) talks about inclusive and quality education and
promoting inclusive growth, SDG Eight (8) explains the need for creation of decent
employment for all, and SDG 10 explains the need for reducing inequalities. The Model below
shows how gender equality and empowerment at the core of SDGs.

Figure 1: A model for gender equality at the core of the SDGs

4 The Informal Economy in Zimbabwe and Gender

The prevalence of the informal economy (shadow economy) in Zimbabwe is not a new
phenomenon. Prior to independence the informal sector existed in Zimbabwe (then Rhodesia)
but it was strictly regulated to undermine independent African market-oriented activities so that
the white settler-dominated formal sector could grow (Luebker, 2008). Therefore, at
independence in 1980, Zimbabwe inherited a small informal economy (it accounted for less
than 10% of the labour force). The participation of women in this sector is also not new and in
the 1980s, it was estimated that out of every six (6) persons selling wares at the Mbare Musika
Market, the ratio was 5:1 in favour of women. With independence and the removal of legislature
and by-laws from the colonial era, the informal sector began to grow and become more visible.

The 1990s saw the exponential growth of this sector as the GoZ shifted from its growth with
development strategy to structural adjustment. With the advent of the Economic Structural
Adjustment Programme (ESAP), there was a significant decline in the formal employment
sector and the informal sector started to absorb those who became unemployed. The GoZ also
provided the impetus for the ascendance of the informal economy through a series of policies
by reducing regulatory bottlenecks to allow new players to enter into the production and
distribution of goods and services; supporting indigenous business development and black
empowerment; and relaxing physical planning requirements. This included Statutory
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Instrument (SI) 216 of 1994 of the Regional Town and Country Planning Act which effectively
allowed for the development of non-residential activities in residential areas.

With the onset of the Fast Track Land Reform Programme (FTLRP) and political and economic
meltdown that followed, the share of informal employment to total employment, increased from
84.2% in 2011 to 94.5% in 2014, and women accounted for 52% of those within the informal
economy. According to Labour and Economic Development Research Institute of Zimbabwe
(LEDRIZ) survey on situation analysis of women in the informal economy in Zimbabwe
conducted in 2017, 96% of women within the informal economy are ‘own account workers’,
who venture into buying and selling of mainly small commodities. An International Monetary
Fund Report in 2018 said informal economy made up 60.6% of Zimbabwe’s Gross Domestic
Product; and this was secondly only to Bolivia.

Despite the growth in the informal sector within the economic landscape of Zimbabwe, policy
towards this sector remains ambivalent – at times it is hailed as critical for survival while at
other times it is seen as ‘drag’ on the economy (Luebker, 2008). In urban areas trading of small
products mostly happens on the open streets and at undesignated places. These places of
operation are not a conducive business operating environment and it is further worsened by
regular municipal police crackdowns on vendors which at times leads to the confiscation of
their wares.

Women have and continue to play a critical role in Zimbabwe’s economic development, yet
they face barriers to economic opportunities, means of production and credit facilities
(ZUNDAF, 2016).4 Despite the existing legal commitment to gender equality at the
international, regional and national levels outlined in the previous section, women and girls in
Zimbabwe continue to face a myriad of challenges in the political, social and economic spheres
because of gender inequalities and imbalances.5 There are also instances where laws are in
contradiction of each other. In the current national Constitution, Part 3, Section 80(3) states that
“all laws, customs, traditions and cultural practices that infringe the rights of women conferred
by this Constitution are void to the extent of the infringement”. According to Mutupo (2015)
this provision is an opportunity for rural women to challenge patriarchy when it comes to land
resource management. She however notes that the same Constitution states that traditional
leaders have a right to maintain culture: Chapter 15, section 280(1) which says that “the
institutional status and role of traditional leaders under customary law is recognised”. So, while
at one-point rural women are given rights to land, their access is still limited due to customary
laws that Mutopo describes as “unmodified” therefore making the advancement of women’s
rights to land especially in communal areas problematic, despite the enormous labour
contribution women make in the agricultural sector. At the same time while there are good
policies or legal provisions in place, translating that into practical reality within the
Zimbabwean society remains a challenge. Men continue to dominate political and economic
spheres of society in the country. The current Parliament (9th) of Zimbabwe is made up of 35%
female parliamentarians. This 35% is also inclusive of the reserve quota of 60 seats for women
as enshrined in the constitution.

At the same time the GoZ’s provision of social services has declined due to the ongoing
economic crisis. Women have had to bear an unfair burden of providing food, education and
health for their families, yet the harsh economic environment has not created adequate

4 See <https://www.zw.one.un.org/sites/default/files/Publications/UNZimbabwe/ZUNDAF%202016%20-
%202020.pdf>.
5 Ibid.
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economic opportunities for them. Women are the most affected by the failure of social service
delivery given the triple role that they play within society. Women’s triple roles include
reproductive work, whereby women are responsible for child caring and rearing and  domestic
work; secondly, community work, which is an extension of the reproductive role which includes
women’s work towards provision and maintenance of local resources for collective
consumption; and, finally, the productive role, which include women’s work related to small
income jobs6. All the unpaid work that women contribute towards the development of their
family and community is often unrecognised, yet it is a significant contribution towards the
economy. According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD,
2011), women’s work has not resulted in the same level of economic empowerment as that of
men.7 The increasing levels of economic vulnerability among women have been as a result of
various macro-economic challenges that have crippled their small businesses. It is estimated
that real income of women is three times less than that of men, and women have a higher
structural unemployment rate of 70% compared to 56% of men.8 This has increased the
prevalence of poverty among women, especially the female headed households who comprise
35% of the total women population.

The public policy making process in Zimbabwe should effectively harness and incorporate the
concerns of women and improve their participation in the economic space, as stipulated by the
provision in the country’s 2013 Constitution in Section 13, which states that; measures
developed and implemented by the state around national development should be equitable;
“protect and enhance the rights of the people, particularly women, to equal opportunities in
development”. Women are however often absent from or are poorly represented in political
decision making including the formulation of economic policies (as in the case with
Parliament), resulting in the interests of women not considered in policy making.

5 The Transitional National Programme, Gender and Informal Sector

The discussion here looks specifically at the TSP and its intentions on gender equity and
equality as well as around the informal sector. One of the major criticisms of the TSP strategy
when it was launched was that the policy was top-down and is not a result of broad-based citizen
consultation,9 which has put into doubt the extent to which it addresses aspects around gender
equity and equality and advancing the contribution of female business in the informal sector.

In the TSP Preamble (page xi), the GoZ outlines the values and objectives that Vision 2030 are
anchored by. The 11 objectives and values are:

1. Improved governance and the rule of law
2. Re-orientation of the country towards democracy
3. Upholding freedoms of expression and association
4. Peace and national unity
5. Respect for human and property rights
6. Attainment of responsive public institutions

6 See <https://www.empowerwomen.org/en/community/discussions/2016/11/the-triple-burden-and-triple-role-
of-women>.
7 OECD, ‘Women’s Economic Empowerment’, OECD Issue Paper. Paris: OECD (2011).
8 See <http://www.zw.one.un.org/newsroom/news/unct-statement>.
9 Transitional Stabilisation Programme: Summary and Analysis from a Socioeconomic Justice Perspective,
October 2018 to December 2020
<http://www.zimcodd.org/sites/default/files/research/Citizen%20Perspective%20Transitional%20Stabilisation%
20Programme.pdf>.

https://www.empowerwomen.org/en/community/discussions/2016/11/the-triple-burden-and-triple-role-of-women
https://www.empowerwomen.org/en/community/discussions/2016/11/the-triple-burden-and-triple-role-of-women
http://www.zw.one.un.org/newsroom/news/unct-statement
http://www.zimcodd.org/sites/default/files/research/Citizen%20Perspective%20Transitional%20Stabilisation%20Programme.pdf
http://www.zimcodd.org/sites/default/files/research/Citizen%20Perspective%20Transitional%20Stabilisation%20Programme.pdf
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7. Broad based citizenry participation in national and socio-economic development
programmes

8. Political and economic re-engagement with the global community
9. Creation of a competitive and friendly business environment
10. Enhanced domestic and foreign investment
11. An aggressive fight against all forms of corruption

There is no mention of gender equality as a key value or objective when it comes to Vision
2030. The closest one can allude that it has been included will be the value which talks about
respecting “human and property rights”.

The main section of the TSP that deals with gender and empowerment is Section 6. According
to the Executive Summary of the TSP, Section 6 which looks at human development,
specifically health, education and social service provision, “also deals with empowerment of
special interest groups, that include Women, the Youth, the Disabled and other disadvantaged
members of the society”. At the conclusion of Section 6 there is also a section entitled “Support
for Informal Traders”.

Within Section 6, the TSP makes the following statements with regards to gender and
empowerment:

Point 1725 - “The Transitional Stabilisation Programme will, therefore, be enhancing
gender mainstreaming in all sectors of the economy in order to eliminate all negative
economic, social and cultural practices that impede equality of sexes.”

The TSP has a subsection where it then goes on to talk about Mainstreaming Gender in the
Development Process. The first point made in this section is that:

Point 1729 – “The Transitional Stabilisation Programme will further foster integration of
gender mainstreaming across all sectors, cognizant of Gender Equality as fundamental to
achieving equitable, sustainable and inclusive socio-economic development.”

Point 1730 – “This builds on Government’s commitments under its Gender Responsive
Budgeting Strategy and the National Gender Policy with the Guidelines drawing from,
adopted from 2007 to mainstream and integrate gender issues into the Budgetary cycle.”

The TSP states that the government will achieve gender parity through building on the National
Gender Policy and Gender Responsive Budgeting Strategy. The key milestones or deliverables
in its efforts to integrate gender issues in the budgetary cycle are:

• Further mainstreaming of gender sensitive policies and legislations
• Integrating gender issues into national and sectoral economic policies, national budget

policies, call circulars and guidelines
• Programming and budgeting, which involves identification of gender issues,

interventions, budget costings, and setting of performance benchmarks
• Prioritisation of resource allocation, disbursement and implementation of national and

sectoral gender plans and programmes
• Implementation of gender sensitive programmes and projects, targeting women and the

youths
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• Monitoring and evaluation, which involves tracking performance, and feedback for
policy review.

The remainder of the Section describes actions/activities that have been undertaken by the
government to mainstream gender. Some of the actions described is around the training of key
government ministry officials and parliamentarians on gender budgeting, the operationalisation
of the Gender Commission, the enactment of the Domestic Violence Act, prioritisation of
resource allocation and disbursement to women and youth, the operationalisation of the Women
and Youth Empowerment Banks and provision of free maternal health care services (to help
reduce maternal mortality rates).

While the TSP makes mention of the importance of empowerment, the information contained
in the policy document is very broad and generalised. There are no baseline indicators of current
performance when it comes gender equality. There is no clear indication of the issues that policy
has to resolve to ensure that gender continues to be mainstreamed and what are the benchmarks
or indicators that will show that government is moving in the right direction when it comes to
achieving gender equality. When it comes to gender budgeting, a study by Stotsky, Kolovich
and Kebhaj (2016) for the International Monetary Fund (IMF) on gender budgeting efforts has
shown that in countries where gender-based budgeting has been successful, such as in Rwanda
and Uganda, the Ministries of Finance took the lead. It is not clear in the TSP whether the
Ministry of Finance is going to take the lead on this or whose responsibility it is to ensure that
it is adhered to.

The section treats women as a homogenous group, yet there is diversity among women and
their needs based on their geographical location (rural, urban or peri-urban); age and levels of
education. In addition, the policy strategy still only focuses on gender equality, with no mention
or progress towards gender equity.

While the Zimbabwe Women Microfinance Bank (ZWMB) has been operationalised, the TSP
does not outline any clear plan or strategy on how to expand/increase the reach of the ZWMB,
given that it is currently only has one branch found in Harare. The TSP policy contains the
following statements with respect to the ZWMB:

The Women’s Micro-Finance Bank commenced operations in 2018, with the objective of empowering women
across the country through access to loan financing at a rate of 4 percent per month. The Women’s Micro-
Finance Bank targets development of tailor-made women empowerment funding products, that way
improving their access to credit, including supporting women in small-scale mining projects. Loans can also
be accessed for procuring farming inputs, and purchase of such equipment as sewing machines.
(p. 226)

The above statements just outline the particular work that the ZWMB does without articulating
a clear policy strategy or action that will be taken during the implementation of the TSP to
increase the reach of the bank to address this challenge faced by female entrepreneurs in the
informal sector. It has also taken the GoZ 38 years to bring this idea of a woman’s bank into
fruition. The idea of a women’s bank was first raised in 1982 by the Ministry of Community
Development and Women’s Affairs. However, the fact that it has only one branch that is
expected to meet the finance needs of all female entrepreneurs raises questions around the reach
and impact that the bank will have in addressing issues around women engaged in informal
activities accessing financial capital to grow their business.
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Overall, this section of the TSP is more descriptive without any clear outline or strategy on the
government’s gender equality strategy especially when it comes to improved participation of
women in the economy. If the strategy is around gender mainstreaming across all sections of
society, then it needs to be reflected more clearly in the Section 1 of the TSP which speaks on
the policies dealing with macro-economic imbalances; Section 2 which looks at Institutional
Reform to Achieve Stability, Growth and Development; Section 3 which deals with Productive
Sector Reforms; Section 4 which speaks to Service Sector Reforms; Section 5 which looks at
Investing in Public Infrastructure; Section 7 which looks at Governance Reforms; and Section
8 which looks at the Implementation Monitoring and Evaluation Framework that will assess the
success of the TSP.

The last part of Section 6 which looks at the support to the informal sector is mostly another
descriptive section that begins by stating that the TSP “recognises the rising role of informal
trading by individuals and households as safeguards against decline in formal employment”. In
the same vein the TSP then goes on to speak about how this has resulted in an upsurge in
vending across urban centres, undesignated roadsides and major highway junctions, where
vendors sell their wares undermining the smooth flow of traffic in Harare CBD and major road
landmarks such as Mbudzi Roundabout and how the situation has been worsened by commuter
omnibuses and pirate taxi operators. The Section concludes by saying that “the Government
working with other stakeholders towards a participatory and inclusive approach in the planning
and provision of appropriate infrastructure, including support towards designating appropriate,
accessible and hygienic sites for vending” (p. 293).

However, there is not clarity around the actual steps on how this will be done, potential
resources committed to it and indicators that will show that the government is making positive
steps towards improving the conditions in the informal sector.

6 Description of Sample

6.1 Socio-Economic Characteristics of Survey Sample

Age of Respondents

A total of 89 responses were received from female small business owners operating in the
informal sector across Harare and Chitungwiza. Forty-two percent (42%; n= 38) of the
respondents were aged between 26 and 35 years, with 23% (n=20) aged between 36 and 45
years, 16% (n=14) were aged between 18 and 25 years, while 17% (n=15) were aged between
45 and 55 years. Two percent (2%; n=2) of the total number of respondents were aged 56 years
and above.
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Figure 2: Age Distribution of Respondents

Marital Status

Figure 3 shows that of the total respondents, 45% (n=40) indicated that they were married, 35
% (n=31) were single, whilst 11% (n=10) indicated that they were widowed. Nine percent (9%;
n=8) of the respondents indicated that they were divorced.

Figure 3: Marital Status of Respondents

Level of Education

The survey respondents had significantly high levels of education with, (62%; n=55) of the
respondents completing secondary school and 38% (n=34) indicating that they had achieved
tertiary education.
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Figure 4: Level of Education

Type of Accommodation Respondents Lived In

A greater proportion of the survey respondents (49%; n=55) indicated that they were staying in
rented accommodation; 19 (21%) respondents were staying with family or friends. Only 18
(20%) of the respondents indicated that they were staying in a house/flat/cottage that they
owned and had been paid off completely or obtained through a mortgage. Three (4%)
respondents indicated that they stayed in a home that was company owned.

Figure 5: Type of Accommodation Respondents Lived In

Formal Employment Activities

Forty-seven (53%) of the women who were part of the survey indicated that they were employed
in the formal economy. Of the 47 respondents working the formal economy, most of them were
employed in retail (23%; n=11), followed by 10 (21%) who were employed in the civil service
and nine (19%) who were employed in education.
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Figure 6: Sectors where formally employed respondents worked

Informal Sector Participation

Survey respondents were engaged in a variety of economic activities in the informal sector.
Twenty-six percent (26%; n=23) of respondents were involved in vending (fruits and
vegetables) and 24% (n=21) were cross-border traders (i.e. they would travel outside of
Zimbabwe to sell products or bring back products (e.g. groceries, clothes, etc.) for resale back
in Zimbabwe). Sixteen percent (16%; n=14) of the respondents indicated that they operated
‘flea markets’ or a shop that sells second hand imported clothes (bales), while (12%; n=11) of
the total respondents were involved in a canteen business (i.e. preparing and selling food).
Eleven percent (11%; n=10) of respondents were involved in hairdressing whilst nine percent
(9%; n=8) operated tuckshops (i.e. a small food and/or grocery store). Two percent (2%; n=2)
of the respondents indicated that they owed a stationery shop.

Figure 7: Informal Sector Economic Activities Undertaken by Respondents
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Monthly Income Earnings

Figure 8 below shows the monthly incomes of the respondents. A greater proportion of the
respondents (44%; n=39) were earning between ZWL$1,001 to ZWL$3,000, which was
equivalent to US$88 and US$26410 respectively, at the time of the survey, from 5 to 10
September 2019. Twenty-six percent (26%; n=23) of the respondents were earning between
ZWL$501 to ZWL$1,000 (i.e. between US$44 and US$88) and (22%; n=20) of the respondents
earned below ZWL$500 (US$44). Only (7%; n=6) of the total respondents are women who are
earning above ZWL$3,000 (US$244) and only 1% are earning above ZWL$5,000 (US$388).

Figure 8: Respondent Monthly Incomes

When the monthly incomes were further analysed across the economic activities that
respondents were engaged in, the study showed that the main economic activities where
respondents were earning the most were vending, cross-border trading and stationary shops.
Most of the women engaged in these three activities had monthly incomes of ZWL$501
(US$44) and above each month; with the respondents who had stationary shops earning at least
ZWL$1,001 (US$88) and ZWL$5,000 (US$388) per month. The category with the lowest
income levels was hairdressing, where most respondents engaged in this sector took home less
than ZWL$500 (US$44) per month.

10 Using Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe Interbank Rates for September 2019.
https://www.rbz.co.zw/index.php/research/markets/exchange-rates/13-daily-exchange-rates/762-september-
2019.
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Figure 9: Monthly Income and Business Sector

6.2 Challenges Faced by Women in the Informal Economy

Survey respondents were asked what they felt were the major or barriers limiting the equal
participation of women who are engaged in businesses within the informal sector. Figure 10
below shows the main issues identified by respondents. Respondents were able to select
multiple options in response to this question.

Figure 10: Barriers limiting equal participation by women
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credit facilities. In both developed and developing countries, issues relating to gender inequality
or discrimination in the areas of entrepreneurship and access to credit are still paramount.
Generally, women have lower personal financial assets as compared to men which entails that
women have less control over capital.

Male Dominated Society

Forty-five percent (45%; n=40) of the respondents identified patriarchy as a barrier to women’s
equal participation. Women have in general lower social positions as compared to men, which
affect the kind of networks they can participate in building their business. Women differ to men
in the kind of networks they use and in the social capital available to them. Women often have
less access to critical resources, support and information needed to successfully establish, grow
and manage their small business. The economic crisis in Zimbabwe has also placed an unfair
burden on women in terms of unpaid family and care work.

Lack of Education or Proper Business Training

While all the women in the survey had achieved secondary education, and 38% (n=34) had
achieved tertiary education, 40% (n=36) identified the lack of education or proper business
training as a barrier to the equal participation of women in the informal economy. This could
be as a result that some of the business in the informal sector that women own, are often times
carried out illegally or in undesignated places which often times result in lack of formal
engagement and proper training skills to women business owners by the government and local
authorities.

Macro-economic Challenges

Fifty-five percent (55%; n=49) of the women surveyed felt that the broad macro-economic
challenges being faced by the country curtailed the equal participation of women in the informal
economy. The macro-economic challenges have resulted in cash shortages, growing inflation
which has fuelled price increases, extended periods of electricity load shedding, low income
levels which has reduced the buying power of citizens.

Managing Business and Family Work

Ten percent (22%; n=20) pointed to the challenge to properly balance and manage both family
and work. This could be as result that in our society, which some of the women defined as
patriarchal society, women have greater family responsibility unlike men. Women are expected
to take care of their children, the sick and family whilst neglecting other business
responsibilities. Economic empowerment processes should seek to address the problems that
women working in the informal sector are facing.

6.3 Women Participation in Public Policy Making

Figure 11 below shows the level of participation of women in any public policy consultations.
Most of the women surveyed (61%; n=54) indicated that they had not participated in any policy
formulation process whilst 39% (n=35) indicated that they have participated in the process
around public policy formulation.
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Figure 11: Women who have participated in any Public Policy formulation exercise

For the 35 respondents who indicated that they had participated in public policy formulation,
54% (n=19) of these respondents indicated that they participated in policy formulation with
respect to consultations around improved service delivery. Twenty-nine percent (29%; n=10)
said that they were involved in discussions on the performance of local authorities, 14% (n=5)
had participated in processes around budget approval whilst 5% (n=1) of the respondents
indicated participated in discussions about the central government performance. These are very
low levels of participation and seem to get progressively worse when it comes to national public
policy participation.

Figure 12: Areas of participation in public policy
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Figure 13: Opportunities to participate in Public Policy processes

6.4 Knowledge about the Transitional Stabilisation Programme (TSP)

When asked specifically about the TSP, 51% (n=45) of respondents indicated that they were
not aware of the TSP policy as an overarching economic development policy. Forty-nine
percent (49%; n=44) indicated that they were not aware of the TSP policy (see Figure 14).

Figure 14: Knowledge about the TSP

When the 44 respondents who indicated that they had knowledge on the TSP were asked further
about the specific areas of the TSP that they were familiar with, the highest proportion of
respondents (77%; n=34) were aware of sections of the TSP they said were aimed at supporting
small business through increased access to finance, while 52% (n=23) indicated that the TSP
had areas that spoke to supporting the use of electronic or plastic money. However, when it
came to whether the TSP had specific areas linked to gender equality and mainstreaming, less
than 40% of the 44 respondents indicated that the TSP had specific areas around enhancing
financial inclusion for women to reduce poverty; improving access to market for women
business; gender mainstreaming to eliminate socio-economic and cultural practices; and
implementation of gender sensitive projects for women (see Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Areas of improvement contained in the TSP

6.5 Respondents Perceptions about TSP

The 44 respondents who indicated that they knew about the TSP were then also asked if they
felt that the TSP will adequately address some of the challenges faced by women small-scale
business owners in the mining, informal sector, small micro and medium scale enterprises
(SMMEs) and service provision sectors. Aside from the SMME sector, where 50% of the 44
respondents (n=22) felt that the TSP would adequately address challenges faced by female
business owners, most of these respondents did not feel that the TSP would adequately address
the challenges in the other sectors, especially in the informal sector (see Figure 16).

Figure 16: Does TSP Address Challenges faced by Female Business Owners
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in the informal sector. Most (51%; n=45) of the respondents pointed to the lack of knowledge
about the existence of the policy whilst the remaining 49% (n=44) who did know about the TSP
emphasized that they perceive that the policy may not address the economic challenges faced
by women. When the policy document is unpacked, the TSP does not adequately explain how
the policy will address the economic challenges faced by women to have access to equal
economic opportunities such as financial services and credit, based on the experiences, needs
and contributions of women operating small businesses in the informal sector.

Despite this rather bleak picture, 74% (n=66) of the survey respondents were confident that
there are existing opportunities for women to participate in public policy formulation. There is
evidence of attempts by government particularly at the local government level to include
citizens in public policy process as evidenced by the 54 respondents that said that they had been
involved in public policy formulation particularly around budgeting and serviced delivery
performance and how to improve the overall work of local authorities. Engagement in public
policy processes at a national/central government level continues to be challenging. Only 3%
(n=1) of the 54 respondents pointed out that they were involved in public policy processes at a
central government level. The data reveals that women involvement was mostly taking place at
the local government level, with very limited involvement in consultation on central
government performance such as the TSP. Women in the informal sector are venturing into
selling small products which requires small capital and mostly reliance on agriculture products.
Women in urban and peri-urban areas are also involved in buying and selling used clothes and
cross boarder trading, which in most cases are unregulated. The study gathered that the monthly
income for women small business owners was relatively low considering the hyper-inflation
and the continued loss of value of the Zimbabwe Dollar (ZWL$) against the United States
Dollar (US$).

The study identified several challenges faced by women small business owners in the informal
sector, which the TSP has not adequately clarified how it will address. These challenges include
limited financial capital due to lack of access to credit facilities. Women have struggled to grow
their small business because of limited financial assets and capital. The other challenges faced
by women include lack formal business skills; gender roles which have constrained women to
effectively balance their business and family work; male dominated society which result in
more economic opportunities presented for men than women; the macro-economic challenges
which include cash shortages and high inflation rates.

The TSP commits to support informal traders through building infrastructure for traders.
However, it does not adequately clarify how government will mainstream gender. Furthermore,
the Policy does not provide specific measures which the government will take to address the
economic and social challenges impeding equal participation by women in the economy. The
TSP does not manage to clearly provide realistic and practical strategies that will ensure that
the government will work together with women entrepreneurs to promote the economic
empowerment of women. There is no strategy presented around how the ZWMB will expand
its services and presence beyond just one branch in Harare. The TSP appears to be focused on
neo-liberal reforms which are mainly patriarchal and assumes that macro-economic measures
will trickle down to the grassroots.

For the TSP to effectively contribute towards gender equality and equity, in Zimbabwe, the
research paper makes the following recommendations:
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Fulfilment of women economic rights: There is need for the TSP policy document to also
ensure that the government’s economic vision, “Towards a Prosperous and Empowered Upper
Middle-Income Society by 2030” reduces the burden of unpaid work mostly carried out by
women as caregivers. The broad-based efforts by the GoZ to address gender equality in the
economy through the TSP also requires further support from the fiscal policies and
administration to address gender-oriented goals that speak to women economic rights in the
informal economy.

Secure legal recognition of informal sector: There is need for informal small-scale business
owners to be subjected to labour standards and formalised to ensure bargaining structures
between the women informal traders and government for improved conditions. The government
could also consider removing legal restrictions that prevent women from registering and
formalising their businesses. There is need to extend access to social protection to informal
small-scale business owners, by ensuring that mechanisms are in place for women informal
business owners to contribute and benefit from Social Protection Services such as the schemes
that can be designed by the National Social Security Authority (NSSA) to cover the needs of
women who are not employers but are business owners in the informal sector.

Improved access to financial and technical resources to women: The TSP should also
consider the needs of women small business owners in informal sector, training women
business, financial knowledge and improved access to financial and technical resources. The
training process should implement needs-based employable skills and entrepreneurship for
women. This can be done through specialised training on financial literacy and
entrepreneurship.

TSP needs to incorporate women’s voices: There is need for continued efforts on awareness
raising on TSP especially to women entrepreneurs. Such awareness raising produces
knowledgeable citizens capable of appreciating the government’s efforts and challenges being
faced in the process of reviving the economy and promoting women participation. The TSP can
also reflect on specific needs of women so that the policy is informed by sound evidence-based
analysis of gender disparities in the economy. It is also important that as the government is
developing the first five year strategy that will be implemented after the TSP, it is actively
engaging women around policy issues that promote gender equity and quality and increase their
involvement and contribution to the national economy.

Evaluation of gender budgeting: As part of the commitment of the TSP to contribute towards
gender equality, the macro-economic policy can also consider incorporating evaluation of how
the economic policy will enhance gender equality in the informal sector through impact
analyses. Government spending through gender budgeting should be evaluated regarding its
effects on gender equality. When gender inequalities are uncovered, government should take
steps to correct these imbalances.
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Annex 1: Questionnaire

1. In which town or city do you live?
a. Harare
b. Chitungwiza

2. What is your age? (years)
a. 18 – 25
b. 26 – 35
c. 36 – 45
d. 46 – 55
e. 56 – 65

3. Gender?
a. Female
b. Male

4. Marital status
a. Single
b. Married
c. Divorced
d. Widow/Widowed

5. What is your highest level of education?
a. Secondary School
b. Tertiary Education

6. In which sector of the formal economy are you employed?
a. Civil Service
b. Education
c. Local Governance
d. Manufacturing
e. Non-Government Organisations
f. Retail
g. Tourism
h. Transport

7. What kind of business do you do/Describe your business activities?
a. Cross border trading
b. Flea market/Bale Shop
c. Hairdresser
d. Stationery Shop
e. Tuckshop
f. Vending
g. Tuck shop owner
h. Stationery shop owner

8. What best describes your accommodation agreement?
a. Company owned
b. Living with family or friends
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c. Own- fully paid for
d. Own – mortgage
e. Rent

9. Which bracket can you place your monthly income given your earnings in the past 3
months?
a. ZWL1 – ZWL500
b. ZWL501 – ZWL1000
c. ZWL1001 – ZWL3000
d. ZWL3001 – ZWL5000
e. ZWL5001 – ZWL9000

10. Have you ever been a part of a policy formulation process (E.g. National budget
consultative meeting)?
a. Yes
b. No

11. If Yes, please describe the process
a. Budget approval
b. Consultations on improvement of service delivery
c. Discussions of performance of central government
d. Discussions of performance local authorities

12. Do you think there's adequate scope / room for you to make an input towards public
policy processes?
a. Yes
b. No

13. Do you know about Transitional Stabilisation Program (TSP)?
a. Yes
b. No

14. Which of the following areas of the TSP/ what the government is doing to improve
the economy are you familiar with?
a. Enhance financial inclusion for women to reduce poverty
b. Supporting electronic and plastic money
c. Support small business through improved access to finance
d. Improving access to markets for women business
e. Gender mainstreaming to eliminate socio-economic and cultural practices
f. Implementing gender sensitive projects for women
g. Infrastructure development
h. Other (please specify)

15. Do you think the TSP/ what the government is doing to improve the economy will
adequately address some of the challenges faced by women small-scale business
owners in these sectors? (Mining, Small Micro & Medium Enterprise, Informal
Trading, Service Provision).
a. Yes
b. No
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16. What do you think are the barriers limiting equal participation of women who run
small businesses?
a. Limited capital
b. Economic constraints (cash shortages, price increases)
c. Lack of education/proper business training
d. Male dominated society
e. Lack of home/business balance
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Towards a Just and Inclusive Penal System: A Comparative Analysis of Prisoners’
Right to Vote in Zimbabwe, South Africa and Sweden

Paidamwoyo Mukumbiri* and Chiedza Mlambo**

Abstract

This paper is an examination of prisoners’ right to vote in Zimbabwe. The 2013 Constitution of
Zimbabwe provides for everyone’s right to vote in all the elections and referendums. Prisoners’
right to vote though not explicitly provided can be inferred from section 67(3) of the 2013
Constitution which provides for the right to vote for everyone. The reality however is that
prisoners have been disenfranchised and failed to exercise their right to vote in all the previously
held elections. This paper interrogates whether the state’s failure to afford prisoners’ right to
vote by operation of section 23(3) of the Electoral Act Chapter 2:13, which provides that a
voter’s name cannot be retained on the voters roll if he or she has ceased to reside in the
constituency for a continuous period of 18 months is a justifiable limitation permissible under
the Constitution and the international human rights standards on limitations of rights. This paper
therefore argues that the denial of prisoners’ right to vote on the requirement of residence status
is not a justifiable limitation to the right to vote. It concludes that the South African and Swedish
approach which allows prisoners to vote in national elections can be adopted since these are not
constituency based.

Keywords: prisoners; right to vote; elections; constitution disenfranchisement

1 Introduction

The right to vote is very critical since it grants an equal opportunity to citizens to affect the
future direction of the society.1 The process of voting allows citizens to determine their rights,
obligations and elect the people that oversee the administration of the state. 2 The
disenfranchisement of other members of the society from voting clearly deny such citizens the
right to decide their future. As such, the right to vote cannot be limited unless there are
justifiable reasons for such limitation.

The right to vote is exercised mostly by every person who is of the age of 18 or above. However,
the right can be limited in certain circumstances subject to reasonable limitations provided by
the law.3 The right can be limited for persons convicted of electoral fraud,4 mental incapacity,5
minors, non-citizens and citizens who are not on the national voters roll.6 The international

* Human rights researcher and professional.
** Human rights researcher and professional.
1 The Constitution of Sweden, the Fundamental Laws and the Riksdag Act, Sveriges Riksdag, Stockholm,
Sweden, 2016, p. 1.
2 Ibid.
3 Article 13 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights provides for the right to vote subject to
provisions of national law.
4 Schedule 4 of the 2013 Constitution of Zimbabwe.
5 UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 25: The right to participate in public affairs, voting
rights and the right of equal access to public service (Art. 25), 12/07/1996, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.7, Article 4
6 L. Beckman, ‘Jailhouse Vote?: Felon Disenfranchisement and Democratic Inclusion’, in L. Beckman, The
Frontiers of Democracy. The Right to Vote and its Limits, (Palgrave, Macmillan (2009), paras. 120-145, at p.
125. R. Clegg, ‘Who Should Vote?’, 6 Texas Law Review (2001) pp.159-178.  B. Kaur, ‘Prisoners’ Right to
Vote: Citizen Without a Vote in a Democracy Has No Existence,  Economic and Politically’, 54:30 EPW Engage
(2019) p. 27.
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human rights framework allows for limitation of the rights to vote on the basis that such
limitation is justifiable, proportionate and is pursuing a legitimate aim in a democratic society.7
The African regional human rights system limits the right to vote subject to the national laws.8
Similarly, the European regional human rights system provides a limitation of the right to vote
through a proportionality test.9

In Zimbabwe, the Constitution provides for the right to vote for everyone. This can be
interpreted to include prisoners regardless of the duration of incarceration. Despite the
constitutional provisions on the right to vote, prisoners were not able to vote in all the elections
that were held post the 2013 Constitution. The paper asks the following question:

 Is the denial of the right to vote on the basis of non-residency in a constituency a
justifiable limitation in terms of section 86 of the Constitution and the international
human rights framework?

To answer this question the paper adopts a human rights based approach through examining
whether the implementation of the right to vote by Zimbabwe is in compliance with
international human rights standards. The paper further adopts a comparative element of the
implementation of prisoners’ right to vote by Zimbabwe, Sweden and South Africa with the
aim of drawing lessons for Zimbabwe. South Africa has been selected because it is bound by
the same regional human rights framework as Zimbabwe and as such its model of
implementation of prisoners’ right to vote can be adopted in Zimbabwe because of contextual
proximity and similarities. Sweden has been selected on the basis of its advanced jurisprudence
on voting rights. It is part of European human rights system which has a strong legal framework
for the protection of prisoners’ voting rights. While the European human rights system may not
be binding on Zimbabwe, it certainly brings in key lessons which can improve the
implementation of prisoners’ right to vote in Zimbabwe. The paper is mainly a desk research
supplemented by interviews with correction services from Sweden.

The article is structured as follows: the first part of the paper engages in the discourse on the
justification for inclusion and exclusions of prisoners from voting as posited by various
scholars. This part discusses why it is important for prisoners to vote. The second part discusses
the right to vote as recognised by the international and regional human rights framework and
the possible limitation of the right to vote. The part also discuss the national legal framework
and the provisions of the Electoral Act with the aim to measure Zimbabwe’s compliance with
the international human rights framework in implementing prisoners’ right to vote. Finally, the
paper  draws a comparative analysis of  the implementation of the right to vote by Sweden and
South Africa and recommends that Zimbabwe should take a leaf from the approach adopted by
these countries to in order to afford prisoners’ right to vote.

2 Discourse on Disenfranchisement of Prisoners

This part is a discussion of the theoretical debates on whether or not prisoners should vote.
There have been different justifications by scholars on whether or not the right to vote should
be extended to prisoners. One of the most raised argument for disallowing prisoners from voting
is that the ban on voting is a form of punishment. If one commits a crime, they should suffer

7 General Comment No. 5, supra note 5, Article 4.
8 Article 13 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights.
9 Frodl v. Austria (application no. 20201/04); Scoppola v. Italy (No #) App 126/05 Grand Chamber judgement
of 22 May 2012; Hirst v. United Kingdom (No. 2) (2006) 42 E.H.R.R.

http://www.bailii.org/eu/cases/ECHR/2005/681.html
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the consequences and cannot expect the same treatment as non-convicts. Firstly, a prison term
automatically results in the limitation of rights as a form of punishment. Prisoners by virtue of
their status lose their rights to liberty, self -determination, marry and found a family and as such
the right to vote could be one of the rights that they may lose.

However, disenfranchisement of prisoners is implemented differently depending on the
seriousness of the crime and length of the prison term. States generally enjoy a wide margin of
appreciation in the manner in which they implement the right to vote subject to reasonable
permissible limitations in the national laws. In Kuwait the right to vote is not limited based on
the period of incarceration but on the nature of crime committed.10 Those convicted of crimes
involving moral turpitude or breach of trust are not allowed to vote until they are rehabilitated.11

Deprivation of voting rights can therefore continue after the prisoner’s release. In some states
in the United States of America prisoners are disenfranchised for the rest of their lives.12 In the
United States of America voting bans are applied even to minor offences or to those that have
already served their terms and on probation or parole.13 Whitt states that in the US 35 out of
50 states practice some form of post-release felon disenfranchisement suspending the right to
vote to all that have served their term until the suspension is lifted.14 He further argued that
even after suspension, restoration of the right to vote is problematic and hindered by arbitrary
procedures. 15.

In some countries like Czech Republic, Ukraine and Latvia prisoners are restricted from voting
in local elections on the grounds that they are not affected by local issues.16 Similarly, in South
Africa prisoners are only allowed to vote in provincial and national elections.17 Prisoners are
not deemed to be part of a local community during their imprisonment.18 Prisoners are therefore
allowed to vote in national elections on the basis that despite incarceration, they remain citizens
of their country.19

Some of the justifications advanced for disenfranchising prisoners are that it is an exercise of
self- democracy, it is a punitive measure, it preserves the purity of the ballot, it limits voter
coercion and lastly that prisoners have no interest in what happens outside prison. These
justifications will be discussed in a bid to highlight that such arguments for disenfranchisement
are no longer relevant in the modern democracies.

2.1 Disenfranchisement and the Principle of Democracy

It has been argued that democratic values of self-determination justify disenfranchisement.20

As part of exercising self- determination, society has the right to determine the inclusion and

10 Penal International Reform, The Right of Prisoners to Vote: A Global Overview, 2016, p. 3.
11 Ibid.
12 M. Whitt, ‘Felon Disenfranchisement and Democratic Legitimacy’, 43:2 Social Theory and Practice (2017) p.
283-311.
13 S. Easton, ‘Electing the Electorate: The Problem of Prisoner Disenfranchisement’, 69:3 The Modern Law
Review Limited (2006) p. 448.
14 Whitt, supra note 12, p. 283.
15 Ibid.
16 Penal Reform International, supra note 10.
17A.K. Abebe, ‘In Pursuit of Universal Suffrage: The Right of Prisoners in Africa to Vote’, 46:3 The
Comparative and International Law Journal of Southern Africa (2013) p. 410.
18 Penal Reform International, supra note 10.
19 Ibid.
20 Whitt, supra note 12.
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exclusion of members in the electoral process. This approach does not view disenfranchisement
as a form of punishment, or mode “of regulating citizenship, but a tool for collective political
self-determination”. 21 The banning of prisoners voting in this case has nothing to do with the
inflicting of punishment, rehabilitation or citizenship, but it is all based on the democratic right
to self-determination.

Ramsay argues that the denial of prisoners from voting is necessary so as to protect “the
integrity of the democratic process”.22 The integrity argument by Ramsay is based on the fact
that prisoners have no liberty to decide what they want so their vote does not uphold democracy
since they are likely to be coerced into voting for the government.23 Ramsay further argues that
allowing prisoners to vote would provide an avenue for the government to unduly influence
elections.24

However, it can also be argued that democracy demands that anyone with legal capacity should
participate in public life. In the case of Sauvé v. Canada, the Supreme Court of Canada held
that “denying penitentiary inmates the right to vote is more likely to send messages that
undermine respect for the law and democracy than messages that enhance those values”.25 The
Court that held the legitimacy of the law and the obligation to obey the law flow directly from
the right of every citizen to vote. As a result, denying prisoners the right to vote “is to lose an
important means of teaching them democratic values and social responsibility”.26 Behan argues
that a robust and healthy democracy is built on participation among all sections of society, and
consequently disenfranchisement not only affects the prisoner but is a “societal failing”.27

Prisoners should feel that they are part of the society, and voting is a constant reminder of that.
Disenfranchisement makes prisoners feel less allegiance to the country, and this may lead to a
higher rate of repeat offences.28 In the case of Sauvé v. Canada, the Court held that the practice
of disfranchising voters has  no place in a democracy built upon principles of inclusiveness,
equality and citizen participation.29

2.2 Moral Unworthiness?

In general, prisoners’ right to vote is curtailed on the basis that those who have committed
crimes against the public should not be allowed to determine or participate in political
processes.30 Proponents of disenfranchisement have argued that prisoners simply lose the moral
authority to vote as a consequence of the serious nature of the crime for which they have been
sentenced.31 The rationale for disenfranchising prisoners comes from the social contract theory
which supposes that when one willingly choses to disobey the law he/ she should be denied the

21 Ibid., p. 287.
22 P. Ramsay. ‘Voters Should Not Be in Prison: The Rights of Prisoners in a Democracy’,16:3
Critical Review of International Social and Political Philosophy (2013) p. 422.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
25 Sauvé v. Canada (Chief Electoral Officer), [2002] 3 S.C.R. 519.
26 Ibid.
27 C. Behan, Citizen Convicts: Prisoners, Politics and the Vote (Manchester University Press, 2014) p.149.
28 N. Mbodla, ‘Should Prisoners Have a Right to Vote’, 46:1 Journal of African Law (2002) pp. 92-102.
29 Sauvé case, supra note 25.
30 Penal Reform International, supra note 10.
30 UN General Assembly, Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December 1948, 217 A
(III), available at: http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-right. See http://indicators.ohchr.org.
31 Beckman, supra note 6, p. 124.
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privileges that is normally open to law abiding citizens. The Italian Constitution is one such
legislation that limits the right to vote in cases of moral unworthiness.32

Reiman states that “those who have broken the law and trust are corrupt and a process in a
democracy as important as of voting, it should not be allowed to get impure or contaminated
by their involvement”. 33 Sigler also argued that in order to regulate electoral eligibility,
prisoners should not vote. The basis for denial of such right is that by committing serious
crimes, prisoners would have breached the trust, and consequently they should sit out the vote
until they re-establish the presumption of trust.34 The rationale for banning prisoners from
voting on the basis of moral unworthiness was dismissed in the case of Sauvé v. Canada.35 The
Court held that “denial of the right to vote on the basis of attributed moral unworthiness is
inconsistent with the respect for the dignity of every person”.36 Further, the denial of voting
rights to prisoners on the basis of moral unworthiness also violates the right to equality. It
constitutes discrimination on the basis of status which has been outlawed in numerous
international human rights conventions.

According to Bennet, the view that voting is reserved for the trustworthy can be challenged on
the basis that firstly “the right to vote is presumptive in the sense that one need not earn it: no
qualification – even a very minimal one such as, for instance, passing a literacy test – is
necessary”. 37 If voting is based on worthiness, it follows then that there would be a need to
introduce restrictions on voting such as a basic competence tests for voters. 38 Because there is
no competency for voting it follows that disenfranchisement on the basis of unworthiness
following a conviction is not justifiable.

2.3 Voter Coercion

The other reason advanced for denying prisoners the right to vote is that they are likely to be
coerced into voting and their votes will affect the outcome of the election yet they are less likely
to be affected by their decisions in the same way as those that are outside.39 This justification
is mainly applicable to local elections where prisoners’ vote due to their population
disproportionately affect election results. At the end, those outside are affected by the decisions
of the incarcerated which might not be in their best interests. It has been argued that prisoners
generally do not have control over the administration process such that voter intimidation and
coercion is high. Consequently, it has been argued that disenfranchising can be a solution to
coerced voting.40

It has been argued that in some cases voter coercion of prisoners has resulted in election results
that were skewed in favour of the ruling parties. Elwald argues that voter turnout for the leader
of Pakistan, General Musharraf, was inflated due to pressures exerted by authorities on the

32 Article 48 of the Italian Constitution of 1948.
33 J. Reiman, ‘Liberal and Republican Arguments Against the Disenfranchisement of Felons’, 24:1 Criminal
Justice Ethics (2005) p. 8.
34 M. Sigler, ‘Defensible Disenfranchisement’, 99:1 Iowa Law Review (2014) p. 1728.
35 Sauvé v. Canada (Chief Electoral Officer), 2002 3 SCR 519.
36 Ibid.
37 C. Bennett, ‘Penal Disfranchisement’, 10 Crim Law and Philos (2016) p. 413, paras. 411-425.
38 Ibid.
39 Ramsay, supra note 22, p. 8
40 Ibid.
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electoral behaviour of prisoners.41 It has also been argued that former US President George
Bush won because of disfranchisement of some voters who had been banned from voting in a
particular state as a result of previous convictions. As a result, disenfranchisement negatively
affected the election outcome  against Bush’s opponent.

However, disenfranchisement on the basis of preventing voter coercion can be dismissed by the
fact that voter intimidation can take place at any other voting centres which are not prisons.
Intimidation of rural voters to vote for the ruling parties is a recurring feature of elections in
Africa.42 The solution would be to ensure safeguards against voter intimidation and coercion.
Freedom to vote for one’s political party and candidate is a prerequisite for any election
conducted in a democratic country. Measures to curb voter coercion should be “directed against
the people engaged in electoral fraud rather than its victims”.43

There is also a preconceived notion by governments that prisoners are likely to vote against the
regime responsible for their incarceration.44 Consequently, “by denying them the vote, the
legislature is in fact removing a bloc of opposition support”.45 However, there is no guarantee
that prisoners are likely to vote for the opposition. If anything, the ruling party has the upper
hand to manipulate their votes so that the outcome is in favour of the ruling government since
they control the prison system.

2.4 Disfranchisement as a Form of Punishment

It has been argued that the prisoners are condemned such that they do not deserve to participate
in an electoral process. 46 Those who have broken the law are punished with denial of rights
including the right to vote, apart from being confined in a prison.47 It has been stated that
“technically, disenfranchisement is not considered part of an offender's sentence but only a
‘collateral consequence’ of conviction”. 48 Disenfranchisement is therefore perceived as a
necessary limitation of the right of the basis of discouraging crime and promoting civic
responsibility.49 The ban is therefore aimed at promoting the respect for the law.50 According
to Reiman, “the standard classical liberal argument for disenfranchisement of convicted felons
is that criminals violate the social contract, and thereby forfeit the political rights to which the
contract entitles them”.51

It is trite that law changes with political, economic and social development such that “a crime
today, might be legal tomorrow”.52 Hence, it has been argued that “a right as fundamental as

41 A. C. Elwald, ‘Civil Death: The Ideological Paradox of Criminal Disenfranchisement Law in the United
States’, Wisconsin Law Review (2002) pp. 1045-1137.
42 P. Collier and P. C. Vicente, ‘Violence, Bribery, and Fraud: the Political Economy of Elections in Sub-
Saharan Africa’, 153:1 Public Choice (2012) pp. 117-147.
43 Beckman, supra note 6, p. 129.
44 Mbodla, supra note 28; Kaur, supra note 6, p. 5.
45 Mbodla, supra note 28.
46 Reiman, supra note 33.
47 Kaur, supra note 6, p. 5
48 Reiman, supra note 33.
49 Ibid.
50 S. Easton, ‘The Prisoner’s Right to Vote and Civic Responsibility: Reaffirming the Social Contract’, 56:3
Brunel Law School The Journal of Community and Criminal Justice (2009) p. 226, paras. 224-237.
51 Reiman, supra note 33.
52 Kaur, supra note 6.
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the right to vote, should not be dependent on the status of imprisonment or conviction”. 53

Reiman argues that when making arguments against disfranchisement the contextual analysis
is very important. A broad perception of prisoners’ criminal unworthiness and blameworthiness
cannot be made on the basis of a conviction because what is considered a crime in one area
might not be the same in another context. Disenfranchisement should therefore not be used as
punishment. This argument is particularly relevant when it comes to political crimes such as
treason which can easily be used to thwart any government critics.

Reiman argues that:

The criminal justice system tends to label as crimes the ways in which lower-class people harm others, while
the ways in which the members of the upper-classes harm others are generally treated as regulatory matters,
or if as crimes, not as grave ones. For example, preventable occupational diseases kill far more Americans
each year than ordinary homicide. Nonetheless, the intentional acts that leave workers prey to deadly
occupational diseases are rarely treated as crimes, and, even when they are, those responsible are almost never
treated as murderers. The group that we label "felons" is shaped by all these unjust biases plus, of course, the
various injustices that keep many of them at the bottom of society where crime is most tempting and most
likely. It is important to keep this in mind when considering policy proposals aimed at "felons" as a group.54

Reiman’s argument is mainly based on the fact that serious crimes are committed by the elite
and clothed in legal technicalities but are not severely punished in the similar manner with the
lower class citizens who find themselves incarcerated.

Karlan has argued that disenfranchisement is not only a violation of the right to vote but
amounts to cruel inhuman and degrading punishment. 55 The argument is based on the fact that
there is no link between the ban from voting and the offence committed. There is no proof that
disenfranchisement can serve the purpose of punishment.   She argues that the denial of the
right to vote cannot serve the goals of deterrence, incapacitation, rehabilitation or retribution.”56

Disenfranchisement only emphasises prisoners’ exclusion rather than integration in society.
Disenfranchisement as a punitive measure can only work if the crime is related to election such
as election fraud.57 Any other punishment on any offence is not proportionate and cannot even
serve the purpose of retribution. Neither can it serve rehabilitation since it is not proportionate
to the offence. 58

2.5 Prisoners Are Not Directly Affected by Policies

There is a presumption that prisoners in particular those serving lengthy prison terms or life
imprisonment are not affected by what is happening outside. They are mainly affected by the
criminal justice rules. As such they should not exercise their right to vote. Their vote should be
specifically on issues that affect prison rules. It has been argued that:

Policy decisions taken by legislatures are predominantly concerned with social and economic aspects of life
outside the walls of prisons. Why, then, should individuals with no part in society be able to influence the
decisions shaping it? The argument would be that since prisoners do not have a ‘stake in our common

53 Ibid
54 Reiman, supra note 33, p. 4.
55 P. S. Karlan, ‘Convictions and Doubts: Retribution, Representation, and the Debate over Felon
Disenfranchisement’, Stanford Public Law and Legal Theory Working Paper Series, available online at
http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=484543, pp. 21-26.
56 Ibid.
57 Ibid.
58 Ibid.
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enterprise’ they are not affected by it and, therefore, should not be included in the process deciding which
policies to pursue.59

However, it is not entirely true that prisoners are not affected by what is taking place outside
the prison walls. Such an approach is a narrow understanding of the manner in which prisoners
are affected by voting. The prison conditions are actually determined by the policies that are
made by people voted into power. The loss of self- determination as a result of incarceration
should not be confused with the right to participate in decisions that affect their future lives.
While it is true that prisoners do not have control over the way they live in prison, they definitely
have a right to participate in political decisions which certainly determines how they are going
to live after imprisonment. Even those committed to life imprisonment have a right to input
their voice to policies though they may be confined to prison for life. As a result anyone
subjected to the legal authority of the state is equally affected by that authority because of the
duty to obey the law.60

3 International Human Rights Framework on Prisoners’ Right to Vote

This section of the paper unpacks the relevant international human rights instrument that
provides for the right to vote. These conventions may assist the Zimbabwean courts in deciding
on conflicting legislation regarding the right to vote or the interpretation and limitation thereof.
Section 327(6) of the Zimbabwean Constitution particularly compels the courts and other
judicial forums to interpret legislation in a manner that is consistent with international law and
this includes the interpretation of rights in the Bill of Rights.61 The implementation of national
laws should be interpreted in light of the standards set in the international human rights
framework.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) provides that everyone has the right to
take part in the government of their country, directly or through freely chosen representatives.62

Article 25 of the United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
provides for the right to participate in public affairs, voting rights and the right of equal access
to public service.63 The UDHR does not qualify the beneficiaries of the right to vote unlike the
ICCPR which limits voting to citizens. According to the General Comment No. 25 of the
ICCPR on the right to vote, states should be ensured that every individual eligible to vote is
included in the voting processes, for instance voter education and voter registration.64 The
General Comment further stresses that no distinction should be given based on any other ground
or status and that conditions set for one to exercise this right should be reasonable and objective.
The commentary further imposes the burden on the state to indicate and explain the restrictions
on the right.

Article 10(3) of the ICCPR state that “the penitentiary system shall comprise treatment of
prisoners the essential aim of which shall be their reformation and social rehabilitation”. It can
then be argued from this assertion that the desired objectives of rehabilitation will not be

59 Beckman, supra note 6.
60 Ibid.
61 Section 327(6) of the 2013 Constitution of Zimbabwe.
62 Article 21 of the UDHR.
63 Article 25 of the United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. UN General Assembly,
1966, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 999, p. 171, available at:
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CCPR.aspx.
64 General Comment No 25: The right to participate in public affairs, voting rights and the right of equal access
to public service (Art. 25), 1996.
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achieved by denying the prisoners the responsibility they have as citizens to elect those who
will run their society. Rather, affording them the social responsibility may go a long way in
assuring them that they are still part of the society which expects them to make responsible
decisions for themselves and the society at large.

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women also
guarantees women’s right to participation through standing for an election or as voting for their
representatives.65 Female prisoners therefore should not be discriminated from exercising their
right to vote.

However, international conventions do not provide a universal model for the implementation
of prisoners’ right to vote 66 International law recognises a margin of discretion for states in
determining the mechanisms to give effect to the right to vote.67 The discretion is however
subject to constitutional standards at the domestic level, and these need to comply with the
minimum requirements outlined in the international human rights instrument.68

The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (Nelson Mandela
Rules) provide that prisons should not mainly focus on the exclusion of prisoners but their
continued participating in the community. 69 Therefore voting is also a way of allowing
prisoners to be part of the community since they determine the policies and leadership in their
community. This guideline places emphasis on the fact that punishment should be rehabilitative
and not punitive. Punishment should mould a person to fit in the society once more without
being treated like an outcast.

Article 60 of the Rules states that “(1) the regime of the institution should seek to minimize any
differences between prison life and life at liberty which tend to lessen the responsibility of the
prisoners or the respect due to their dignity as human beings.”

Article 61 further also states that “the treatment of prisoners should emphasize not their
exclusion from the community, but their continuing part in it … Steps should be taken to
safeguard, the rights relating to civil interests, social security rights and other social benefits of
prisoners.”

The above discussion reveals that international and regional human rights instruments
guarantee the right to vote to all citizens. Although none of these instruments expressly
addresses the right of prisoners to vote, given that prisoners are citizens, a literal interpretation
of the relevant instruments can lead to the conclusion that states must make arrangements to
enable prisoners to vote subject to international standards.70

65 Article 7 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women.
(CEDAW), adopted by the United Nations General Assembly resolution 34/180 of 17 December 1979, entered
into force on 3 September 1981.
66 Abebe, supra note 17, p. 411.
67 Ibid.
68 Ibid.
69 Rule 88(1) of the UN General Assembly, United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of
Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules), resolution adopted by the General Assembly, 8 January 2016,
A/RES/70/175, available at: https://www.penalreform.org/resource/standard-minimumrules-treatment-prisoners-
smr.
70 Abebe, supra note 17, p. 418.
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3.1 Limitations of the Right to Vote under the International Human Rights Framework

The ICCPR Committee in the communication of Denis Yevdokimov and Artiom Rezanov v.
Russia stated that a state that relies on a limitation of the right to vote should justify the
reasonableness of the decision to blanket ban the right to vote.71 In this case the Committe held
that the decision by Russia to ban all prisoners from voting was unreasonable and consequently
Russia should amend its national laws.  In the Yevdokimov and Artiom Rezanov v. Russia case
the prisoners convicted of various crimes, including drug trafficking, illegal deprivation of
liberty, extortion and abuse of official powers, were restricted from voting by virtue of the
Russian Constitution which disqualified all prisoners from voting. The Committee also alluded
to the principle of proportionality in disenfranchisement of prisoners. It stated that
disenfranchisement on the basis of a conviction should be proportionate to the offence and the
sentence.72 The Committee held that the right to vote is not an absolute right. If any restrictions
are to be imposed, they should not be discriminatory and unreasonable.

In its General Comment No. 25 on prisoners’ right to vote, the ICCPR Committee held that the
right to vote provides that every individual eligible to vote should be included in the voting
processes and no one should be discriminated on the bases of status.73 States should therefore
take positive measures to overcome impediments to freedom of movement which prevent
people from vote.74

Article 10 of the ICCPR gives emphasis not on punitive ways of punishing offenders but it
advocates that prisoners should be treated in a reformative and rehabilitative manner. In that
light, it is clear that depriving prisoners of their right to vote without a just reason goes against
the object of incarceration.

4 Regional Conventions

4.1 The African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights

Article 13(1) of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights guarantees every citizen
“the right to participate freely in the government of his country, either directly or through freely
chosen representatives in accordance with the provisions of the law”. 75 However, no
communication or case on prisoners’ right to vote has been placed before the African
Commission on Human and Peoples’ rights or the African Court. 76 Neither the African
Commission nor the African Court has jurisprudence on prisoners’ right to vote. However, the
African Commission has interpreted in numerous communication brought before it the
permissible limitations of rights under the Charter. The African Charter allows the exercise of
the right to vote within the provisions of the law. The jurisprudence of the African Commission
has placed emphasis on maintaining the objectives of the Charter. In the case of Civil Liberties

71 Communication No. 1410/2005.
72 Para 7.4 of the judgement.
73 General Comment No 25: The right to participate in public affairs, voting rights and the right of equal access
to public service, Art. 25, 1996.
74 UN General Assembly, United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the Nelson
Mandela Rules).
75 Article 13(1) of the African Charter.
76 Africa Criminal Justice Reform, Factsheet – The right of prisoners to vote in Africa, 17 May 2019, available
at https://acjr.org.za/resource-centre/fact-sheet-17-prisoners-vote.pdf, p. 4; Abebe, supra note 17, p. 410.
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Organization v. Nigeria the Commission held that authorities should not enact provisions which
would limit the exercise of rights.77 It was further held that the authorities should not override
constitutional provisions or undermine fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution and
international human rights standards.78

In the case of Media Rights Agenda and Constitutional Rights Project v. Nigeria, it was held
that the reasons for possible limitations must be founded in a legitimate state interest and the
evils of limitations of rights must be strictly proportionate with and absolutely necessary for the
advantages which are to be obtained.79

Moreover, the Commission has held that where a state claims to be acting under legislation
previously laid down by law, it must show that such law is consistent with its obligations under
the Charter.80 The Commission further held that restrictions should be the exception and must
be interpreted strictly, but where they are necessary they must be as minimal as possible.81

4.2 European Convention on Human Rights

Article 3 of Protocol 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights provides for the right to
vote. The European Court of Human Rights has made numerous judgments on the
disenfranchisement of prisoners.82 The case of Hirst v. UK is one such important case that
decided on the blanket ban of  prisoners from exercising the  right to vote.  The case concerned
the validity of the prohibition on voting for convicted prisoners found in section 3 of the
Representation of the People Act 1983, which provides that:

(1) A convicted person during the time that he is detained in a penal institution in pursuance of his sentence
[or unlawfully at large when he would otherwise be so detained] is legally incapable of voting at any
parliamentary or local government election.

The government of the UK argued for a blanket ban on the basis that a prisoner who breaches
social rules lose the right to participate in the governance of the country.83 The government
argued that it had a wide margin of appreciation as such disenfranchisement was to prevent
crime, to punish offences, enhance civic responsibility and promote respect for the law. The
government claimed that the ban pursued these legitimate aims, and that the disenfranchisement
was proportionate to these aims.84 Consequently, prisoners who had breached the social
contract by their criminal acts could be regarded as temporarily forfeiting the right to take part
in the government of the country.85

Hirst argued that there was no evidence that the UK ban met the purported aims, nor was there
any link between the removal of the right to vote, and the prevention of crime, or respect for

77 Para. 70.
78 In the case of Civil Liberties Organization v. Nigeria, Communication No 101/93, para. 15.
79 Media Rights Agenda and Constitutional Rights Project v. Nigeria, Communication Nos 105/93, 128/94,
130/94 and 152/96 (2000) 7 IHRR 265, para 70.
80 Jawara v. The Gambia, Nos. 147/95 and 149/96, para. 59.
81 Ibid.
82 Some of the cases that have been decided by the Court includes the case of Frodl v. Austria (application no.
20201/04); Scoppola v. Italy (No #) App 126/05, Grand Chamber judgement of 22 May 2012; Greens and M.T.
v. the United Kingdom, no. 882 23.11.2010.
83 Hirst v. UK (No.2), Application No.74025/01, para. 47.
84 Ibid.
85 Ibid., para. 50.
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the rule of law.86 If it was a punishment, it was disproportionate as it did not relate to the
seriousness of the offence. It was also arbitrary because its practical effect depended on whether
an election was called during the period of imprisonment.  It was further argued that the claim
to enhance civic responsibility was ill-founded as the measure undermined respect for the rule
of law and alienated prisoners.87 It unfairly affected large numbers of prisoners, who were then
denied a voice in the democratic process and specifically denied any opportunity to affect penal
policy.88 It was further argued that the effect of the ban was tantamount to the elected choosing
the electorate.89

In case of Hirst the majority decision ruled that a blanket ban on convicted prisoners was a
violation of Article 3 of Protocol No 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights. The
Court also noted that, although the right to vote is a right and not a privilege and Article 3 of
Protocol No. 1 is not absolute, there is room for implied limitations, and states must be given a
margin of appreciation.90 The Court further held that a denial of the right to vote undermines
respect for the law, and the principles of equality and inclusion.91 The Court further laid out
that a limitation on the right to vote has to be proportionate, pursued for a legitimate aim and
justifiable.

In the case of Scoppola v. Italy the grand chamber of the European Court of Human Rights
confirmed the decision in Hirst which outlawed the blanket ban on prisoners. 92 In the Scoppola
case, the applicant had been convicted of murder and attempted murder and sentence to life
imprisonment. The life sentence imposed on the applicant entailed a lifetime ban from public
office, which meant that prisoners’ right to vote was forfeited permanently. Consequently, the
electoral committee deleted the applicant’s name from the electoral roll. The applicant filed his
petition to the European Court of Human Rights on the basis that the ban was a violation of
Article 3 of Protocol 1 to the European Convention of Human Rights. The Grand Chamber
reaffirmed the key principle of Hirst, namely that blanket restrictions on prisoner voting which
lack scrutiny of proportionality by the legislature are incompatible with the Convention.

In the case of Frodl v. Austria the Court acknowledged that while state are allowed a wide
margin of appreciation in the manner in which they run elections, the principle of
proportionality as laid out in the Hirst case still applies 93 The Court held that any limitation
on the right to vote should pursue a legitimate aim and the measures taken must demonstrate
proportionality  in the manner in which the aims are being pursued. In the Frodl case, the Court
also introduced the need for limitation of rights by the court instead of the legislature. The Court
reasoned that “there should be a direct link between the facts on which a conviction is based
and the sanction of disenfranchisement; and such a measure should preferably be imposed not
by operation of a law but by the decision of a judge following judicial proceedings, irrespective
of the nature or gravity of their offence and their individual circumstance”.94

86 Ibid., para. 45.
87 Ibid., para. 44.
88 Ibid., para. 45.
89 Ibid.
90 Ibid., para. 60.
91 Easton, supra note 13, p. 449.
92 App 126/05, Grand Chamber judgement of 22 May 2012.
93 Application no. 20201/04, para. 28.
94 Frodl v. Australia, supra note 9, para. 28.
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5 The Right to Vote in Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe has a history of disputed elections since 2000 when the main opposition party,
Movement for Democratic Change (MDC), gained momentum and posed a huge challenge to
the ruling party’s victory of many years. Since then every election outcome has been contested
with the 2013 general election producing the greatest number of petitions.95 At least 100
electoral petitions were filed to challenge parliamentary results.96 Zimbabwean elections have
been marred by incidences of violence.  Some of the forms of violence include allegations of
murder, beatings, rape, death threats, etc.97 The Amnesty Internal Report noted that the 2008
elections  violence led to the internal  displacement of persons with an estimate of 2800 fleeing
from their homes.98 It reported “people suspected to have voted for the opposition parties,
human rights defenders and officials of the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) were
targeted for beatings, arbitrary arrest, unlawful detention, torture and other ill-treatment,
arbitrary killing, abduction, forced eviction and displacement.” 99 The Zimbabwe Election
Support Network also reported that the 2018 elections had a number of anomalies which
including intimidation and harassment of opposition sympathisers.100 The Research Advocacy
Unit reported that Zimbabwe has the most violent elections compared to other countries in
Southern Africa.101

The 2013 Constitution of Zimbabwe provides in section  67(3)(a) that “every Zimbabwean
citizen who is of or over eighteen years of age has the right to vote in all elections and
referendums ...”102 Though not explicit, it can be inferred from this provision that by virtue of
citizenship, prisoners are entitled  to exercise the right to vote. Section 155(1) of the
Constitution the principles of an electoral system which should be adhered to. It provides that
elections should be peaceful, free and fair and based on universal adult suffrage and equality of
votes. Section 155(2) imposes an obligation on the state to ensure that “every citizen who is
eligible to vote in an election or referendum has an opportunity to cast a vote and must facilitate
voting by persons with disabilities or special needs”. It can be therefore be argued that prisoners
can be categorised as persons with special needs in this regard. Since they are incarcerated, they
cannot vote in their registered constituencies and therefore require special arrangements in order
to be able to vote.

The 2013 Constitution does not have any provision that disqualifies prisoners from voting
unlike the previous Lancaster house Constitution which prevented prisoners who were serving
a sentence of six months and above from voting.103 The Referendum Act also allows anyone

95 T. Mutangi, ‘An Overview of the Practice and Procedure When Litigating Election Petitions in Zimbabwe’,
paper presented at National Symposium on the  Promise of the Declaration of Rights under the Constitution of
Zimbabwe, held at Cresta Lodge,  Harare, Zimbabwe, on 8 and 9 November 2017, available at  Zimbabwe Legal
Information Institute at https://zimlii.org/content/overview-practice-and-procedure-when-litigating-election-
petitions-zimbabwe.
96 Ibid.
97 C. Nyamututa, ‘Electoral Conflict and Justice: The Case of Zimbabwe’, 5:1 African Journal of Legal Studies
pp. 63-89, at  p. 66
98 Amnesty International Zimbabwe, Time for Accountability, 2008, p. 2.
99 Ibid.
100 Report on the 30 July 2018 Harmonised Elections, Zimbabwe Election Support Network, p.  41.
101 Research Advocacy Unit Zimbabwe, Political Violence and Elections, 2018, p. 2.
102 Section 67(3) of the Constitution of the Republic of Zimbabwe, 2013.
103 A. Ingham-Thorpe and B.D. Crozier, ‘The Independent Commissions: Success or Failure?’, in O. C. Ruppel,
K. M. Scherr and A. D. Berndt (eds.), Assessing Progress in the Implementation of Zimbabwe's New
Constitution, National, Regional and Global Perspectives (2017) pp. 197-230, at p. 205.
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above the age of 18 to vote. 104 The only persons that are disqualified from voting as stipulated
in the fourth schedule of the Constitution are the following:

(a) mentally disordered or intellectually handicapped  persons
(b) anyone  declared by order of a court to be incapable of managing his or her affairs during the duration of
that order
(c) anyone convicted of an offence under the Electoral Law and declared by the High Court to be disqualified
for registration as a voter or from voting, for the period he or she has been declared disqualified, but the period
must not exceed five years.

Besides these disqualifications, no other limitation of the right to vote is provided in the
Zimbabwean legal framework. The reality however is that prisoners in Zimbabwe have been
disenfranchised and failed to exercise their right to vote in all the previously held elections and
referendums despite that they are not among the persons that are disqualified from voting.
However, the interpretation of some provisions of the Electoral Act has led to the curtailment
of prisoners’ right to vote.  These provisions will be discussed in this section.

Zimbabwe’s electoral system is constituency based. Paragraph 1(2) of the 4th Schedule to the
Constitution provides as follows: “(2) The Electoral Law may prescribe additional residential
requirements to ensure that voters are registered on the most appropriate voters roll, but any
such requirements must be consistent with this Constitution, in particular with s 67.” This
system has been the stumbling block on prisoners’ right to vote.

Section 23(3) of the Electoral Act requires voters to be registered in the constituency that they
reside in order to cast votes in that constituency. Section 23(3) provides that a person’s name
can be deleted from the voter’s roll if they cease to reside in that constituency for a period of
18 months. Prior to the Amendment Act No. 6 of 2018, the period required upon the which a
person’s name would be maintained in the register after relocating from the constituency was
12 months but it was extended to 18 months by Amendment Act No 6 of 2018.
Section 23(3) provides that:

A voter who is registered on the voters roll for a constituency, other than a voter who has been registered in
that constituency in terms of the proviso to subsection (1), shall not be entitled to have his or her name retained
on such roll if, for a continuous period of eighteen months, he or she has ceased to reside in that constituency:
Provided that nothing in this subsection shall prevent his or her name from being struck off such voters roll—

(a) on his or her being registered in another constituency; or
(b) if he or she becomes disqualified for registration as a voter

Section 23(3) of the Electoral Act gives a presumption that a resident in a particular
constituency has inherent interests in that constituency and hence is eligible to vote. It follows
from this provision that all prisoners who would be serving a sentence of over 18 months will
not be able to vote in any constituency. There is no doubt that section 23(3) of the Act gives a
limitation to the right to vote especially to prisoners who will be serving a sentence longer than
18 months.

Further, section 52 of the Electoral Act provides that the polling station shall be set up in a
constituency. Section 52(1) of the Electoral Act requires a polling station to be set up in a place
accessible by members of the public. It has been the argument of the Zimbabwe Electoral
Commission (ZEC) that a prison cannot be a polling station because it is inaccessible to
members of the public. 105 The question that arises therefore is whether the residency

104 Referendum Act Chapter 2:10.
105 Musarurwa  and others v. Minister of Justice and Parliamentary affairs and ors, 4896/17.
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requirements under section 23 of the Act violate the right to vote as provided in section 67  of
the Constitution.   Is it a reasonable limitation of rights in terms of the Constitution?

5.1 Limitation of Rights under the Zimbabwean Constitution

The Constitution provides for the general limitation of rights provided that such limitation is
“fair , reasonable, necessary and justifiable in a democratic society based on openness, justice,
human dignity and freedom”.106 It stipulates as follows:

(2) The fundamental rights and freedoms set out in this Chapter may be limited only in terms of a law of
general application and to the extent that the limitation is fair, reasonable, necessary and justifiable in a
democratic society based on openness, justice, human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account all
relevant factors, including—
(a) the nature of the right or freedom concerned;
(b) the purpose of the limitation, in particular whether it is necessary in the interests of defence, public safety,
public order, public morality, public health, regional or town planning or the general public interest;
(c) the nature and extent of the limitation;
(d) the need to ensure that the enjoyment of rights and freedoms by any person does not prejudice the rights
and freedoms of others;
(e) the relationship between the limitation and its purpose, in particular whether it imposes greater restrictions
on the right or freedom concerned than are necessary to achieve its purpose; and
(f) whether there are any less restrictive means of achieving the purpose of the limitation

The question then would be whether the failure to afford prisoners’ right on the basis that they
cease to reside in their constituency is a justifiable limitation of the right in terms of section
86(2) of the Constitution. ZEC justified the disenfranchisement of prisoners in the 2013
elections on the basis of limited resources and time constraints.107 In the 2013 elections, the
then ZEC chairperson Justice Rita Makarau stated that the Electoral Act requires one to be
registered as a voter in a constituency that he resides in order to be eligible for voting.  She
stated that:

As ZEC, we acknowledge that Chapter 4, Section 4.18 of the new charter states that every Zimbabwean has the right to
vote. However, we do not have mechanisms for prisoners to vote in this year’s elections. We have already started engaging
with relevant stakeholders to enable prisoners to vote in future. There are many things involved before allowing prisoners
to vote, which is why, as ZEC, we are saying they will not be able to vote now, but in future. It is not a matter of us just
walking into prisons and letting them cast their votes during elections. Others are serving 20 years in prison; who are they
going to vote for? Political parties would have to campaign in prisons, and this needs security. Prisoners have to be
educated on the political environment outside prison, therefore, all this cannot be done within the short time left. For one
to register as a voter, one needs to secure an identity card and establish the ward or constituency he/she belongs to, and
inmates had to go through all the required processes in the short time given to be able to vote.108

ZEC failed to make any arrangements to ensure that prisoners exercise their right despite
acknowledging the existence of the right. This prompted prisoners who were incarcerated for a
lengthy period to petition the court, in the case of Musarurwa and others v. Minster of Justice,
to compel the Commission to register their names in the voters roll so that they were eligible
for voting in the 2018 elections.109 ZEC’s opposition to the matter was that prisoners have no
residence status in a particular residence as prisons cannot be used as a polling stations. The
matter is, at the time of writing, still pending and a judgement is yet to be handed down.

106 Section 86 of the 2013 Constitution of Zimbabwe.
107 Ingham-Thorpe and Crozier, supra note 103.
108 Zimbabwe Independent, ‘Prison won’t vote: Makarau’, 12 July 2013, available at
https://www.theindependent.co.zw/2013/07/12/prison-inmates-wont-vote-makarau/.
109 Musarurwa  and others v. Minister of Justice and Parliamentary affairs and ors, supra note 105
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The failure to afford prisoners the right to vote is a violation of the right to vote. Such limitation
is not justifiable in a democratic state and does not comply with the international and regional
human rights standards that requires proportionality and pursuance of a justifiable aim. Section
155(2) of the Constitution requires states to take appropriate measures to give effects to the
right enshrined in the Constitution. There is no law that bars ZEC from establishing a polling
station in a prison. The fact that it is not accessible by members of the public is immaterial as
this voting station will only be set up to cater for prisoners.  Setting up a polling station in a
prison is one of the appropriate measures that the state can take. Prisons are located in
constituencies and these will be the prisoners’ designated constituencies for purposes of voting
only. An administrative measure can be made that prisoners will not be transferred once they
register to vote so that their names remains in the voters’ roll of their constituency. It is simply
a matter of taking appropriate administrative measures.

Further, the argument that prisoners should not vote in local elections can also be countered by
the fact that prisoners serving a lengthy period of time or life imprisonment have  acquired
sufficient  interest on the issues of that constituency. Issues like water provision, electricity and
other service delivery would equally affect the prisoner in the same way that it would affect a
person outside of prison in the same constituency. Consequently, there is no justification of
applying the limitation clause to the right to vote on the basis of residence status for those
serving a lengthy period of incarceration.

Section 92(3) of the Constitution provides that “the President and the Vice President are directly
elected jointly by registered voters throughout Zimbabwe”. This therefore means that the
constituency of the president and the vice president are not limited to the local geographical
demarcations within the country. The whole of Zimbabwe is the relevant constituency in which
any adult citizen within its boundaries should have a way of casting their votes regardless of
their residential status. Consequently, prisoners would be entitled to vote in presidential election
without being required to be residents of a particular constituency. Citizenship will suffice.
Therefore, the blanket ban of prisoners’ right to vote in Zimbabwe is unconstitutional and does
not qualify under the permissible limitation of the rights as provided in section 86 of the
Constitution. There is a need to clearly demarcate the operation and extend of the limitation of
the right to vote if such limitation is to be permissible. Further postal voting can also be
extended to prisoners.

Section 155 of the Constitution outlines the principles of elections which should be adhered to.
These principles should be read in line with the bill of rights. Section 155(1) provides that the
“state should ensure that every citizen who is eligible to vote in an election or referendum has
an opportunity to cast a vote and must facilitate voting by persons with disabilities or special
needs”. Therefore, the Electoral Commission has an obligation to ensure that prisoners are
registered on the voters’ roll and are able to cast their votes. It can also be argued that prisoners
can qualify to be persons with special needs in terms of section 155(1) of the Constitution. Due
to their incarceration they cannot vote in their registered constituencies and as such special
arrangements should be made to facilitate voting.
Postal voting is another way of ensuring that persons who are outside their constituency are
eligible to vote. Postal voting is permissible to members of a disciplined force or as an electoral
officer, or those that are outside their constituency because they are on duty in the service of
the government and spouses of such persons.110 In the case of Gabriel Shumba and ors v.
Minister of Justice Legal and Parliamentary Affairs and ors the Court held that people who
leave the constituency on their own without a mandate for national duty cannot exercise the

110 Section 72 of the Constitution.
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right to vote.111 In the case of Bukaibenyu v. Chairperson Zimbabwe Electoral Commission
and others, Malaba J held that “the Constitution did not place an obligation upon the State to
make arrangements for voters who for personal reasons were unable to attend at the polling
stations to vote”.112

6 Prisoners’ Right to Vote in South Africa

In South Africa, the period before 1994 which was governed by the interim Constitution
provided for adult universal suffrage.113 Its provisions did not specifically deny or limit the
exercise of this right. However, it gave a provision to the effect that there should be an act of
parliament put in place to regulate the right. Following that provision, the Electoral Act of 1993
was put in place which disqualified four categories of persons. Two of the categories were based
on mental disabilities the other on substance abuse and lastly imprisonment. Of importance is
S 16(d) of this Act which disqualified inmates imprisoned for specified offences of the right to
vote. This statute came into effect just before the 1994 elections, and because of the concerns
raised and the violence that arose in prisons, the then President F W de Klerk exercised special
powers in amending S 16(d) of the Electoral Act.114 The adjustments narrowed the limitation
of the right to vote only to inmates convicted of murder, robbery with aggravating
circumstances, rape and attempts to commit such offences. All other prisoners who had not
committed the specified offences were illegible to vote.

From there came the 1996 Constitution providing for the right to vote for all adult citizens and
a national common voters role. The 1996 Constitution has no provisions of disqualification of
voters as far as this political right is concerned except only in terms of the limitation clause
which sets the requirement of reasonableness and justifiability.115 The Electoral Act of 1998
was then promulgated providing for the right to vote with no disqualifications on any class of
prisoners. However, S 8(2)(e) of the  Electoral Act provided for a disqualification to a person
who is not an ordinary resident in the voting district for which that person has applied for
registration. With these regulations in place the 1999 general election was conducted, and
prisoners could not vote. The Electoral Commission justified the limitation of the right based
on logistical reasons. This disenfranchisement was challenged in the decided case of August v.
Electoral Commission where the Court ruled that the state had the duty to ensure the right to
vote and that the Commission had failed in this duty to ensure that all illegible prisoners have
voted.116 However, the Court made it clear that its decision on this case does not imply that
disenfranchisement of some categories of some prisoners to vote is outright unlawful but that a
proper inquiry should be done in order to limit the right reasonably and justifiably in terms of
S 36 of the Constitution.

In 2003 the Electoral Laws Amendment Act 34 of 2003 was enacted. This amendment
disqualified all the persons sentenced to imprisonment without a fine option. The rationale
behind this provision was to preserve the integrity of the voting process. 117 After this
amendment which sought to deprive all sentenced prisoners of their right to vote in the 2004
election, the National Institute for Crime Prevention and the Reintegration of Offenders

111 CCZ 4/18.
112 Bukaibenyu v. Chairperson Zimbabwe Electoral Commission and others, CCZ12/17.
113 Section 21(2) Interim Constitution.
114 I. Currie and J. De Waal, The Bill of Rights Handbook (Juta & Co, South Africa, 2005) p. 461.
115 Section 36 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa.
116 August v. Electoral Commission 1999 (4) BCLR 363.
117 I. Currie  and J.  De Waal, supra note 114.
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(NICRO) and two prisoners contested the constitutionality of the amendment in the case of
Minister of Home Affairs v. NICRO.118

The state raised three arguments supporting the disenfranchisement of prisoners. The first
argument was based on the issues of logistics especially that the state has limited human and
organisational resources. The second argument was that prisoners are in a self-induced peril or
predicament; there are other people who are legible to vote but may not be able to who would
better deserve arrangements on how they can be able to cast their votes. Lastly, it was argued
that denying prisoners this political right is the government’s stance to denounce crime and
impliedly deter the public to participate in crime.

The Court outright dismissed the first two reasons and ruled that the state had failed to establish
that it lacked the resources to support such an important democratic right. The Court further
held that that the right to vote is a valuable right which could not be infringed on the basis of
public misconceptions regarding its implications.119 Therefore, the argument that the state
would appear to be condoning crime was also dismissed based on the fact that it is insufficient
to deny prisoners’ right to vote as a symbol of how the government is anti-crime. De Vos argued
that by its nature the right to vote gives an obligation to the state and the legislature to enable
and ensure the practical exercise of this right.120 Limiting the right also require an inquiry on
the social setting with which the right is to be implemented as well as the practicality of realising
the right considering the economic standing of the country. The court therefore declared S 8 (2)
(f) and S 24 B of the Electoral Act invalid.

The NICRO case has set precedence in South Africa in as far as prisoners’ right to vote is
concerned. Although one can argue that this right has been finally regulated and enforced in
South Africa, it should be noted that prisoners can only vote in national and provincial
elections.121 The rationale behind that being that prisoners would not have an interest in the
local governance of that constituency, and therefore they do not relate to the socio-economic
and political issues of the area.122

Despite the recognition of the right to vote, prisoner voter turnout has been low. In the 2014
national and provincial elections in South Africa, of the total prison population of 157,394, only
approximately 9 per cent of the prison population registered to vote.123 The reason advanced is
that prisoners lacked interest on what was being voted for and rather preferred to utilise their
time on other activities in prison such as studying or working.124

The low numbers of prisoners that voted has been caused mainly by logistical issues. Some of
the logistical issues include limited dissemination of information on prisoners’ right to vote,

118 Minister of Home Affairs v. National Institute for Crime Prevention and the Reintegration of Offenders
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Initiative (CSPRI)’, 3 Cape Town (2004).
121 Africa Criminal Justice Reform, Factsheet – The Right of Prisoners to Vote in Africa, 17 May 2019
available at https://acjr.org.za/resource-centre/fact-sheet-17-prisoners-vote.pdf, p. 2.
122 Ibid.
123 Penal International Reform, The Right of Prisoners to Vote: A Global Overview, 2016, p. 5.  It was also noted
that in Ireland that only one in five prisoners who register to vote end up voting.
124 Ibid., p. 6.
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complicated voting process and just the general failure by the government to facilitate the voting
process.125

7 Prisoners’ Right to Vote in Sweden

Sweden has four fundamental laws namely the Instrument of Government, the Act of
Succession , the Freedom of the Press Act  and the Fundamental Law on Freedom of Expression
These documents  make up the Constitution of Sweden. 126

The Instrument of Government is a general fundamental law which lays down how the country
is to be governed. The Freedom of the Press Act regulates the use of the freedom of expression
in printed media and the principle of public access to official documents. The Fundamental Law
on Freedom of Expression regulates the use of the freedom of expression in non-printed media.
The Act of Succession lays down how the Swedish throne is inherited between members of the
Bernadotte family.127

Article 4 of the Instrument of Government provides for the right to vote for everyone. It
stipulates that “[e]very Swedish citizen who is currently domiciled within the Realm or who
has ever been domiciled within the Realm, and who has reached the age of eighteen, is entitled
to vote in an election to the Riksdag”.128

Sweden incorporated the European Convention of Human rights into its Constitution. Article
19 of the Instrument of Government provides that “no act of law or other provision may be
adopted which contravenes Sweden’s undertakings under the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms”.129 Therefore Sweden is bound by the
decisions of the European Court of Human Rights on disfranchising of voters discussed above.

Our interview with the correction services in Sweden revealed that  a polling station is actually
established at a prison. Election officers from the Electoral Commission provides voter
education among prisoners. They encourage them to vote. Prisoners get information about the
political parties that are contesting through the televisions which are provided at the prison.
Political parties are not allowed to campaign in the prisons.

The Elections Act (2005:837) allows for voting by messenger. This type of voting is applicable
to those that cannot go to the voting reception point due to impairments such as illness, old age
and the inmates of a remand centres and those of a penal institutions.130 Section 6 of Chapter 7
of the Elections Act provides as follows:

For general elections to the Riksdag and to municipal and county council assemblies and elections to the
European Parliament, a vote by messenger may be arranged no earlier than 24 days prior to the election day.
For other elections, a vote by messenger may be arranged no earlier than 10 days prior to the election day.
However, a vote by messenger that is delivered at a foreign mission may in these cases be arranged no earlier
than 20 days prior to the election day.

125 Ibid., p. 5.
126 The Constitution of Sweden, the Fundamental Laws and the Riksdag Act, Sveriges Riksdag, Stockholm,
Sweden, 2016, p. 27.
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Employees of a remand or penal institution delivers the voting papers on behalf of the prisoners
who wish to vote by messenger. 131

Further, the Elections Act allows the name of a person to be on the voter’s roll for a period of
ten years even if the person has ceased to be a resident of Sweden. The only requirement is for
that person to give written notice of their address to the Swedish Tax Agency.132

8 Conclusion

The right to vote is clearly provided in the Constitution. However, its implementation has been
seriously curtailed for prisoners on the basis of administrative requirements that a prisoner
should be a resident in a constituency and if he/she ceases to reside in that constituency for a
period of 18 months he/she is removed from the voters’ roll. We have argued that such
requirement is not reasonable and justifiable. A blanket ban on all prisoners from voting is not
permissible. The jurisprudence of the African commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, the
ICCPR Committee, and the European Court of Human Rights have highlighted that rights can
only be limited if the limitation serve a legitimate aim, justifiable, objective and reasonable in
a democratic society.

In order to implement prisoners’ rights to vote in Zimbabwe, the South African and Swedish
approach can be adopted to circumvent the requirement of residency status in a constituency.
Prisoners can be allowed to vote in the presidential elections only since these are not
constituency based. This will also ensure that the prison population do not disproportionately
affect the votes in local elections and paint a wrong picture about a candidate’s popularity.

Alternatively, the Swedish approach of voting by messenger for inmates in remand centres and
penal institutions can also be utilised to guarantee   the prisoners’ right to vote. Remand officers,
electoral officers and independent observers will be responsible for the administration of voting
by messengers in order to ensure transparency and avoid vote coercion and rigging.

The Swedish electoral system also allows prisoners who are resident of a constituency in which
the prison is located to vote. The same approach can be adopted because this prisoner has
interests in the particular constituency where he/ she stays.

We also recommend that polling station be established at prison centres without necessarily
creating a separate constituency since the Electoral Act already prescribes the constituencies
that are demarcated for purposes of voting. The requirement that polling stations should be
accessible to the public is not an impediment to setting up a polling station at prisons. Polling
stations at prisons will simply be reserved for prisoners only.

131 Chapter 7, section 5(4) of the Electoral Act.
132 Chapter 5, section 2 of the Elections Act.
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Abstract

Zimbabwe’s rich mineral endowment has been an issue of contention to various stakeholders
for various reasons. To communities, on one hand, their major concern has been for their
inclusion in the decision-making processes leading to the mining developments. The legal
framework on the promotion of environmental rights, the Constitution of Zimbabwe, the
Environmental Management Act and other subsidiary legislation seeks to ensure that local
communities are involved in decision-making processes through consultation and participation
mechanisms. This is especially the case through the Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs)
that are mandated for several mining developmental projects. Pertinent to the EIA process is
public participation which is meant to articulate the views and opinions of interested and
affected members of the community where the proposed development is to take place.
However, there are instances where local communities assert that they were not consulted
before mining operations commence. This becomes a defect in the EIA process and this paper
seeks to investigate the possibility of an ex post facto EIA being used to remedy this defect. As
such, this research paper spurs for the inclusion of marginalized communities from the mineral
resource-rich areas in Zimbabwe in the decision-making process that affects them.

Keywords: public participation; Environmental Impact Assessment

1 Introduction

Zimbabwe like many other nations around the globe has incorporated Rio Declaration Number
17 regarding Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) through section 97 of the
Environmental Management Act. An EIA as defined by Sands is a process which produces a
written statement that is to be used to guide decision‐making and several related functions such
as preserving environmental damage. In essence, an EIA needs to be produced before the
proposed listed activity commences least the intention of the legislature is defeated. However,
one of the key ingredients of an EIA is public participation by interested stakeholders to give
their opinions on the project before detrimental effects on the environment emanate. Currently,
the EIA process is once again in the spotlight in Zimbabwe with some sectors identifying it as
an impediment to developments more so at a time that ‘Zimbabwe is open for business’. On the
other hand, discussions around ‘regularizing’ unauthorized listed activities that commenced
without an EIA are increasingly gaining traction. On this note, one has to pose and reflect the
implications of all these actions on the voices and concerns of interested parties given that
public participation, a key ingredient in a democratic nation such as Zimbabwe, may be
overlooked in both processes. This paper seeks to investigate the possibility of an ex post facto
EIA being used to remedy this defect.1 As such, this research project spurs for the inclusion of
marginalized communities in mineral resource-rich areas in Zimbabwe.

* Academic, Researcher and Consultant in Environmental Law, Climate Change and Sustainable Development.
** Environmental law professional.
1 The focus of this paper is not whether or not to provide for ex post facto EIA regime in Zimbabwe but rather how
to make provisions for ex post facto EIAs cure existing public consultation defects without undermining the
ordinary EIA regime.
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An EIA is a systematic process that scrutinizes the effects of developmental actions, before
such action is undertaken, on the environment.2 On the other hand, the United Nations
Environment Program defines an EIA as a “tool used to identify the environmental, social and
economic impacts of a project prior to decision-making”.3 An EIA process contains a
negotiation of procedural, distributional rights and duties between regulators, project
developers, interested and affected parties.4 Above all else, an EIA emphasizes the prevention
of harm on the environment. This is not to say that before this process planners have no way to
assess and minimize the adverse impacts of developmental actions on the environment.
Planners have traditionally assessed impact, but not in a systematic, holistic and
multidisciplinary manner which the EIA process provides.5

How public participation takes place is structured in a way that is representative of the views
and opinions of the people in the community under consideration. Whatever form public
participation takes, whether it is workshops, public meetings or advisory committees, it must
be conducted in a way that meaningfully engages the local community.6 Public participation in
EIAs also improves the quality of the information brought to the decision-makers and assists in
recognizing priorities and rallying the requisite support. The participants in domestic EIAs
usually include, in addition to the affected local population, governmental agencies, technical
personnel, and representatives of non-governmental organizations (NGOs).7 Where the EIA
does not include these stakeholders, the level of participation would not be viewed as effective.8

2 Background to the Environmental Impact Assessment Process and the Role of Public
Participation

Public participation is a term that is used to refer to an active process of interaction and
engagement among various stakeholders.9 It is an ‘active’ process because all parties concerned
must fully engage for the process to be effective. Little postulates that this sort of interaction
should be able to influence the management and development of natural resource use, which
must then improve the well-being of citizens in terms of personal growth, income and other
values.10 Furthermore, effective participation must ensure that participants are allowed to
express their views freely, regardless of whether those are solicited or not.11 In a nutshell, public
participation is a mixture of communication, interaction and exchange of data and views on an
issue of common interest.

2 G. Wood, Environmental Impact Assessment: A Comparative Review, 2nd ed. (Prentice Hall, New York, 2003)
pp. 1-15.
3 Convention on Biological Diversity, ‘What is Impact Assessment?’  <https://www.cbd.int/impact/whatis.shtml>
visited on 20 July 2019.
4 A. Morrison-Saunders and G. Early, ‘What Is Necessary to Ensure Natural Justice in Environmental Impact
Assessment Decision- Making’, 26:1 Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal (2008) pp. 29-42.
5 J. Glasson, R. Therivel and A. Chadwick, Introduction to Environmental Impact Assessment, 3rd ed. (Routledge,
London, 2005).
6 C. Chess and K. Purcell, ‘Public Participation and the Environment: Do We Know What Works?'’ 33:16
Environmental Science and Technology (1999) p. 2685.
7 J. O. Castaneda, ‘The World Bank Adopts Environmental Impact Assessments’, 4 Pace Yearbook of International
Law (1992) p. 241.
8 Ibid., p. 250.
9 T. P. Sambo, Conceptual Analysis of Environmental Justice Approaches Procedural Environmental Justice in
the EIA Process in South Africa and Zambia, Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of Manchester, 2012, p. 90.
10 P. D. Little, ‘The Link between Local Participation and Improved Conservation: A Review of Issues and
Experiences’, in D. Western, M. Wright and S. Strum (eds.), Natural Connections: Perspectives in Community-
Based Conservation (Island Press, Washington, D.C., 1994) pp. 347-372.
11 B. Agarwal, ‘Participatory Exclusions, Community Forestry and Gender: An Analysis for South Asia and a
Conceptual Framework’, World Development (2001) p. 29.
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The Aarhus Convention provides an apt summary of the reasons for public participation,
particularly for environmental decision-making.12 Though not binding upon Zimbabwe, the
Aarhus Convention in its preamble makes provision for the promotion of environmental
education, to further the understanding of the environment as well a sustainable development.13

Additionally, it calls for “widespread public awareness of, and participation in, decisions
affecting the environment and sustainable development”.14 Thus, it can be argued that the
principal reason for including public participation in environmental concerns is that every
citizen must contribute to the achievement of sustainable development.15

Further, the Convention observes that public participation contributes to “public awareness of
environmental issues” and allows the public to “express its concerns and enable public
authorities to take due account of such concerns”.16 “Accountability of and transparency in
decision-making” is also observed as a justification for public participation.17 According to
Coenen other reasons for public participation, especially in environmental matters include the
need to:

 Increase the legitimacy of environmental decisions and reducing the levels of conflict,
 Improve the quality of environmental decision- making, and
 Enable people to understand societal environmental problems.18

This is because a higher level of accountability and transparency tends to be a prerequisite for
the legitimization of environmental decisions.19 Since public participation is the cornerstone of
environmental decision-making, it must facilitate functional dialogue between environmental
experts, state agencies and affected local communities.

2.1 Forms of Public Participation

The forms of public participation have evolved from the creation of mere awareness on
contentious issues to the involvement and incorporation of local knowledge and opinions into
planning and decision-making processes.20 Most recently, there has been a clear call for public
participation in environmental decision-making, and this call has emphasized particularly
“procedures and institutional structures that enhance deliberation and enable participation”.21

Thus, it becomes pivotal to consider this form of participation that supports following the

12 The Aarhus Convention is a multilateral regional agreement, negotiated under the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe (UNECE). This is of the five regional commissions of the United Nations that has 56
countries located in the European Union, Western and Eastern Europe, South-East Europe and Commonwealth
of Independent States (CIS) and North America 199, <http://www.unece.org/about/about.htm>. See 1991 Espoo
Convention available at
<https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/env/eia/documents/legaltexts/Espoo_Convention_authentic_ENG.pdf>,
visited 27 July 2020.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
15 Sambo, supra note 9, p. 98.
16 Aarhus Convention, supra note 12, Preamble.
17 Ibid.
18 F. Coenen, Public Participation and Better Environmental Decisions: The Promise and Limits of Participatory
Processes for the Quality of Environmentally Related Decision- Making (Springer, Netherlands, 2009) pp. 2-5.
19 Sambo, supra note 9.
20 M. Reed, ‘Stakeholder Participation for Environmental Management: A Literature Review’, Biological
Conservation (2008) pp. 2417-2431.
21 J. Black, ‘Proceduralising Regulation: Part I’, 4:20 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies (2000) pp. 597-614.
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correct procedure in decision-making processes. Regardless of whatever starting point is
adopted for public participation, it should aid in encouraging citizens from diverse backgrounds
to contribute to the protection and conservation of the environment-related matters in their
communities.

For public participation to be efficient; there must be a system in place that formally records
the view of all participants and translates them to specific outcomes.22 Furthermore, effective
participation must focus on citizens’ ability to reach conclusions through reflection, discussion,
communication and reasoned argument.23 Therefore, an EIA becomes one such process that
utilizes public participation as a means of fostering environmental protection and conservation.

Figure 1: Arnstein’s original ladder of citizen participation (Source: Arnstein, 1969)24

The earliest argument on public participation describes it in terms of a ladder with eight rungs
rising from non-participation to participation in an attempt to include citizens in decision-
making processes as reflected in Figure 1 above.25 This ladder perceives the extent and intent
of citizen involvement through rungs at three levels: non-participation (therapy, manipulation);
tokenism (informing, consultation, placation); and citizen power (partnership, delegated power,
citizen control).26 On this ladder, effective participation would ideally be where citizens are in
partnership with or delegate the power or a decision-making organ whereas manipulation or
therapy essentially constitutes a non-existent level of participation.

In Zimbabwe, public participation is one of the key cornerstones encoring the Constitution of
Zimbabwe.27 The national objectives of the Constitution refer to the importance of promoting
public participation especially in cases of national developmental issues.28 National
developmental initiatives in most cases require the undertaking on an EIA as they fall within

22 M. Mason, Environmental Democracy: A Contextual Approach (Earth Scan, London 2000) p. 1.
23 J. Steele, ‘Participation and Deliberation in Environmental Law: Exploring a Problem‐Solving Approach’, 3:21
Oxford Journal of Legal Studies (2001) pp. 415-442.
24 S. R. Arnstein, ‘A Ladder of Citizen Participation’, 35 Journal of the American Planning Association (1969) pp.
216-224.
25 Ibid.
26 Sambo, supra note 9, pp. 92-93.
27 Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No.20) Act, 2013 (hereafter ‘Constitution of Zimbabwe’).
28 Ibid., Section 13 (2). Measures referred to in this section must involve the people in the formulation and
implementation of development plans and programmes that affect them.
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listed actives in the First Schedule of the Environmental Management Act which is discussed
below. 29 This is further reiterated in section 9 of the Constitution which calls for the adaptation
of laws and policies at all levels of governance that promote good governance to which public
participation is one key ingredient to its attainment.

3 Zimbabwe’s Legal Position with Regard to Ex Post Facto Authorizations

On the background of Rio Earth Summit, Zimbabwe like many other nations in the world
developed environmental legislation specifically geared on curbing the harmful activities on
the environment through the promulgation of the Environmental Management Act in 2002.30

Principle 17 of the Rio Declaration as reflected in the Environmental Management Act requires
states to put in place an EIA regime “as a national instrument [that] shall be undertaken for
proposed activities … [which] are likely to have a significant adverse impact on the
environment and are subject to a decision of a competent national authority”. Reflected in this
principle as will be noted below is the need for states to establish mechanisms for EIAs, a
process that should apply to activities likely to cause a significant negative impact on the
environment and that the EIA be undertaken before the activity commences.

Importantly, the foundation of the EIA regime is hinged on the precautionary approach to
environmental management.31 At the heart of the precautionary principle is the need for
decision-makers to prevent harm to the environment and reduce activities that might cause such
harm before any action commences.32 The precautionary principle is also an established
environmental norm guiding the interpretation and application of all environmental practices in
Zimbabwe by all persons and government agencies as reflected in Section 4 (2) (f) of the
Environmental Management Act.33 It is on this background that the EIA regime in Zimbabwe
is grounded and is to be understood if the Constitutional right of promoting sustainable
development is to be attained in an ecologically sensitive manner.34

Legislation in Zimbabwe has identified certain activities that have the potential of significantly
causing adverse harm to the environment in Section 97 read in conjunction with the First
Schedule of the Act. Section 97 (1) is clear that listed activities such as dam construction,
housing developments, industry, infrastructure, mining and power generation, amongst others
are projects which must not be implemented without the project proponent not having a valid
EIA certificate. The process of one getting a valid EIA is further amplified in the Environmental
Impact Assessment & Ecosystems Protection Regulations.35 These Regulations detail the
importance of undertaking wide stakeholder consultations before a report is submitted to the
Environmental Management Agency Director-General for consideration as he is mandated to
verify if such consultations were undertaken.36

29 M. Dhilwayo, ‘An Assessment of Local Governance Legislation’s Ability to Promote Accountable Service
Delivery in Zimbabwe’, Unpublished Research Paper, 2018.
30 [Chapter 20:27]. See Principle 11 of the Rio Declaration says that: “States shall enact effective environmental
legislation. Environmental standards, management objectives and priorities should reflect the environmental and
developmental context to which they apply. Standards applied by some countries may be inappropriate and of
unwarranted economic and social cost to other countries, in particular developing countries”
31 Mohamed Ali Baadi and Others v. The Hon. Attorney General, Petition No 22 of 2012, para. 121.
32 P. Sands, Principles of International Environmental Law, 2nd ed. (Cambridge University Press, 2003) p.  246.
33 Environmental Management Act, supra note 30. See also D.V. Cowen, ‘Toward Distinctive Principles of South
African Environmental Law: Some Jurisprudential Perspectives and a Role for Legislation’, 52 Tydskrif vir
Hedendaagse Romeins-Hollandse Reg (1989) p. 8.
34 Section 73(1)(b) (iii) of the Constitution.
35 Environmental Impact Assessment & Ecosystems Protection Regulations Statutory Instrument No. 7/2007.
36 Ibid., Section 10(4) and (5).
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It is clear from a brief reading of the Constitution, the Environmental Management Act and the
Environmental Impact Assessment & Ecosystems Protection Regulations that an EIA process
plays an integral role in environmental conservation to which public participation is a key pillar.
The challenge, however, emanates in circumstances that the EIA process is noted to have been
defective after a licence has been issued; what legal recourse do stakeholders have in such
instance? Should the project be halted, demolished or the EIA be approved ex post facto are
some unanswered questions in Zimbabwe.

4 Analysis of Ex Post Facto Environmental Impact Assessment Authorizations

The term ‘ex post facto’ is Latin meaning ‘after the deed’ or ‘a thing done afterwards’ and
usually applied to conduct that is criminalised retrospectively by statute.37 In the context of an
EIA, it refers to a process that is undertaken when the project has already commenced.38 The
rationale for a project proponent’s need to undertake an EIA is before commencing the activity
is because an ex post facto application and authorization are an anomaly. By its very nature, an
EIA is a proactive, prospective and planning tool only applicable to projects before they
commence.39 In some jurisdictions, this type of EIA is referred to as retrospective EIAs.40 An
example is the Chinese EIA regime which classifies EIAs into three categories namely
retrospective EIA for existing projects, the present EIA for projects under construction and the
prospective EIA for projects which are still in their planning stages.41 Although these EIAs
differ in terms of when they are conducted, they all have the same rationale, which is to
minimise environmental harm resulting from certain projects.

An EIA can also be regarded as having been done ex post facto when undertaken in instances
that a decision to commence with the project has already been made. This is clarified in EIAs
as they relate to the United Kingdom where it is stated that in the worst-case scenario, an EIA
can be conducted as a retrospective process even when the decision for the commencement of
the development has been made but the actual groundwork not yet commenced.42 This
observation essentially places such action within the ambit of an ex post facto EIA. An EIA
which has been authorised with details on how the activity should be conducted even though
there would not yet be actual commencement of the project falls within the same category under
discussion.43

Although, an ex post facto EIA may be perceived to be contrary to the very nature of an EIA
and therefore useless; there is unstated value in providing for or undertaking these
authorisations. The significance of an ex post facto EIA is that it brings projects undertaken
without the proper authorisation, meaning authorisation given without all processes being
followed to the letter, within the control of relevant authorities.  While it may be at odds with
the spirit and the purport of the usefulness and effectiveness of an effective EIA regime, it seems
to be a necessary evil in countries which have defective EIA processes.44 As already alluded to,

37 Beazell v. Ohio, 269 U.S. 167 (1925).
38 R. Paschke and J. Glazewski, ‘Ex Post Facto Authorisation in South African Environmental Assessment
Legislation: A Critical Review’, Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal (2006) p. 1.
39 S. I. F. Ndlovu, ‘Critical Analysis of Ex Post Facto Environmental Impact Assessment Authorisations In South
African Law’, Unpublished LLM thesis, University of Cape Town, 2014.
40 Ibid., p. 7.
41 Ibid.
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid., p. 8.
44 Ibid., p. 10.
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where an EIA has already been granted but it is discovered that its authorisation was defective
as it did not follow due process, then an ex post facto EIA becomes necessary. Therefore, in
such instances, the question is not whether or not to provide for ex post facto EIA but rather
how to make provisions for ex post facto EIAs to cure these defectives without undermining
the ordinary EIA regime.

At a practical level, there are five possible ways in which ex post facto EIAs can be addressed
through legislation. The first is that current EIA legislation expressly prohibits it, and if this is
the case, the legislation would have to be unequivocal that an ex post facto EIA may not be
granted under any circumstances. The second is that legislation is silent on the issue, and this
is the most common way to address the issue. In such a case, there is uncertainty which creates
confusion on whether or not an application ex post facto would be granted if applied for. Due
to this uncertainty, courts are relied upon to interpret the law and do so within the existing EIA
legislative framework. The third is for the existing EIA regime to expressly provide for a narrow
scope for ex post facto EIA authorisations. This option is not without limitation as the extent
and scope are usually arbitrary.45 The fourth is to provide for an unlimited scope for undertaking
ex post facto EIA and this leads to a situation where there exist two EIA regimes operating side
by side. The fifth is to make provision for an ex post facto EIA and authorisations on an ad hoc
basis.46 The relevant authority would issue notices granting an opportunity for defaulters to
lodge applications for or to undertake ex post facto EIAs within a specified time.47

5 The Effect of Ex Post Facto EIA Authorization in the Current Regime

It is clear that the provisions of the Constitution, the Environmental Management Act and its
regulations were not formulated to be applied to activities which have already commenced.
Permitting ex post facto authorisations is, on the other hand, discouraged as it effectively
encourages some people to undertake identified actions without the permissions on the
background of them undertaking the process after the fact where in most instances irreversible
harm to the environment would have occurred.

The Constitution of Zimbabwe gives every person the right to a clean environment that is not
harmful to health or wellbeing and to have the environment protected for the benefit of present
and future generations, through reasonable legislative and other measures that:

(i) prevent pollution and ecological degradation;
(ii) promote conservation; and
(iii) secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources while
promoting economic and social development.
(2) The State must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within the limits of the resources
available to it, to achieve the progressive realisation of the rights set out in this section.48

It is clear utilising the canon of constitutional interpretation that further requires every court,
tribunal, forum or body to promote and be guided by the spirit and objectives of this Chapter
that actions that are aimed at preventing environmental damage should be respected.49 This
should be read in conjunction with section 326 (2) that requires an approach consistent with

45 The fact that one applies for an ex post facto does not guarantee the authorization of the EIA that one undertakes
as the authority uses discretion regardless of whether the activity has commenced.
46 Ndlovu, supra note 39 p. 10.
47 Ibid., p. 11.
48 Section 73 of the Constitution.
49 Section 46(2) of the Environmental Management Act.
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customary international law. As mentioned earlier in this paper, the Rio Declaration seeks to
promote the participation of concerned citizens at all levels and one such mechanism it seeks
to promote is the EIA process.

The EIA regime is a form of ‘other measures’ that the state has been mandated by the
Constitution to put in place to ensure the realisation of the environmental right. These measures
and mechanisms should be interpreted taking into account section 4 (2) principles of
environmental management that seek to prevent actions that may significantly affect the
environment. Central to the EIA regime in Zimbabwe is the notion of projects which must not
be implemented and nowhere in legislation is reference made to activities that have already
begun.50 The EIA process also does not provide exceptions in circumstances where an activity
could have undertaken without having been given the authority to commence with the activity.
In effect section 92 (2) criminalises the commencement of any activity undertaken without the
aforementioned authorisation.

Therefore, it could be argued that to undertake an EIA on an activity that has already
commenced significantly undermines the role of the EIA process in environmental decision-
making processes. However, it could still be argued that where an EIA process is alleged to be
defective to the point that it excluded key stakeholders like interested and affected communities
then an ex post facto EIA, which essentially halts the project or activity and begins the EIA
process de novo would constitute sufficient relief to affected communities.

On the other hand, the highest court in Zimbabwe in Greatermans Stores v. Minister of Public
Service, Labour and Social Welfare51 provided clarity on retrospective legislative application.
In this case, the Chief Justice Malaba stated that retrospectivity is one way to which parliament
if it desires can use civil legislation in a bid to promote the constitutional objectives of peace,
order and good governance.52 The Judge distinguished the application of retrospectivity in
criminal law and civil law by stating that:

While the Constitution offers meaningful constitutional restraint against retrospectivity about
criminal legislation in terms of practical limitation upon the exercise of legislative power, this
safeguard does not extend to civil legislation. In other words, there is no constitutional requirement
of civil legislation retrospectivity.53

The Judge also reiterated that:

there is no constitutional provision that prohibits the legislature from using retrospectivity as a
method of giving effect to civil legislation. Retrospective law-making has been part of instruments
of governance of human affair for many centuries.54

It is clear from reading this case that retrospective application of civil law can bring to close the
issue of ex post facto EIAs in Zimbabwe’s legislation so long as it does not violate the
Declaration of Rights55 and therefore putting the current political rhetoric within the confines
of the law.56 As it stands, Zimbabwe’s law does not unequivocally provide for ex post facto

50 Ibid., Section 97(1).
51 Greatermans Stores v. Minister of Public Service, Labour and Social Welfare CCZ 2/18.
52 Ibid., p. 10.
53 Ibid., p. 11.
54 Ibid.
55 Chapter 4 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
56 D. Mhlanga, ‘Epworth to Regularise Illegal settlements’, Newsday, 31 July 2019.
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EIA authorization as clearly is the case in South Africa57 and Lesotho in limited
circumstances.58 The Zimbabwe judiciary has left that responsibility to the legislature in line
with the principle of separation of powers. If the legislature so desires to cure the defects within
a submitted EIA that excluded the participation of interests stakeholders, the mandate is upon
them, least numerous court actions will be brought by communities as is evident from the case
of Marange Development Trust v. Zimbabwe Consolidated Diamond Company (Private)
Limited and Environmental Management Agency.59

Although Zimbabwean jurisprudence has never considered the issue of ex post facto EIA
applications directly, South African jurisprudence has case law that contended with this issue.
In the Silvermine Valley Coalition v. Sybrand van der Spuy Boerderye and Others60 case, the
issue of whether an ex post facto EIA could be granted came under the spotlight. The applicant
was a voluntary organization which comprised of ten NGOs and the first and second
respondents were the lessee and lessor, respectively, of the site in Simonstown, Cape Town.
The first respondent had begun earthworks in preparation for the planting of a vineyard on a
site that since 1945 had been quarried for gravel. One of the NGOs requested the first
respondent to undertake an EIA and threatened legal action should such request be ignored.
This request produced a letter from the first respondent’s attorneys informing the NGO that the
first respondent was continuing with the establishment of the proposed vineyard and stated that
the first respondent had appointed its attorneys to accept service of any application.61 The
applicant approached the court for an order forcing the first respondent to undertake an EIA in
terms of the provisions of the National Environmental Management Act, the requisite
legislation for EIAs.62

The Court considered the relevant statutory provisions and concluded that:

When this legislative framework is analysed in its complex totality, it becomes clear that an EIA fits
in the scheme which has been set up to ensure that an official approval is granted before certain land
can be put specific uses as defined … It would appear that, in general, a person who performs an
identified activity unlawfully without authorization cannot be forced to comply with a procedure
applicable to one who has sought authorization. The unlawfulness of the conduct determines the
remedy.63

57 Section 24G of the National Environmental Management Act 107 of 1998 (NEMA).
58 Section 34(2)(i) Environmental Management Act.
59 Marange Development Trust v. Zimbabwe Consolidated Diamond Company (Private) Limited and
Environmental Management Agency HC 902/17. Marange Development Trust (MDT) approached ZELA over
concerns it had over the conduct of ZCDC which is mining a few metres from some households exposing them to
various hazards. The other concern of the community group was the lack of recollection in the community involved
in the development of the company’s EIA report. ZELA provided legal advice to the community group by assisting
them to write a letter to ZCDC. The letter requested the company to provide the community group with its EIA
documents. The failure by the company to neither respond nor provide the requested EIA document resulted in the
community group requesting assistance from ZELA to file a legal application against the company for operating
illegally without an EIA. MDT applied to the High Court under case number HC 902/17 against ZCDC and the
Environmental Management Agency (EMA) seeking an order from the Court to interdict the company from
carrying out mining operations until the law has been complied with. The High Court of Zimbabwe granted the
order interdicting Zimbabwe Diamond Consolidated Mining Company (ZCDC) to halt its diamond mining
operations in Marange immediately pending approval of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) certificate
by the Environmental Management Agency (EMA).
60 Silvermine Valley Coalition v. Sybrand van der Spuy Boerderye and Others, 2002 (1) SA 478 (C).
61 Ibid.
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid., p. 488, emphasis added.
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Further, the Court reasoned that the current EIA regime provides for civil and criminal
remedies, should one commence proposed activities without the requisite authority. In respect
to civil remedies, a mandatory or prohibitive interdict can be issued by the court, and in respect
of criminal sanctions, there may be litigation and an order to repair the damage caused to the
environment can be issued.64

In the Eagles Landing Body Corporate v. Molewa NO and Others65 case, the applicant was the
body corporate of the Tradewinds Sectional Title Scheme and the first and second respondents
were the MEC for and the head of the North West provincial department of environmental
affairs (the “department”) and the third respondent was a golf estate developer.66 The third
respondent begun construction of a peninsula (as part of the golf estate), and the department
issued a directive directing the third respondent to stop the earthworks and undertake an EIA.
The third respondent complied and was granted an authorization to continue with the
construction. The applicant, unsuccessfully, appealed against the decision authorizing the
continuation of the construction and construction was continued to completion. The applicant
then approached the High Court to review and set aside the decision.67 The Court held that
granting the order sought by the applicant would be of no practical effect since the construction
had been completed.68 On this basis, the Court refused to grant the order sought by the
applicant.69

However in the recent Italian case of Aldo Alessandrini and Others v. Provincia di Macerata
and Others,70 the Court was asked whether it is legally possible to make an EIA for a project
which has already commenced. The requisite EIA Directive (Directive 2011/92) requires, for
projects which come under its field of application, that an EIA be made before the permit for
the construction and/or operation is granted. The European Court of Justice held that such an
ex-post EIA was compatible with EU law.71 The case involved the construction of biogas plants
in two Italian municipalities. The competent authorities granted a permit for these plants
because regional legislation provided that an EIA was not necessary. The plants were built.
However, later, the regional legislation was declared void by the Italian Constitutional Court
because it was in contradiction with EU Directive 85/337 (2011/92) EIAs. The competent
Italian authorities then requested an EIA to be made for the plants. Furthermore, it added that
the impacts that needed to be considered were not only future impacts but also those since the
completion of the project.

Although the recent case of Aldo Alessandrini and Others makes provision for the use of an ex-
post EIA, stating unequivocally that this process does not undermine the initial EIA, the issue
of post-EIAs must be considered carefully. As already alluded to in the context of Zimbabwe,
the best option where a local community has been sidelined in the decision-making process
through a defective public participation process could be the Greatermans Stores case. In this
instance, the aggrieved party would seek an interdict to halt the project due to a defective EIA
and pray that the process is applied retrospectively. The judgment in the Greatermans Stores

64 Ibid.
65 Eagles Landing Body Corporate v. Molewa NO and Others, 2003 (1) 412.
66 Ibid., p. 416.
67 Ibid.
68 Ibid., p. 432.
69 Ibid.
70 Aldo Alessandrini and Others v. Provincia di Macerata and Others, Judgment of 26 July 2017,
ECLI:EU:C:2017:589.
71 Ibid., para. 28.
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case makes it a possibility for local communities to find recourse without going as far as
considering ex-post EIAs.

6 Conclusion

An Environmental Impact Assessment is an important tool that not only ensures the protection
of the environment but also ensures the participation of communities in the decision-making
process of action that impact their livelihoods. Whilst project proponents may see this as an
unnecessary delay in commencing a developmental project, it is through such that communities
may also buy in the project and give a social license to operate once the EIA has been approved.
Indeed, local communities may not have the necessary formal education levels as the project
proponents, but as custodians of community, heritage can also add value to some areas that
would have been overlooked in the project conceptualization process.

The moral or ethical rationale on its own does not do much to change the action of business
personnel, but in Zimbabwe, like many other jurisdictions in the worlds, no activity can
commence without an EIA having been given before the action. Other countries such as South
Africa and Lesotho have attempted to formally provide for retrospective environmental
authorizations, a process that is not outlawed in Zimbabwe but one which the legislature if it so
desires such a process has to take into account the implications that such an action may have
on environmental management. On the other hand, ex post facto authorizations may be one
manner in which existent defects nor originally identified can be cured. So that project
proponents do not abuse this as a way out, proper confides should be put in place should
legislation seek to take this.
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Interrogating the Political Participation of Women with Disabilities in Zimbabwe

Linet Sithole*, Cowen Dziva** and Delis Mazambani***

Abstract

Women with disabilities (WWDs) remain one disadvantaged group of society experiencing
widespread discrimination and invisibility in corridors of power-politics, without recourse to
law and policies. This article evaluates the extent to which available mechanisms are
(in)adequate to facilitate the meaningful participation of WWDs in politics. The study further
implores WWDs to add their voices on how they find the available mechanisms useful by
shedding their experiences in political participation. The study utilised a qualitative approach.
Data was collected through a review of extant literature and semi-structured interviews with 15
WWDs and eight key informant interviewees, purposively and conveniently sampled from
three towns in Zimbabwe. With the exception of the 2013 Constitution, many of the available
frameworks in Zimbabwe remain devoid from speaking to the political rights of WWDs.
Consequently, many WWDs grapple with widespread patriarchal and attitudinal, inaccessibility
and poverty challenges that intersect to deny this group their right to political participation. The
plight of WWDs is worsened by limited mainstreaming of gender-disability in many of the
activities by state and non-state actors that are meant to improve vulnerable groups’ political
participation. The study recommends a raft of policy and legal measures that mainstream and
advance WWDs’ political participation in compliance with best international practices.

1 Introduction and Background

People with disabilities (PWDs) remain one disadvantaged group of society facing widespread
forms of discrimination and marginalization in public life. The voices of many PWDs are
subdued as they are marginalized and invisible in corridors of power-politics without recourse
to law and policies. Of all categories of PWDs, women with disabilities (WWDs) suffer double
discrimination and exclusion resulting from their varied forms of disabilities and them being
women in a patriarchal society that largely devalues them based on gender.1 Indeed, the
Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination Against Women2 and feminist disability theorists3 lament how WWDs are
excluded and discriminated in politics and wider society, not only due to their impaired bodies,
but as a result of widespread prohibitive power embedded in culture, legal and institutional
mechanisms. As declared by Erevelles and Minear:4

* Human rights researcher and professional.
** Human rights researcher and professional.
*** Human rights researcher and professional.
1 N. Erevelles, and A. Minear, ‘Unspeakable Offenses: Untangling Race and Disability Discourses of
Intersectionality’, 4:2 Journal of Literary and Cultural Disability Studies (2010) pp. 127-146.
2 Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, General Comment 2 ‘Article 9: Accessibility’
CRPD/C/GC/2,(2014) para 43; CEDAW, General Comment No 23‘Political and public life’ A/52/38(1997) para.
5.
3 T. R. Garland, ‘Feminist Disability Studies: Signs’, 30:2 Journal of Women in Culture and Society(2005) pp. 57-
87; S. Grech,  ‘Disability, Poverty and Development: Critical Reflections on the Majority World Debate’, @4:6
Disability & Society (2009) pp.771-784; H. Meekosha, ‘Decolonising Disability: Thinking and Acting Globally’,
26:6 Disability & Society (2011) pp. 667–682.
4 Erevelles and Minear, supra note 1..
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… individuals located perilously at the interstices of race, class, gender, and disability are constituted as non-
citizens and no-bodies by the very social institutions (legal, educational, and rehabilitation) that are designed
to protect, nurture, and empower them.

Many gender and disability studies decipher the marginalisation and exclusion of WWDs in all
facets of life.5 The Preamble of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(CRPD)6 rightly stated that women are often at greater risk, both within and outside the home
where they suffer neglect, discrimination and exclusion in all facets of life. Despite this
disavowal of WWDs rights, there remains a paucity of empirical studies that seek to explore
the dynamics surrounding this group’s inclusion and participation in political processes.

Attempts to bridge this gap by emerging literature leaned towards documenting the plights of
PWDs7 and women8 in general as homogenous social groups, without focusing on WWDs as
the most vulnerable group within a marginalized group of women and PWDs. As many feminist
disability theorists9 have noted, flagrant discrimination and exclusions of WWDs’ rights have
largely remained invisible in many developing countries. Indeed, the experiences of WWDs as
they seek to partake in politics remain a field many policy makers and human rights and
feminist researchers have overlooked.10 As a result, previous studies have failed to document
the complex interaction between multiple factors, such as gender and disability, and denied
WWDs’ voices regarding their political rights a chance to be heard; thus, starving human rights
advocates and policy makers of an empirical exegesis of the opportunities and challenges of
WWDs as they pursue political participation. It therefore remains pertinent to investigate and
understand the inter-sectionality of gender, disability and other societal norms which render
women useless and perilously place them in the peripherals of political processes in Zimbabwe.

This is one study meant to provide a feminist and human rights understanding of the plights of
WWDs’ political participation in Zimbabwe. To be specific, the study investigates and uncovers
the opportunities and barriers of WWDs’ political participation. Unlike many previous studies,
this is one study that goes beyond many general disability studies by invoking feminist and
human rights lenses to imagine the challenges of WWDs beyond the impaired body politics but
in the inter-sectionality of societal norms and values placed on ‘women’ with ‘impaired bodies’.
A study of this nature evaluates the adequacy of existing legal, policy and institutional
frameworks, and understands the underlying societal norms and environmental barriers that
largely limit inclusion and participation of WWDs in Zimbabwean politics. Such analysis will
contribute to the body of knowledge that is critically needed in Zimbabwe at this point in time
when the country is going through alignment of laws to the Constitution and best international
human rights standards. It is hoped, therefore, that the research will result in the promulgation

5 T. Choruma, The forgotten tribe: People with disabilities in Zimbabwe ( Progression, London, 2006); Grech,
supra note 3.; I. Grobbelaar-du Plessis, The African Women with Disabilities: The Victims of Multilayered
Discrimination’, 22 South Africa Publiekreg/Public Law (2007) p. 405; R. Lang and Charowa, ‘DFID Scoping
Study: Disability Issues in Zimbabwe. [Online]. Available at http://www.ucl.ac.uk/lc-
ccr/downloads/scopingstudies/dfid_zimbabwereport. (Accessed on 10 August 2015); Meekosha,supra note 3.
6 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities’ (CRPD 2006).
7 Choruma, supra note 5. ; E. Mandipa and G. Manyatera, ‘Zimbabwe’, in C. Ngwena, I. Grobelaar-du Plessis, H.
Combrick andS. D. Kamga, African Disability Rights Yearbook (Pretoria University Law Press, Pretoria 2014) pp.
287-308.
8 Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC), ‘Voice, Choice and Access to Information: Baseline Study on Gender
Equity in the Electoral Process in Zimbabwe;, ZEC: Harare p. 26; E. F. Zvobgo,and C. Dziva,  Practices and
Challenges in Implementing Women’s Right to Political Participation Under the African Women’s Rights Protocol
in Zimbabwe, 1 African Human Rights Yearbook (2017) pp. 60-81.
9 Garland, supra note 3. ; Meekosha, supra nopte 3.
10 Grech, supra note 3..

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/lc-ccr/downloads/scopingstudies/dfid_zimbabwereport
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/lc-ccr/downloads/scopingstudies/dfid_zimbabwereport
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of disability laws, policies and institutions that swiftly respond to the rights of WWDs, and their
greater inclusion and equality in political processes.

This study adopts a qualitative approach as informed by an exploratory design. Data was
gathered through a review of extant literature including legal, policy and institutional
frameworks against the best international practices. The study also relied on semi-structured
interviews with 15 WWDs snowballed in Gweru, Harare, Masvingo towns and their
surrounding peri-urban areas. The study included mainly those women with physical, visually,
speech and hearing impairments. One of the researchers is conversant with hearing and speech
impairments, and she was responsible for interviews with this group. The study further sought
the views of eight conveniently and purposively selected representatives of disabled persons
organisations (DPOs) and state institutions that advance PWDs’ rights. This was to allow these
experts to add their voices regarding the adequacy of mechanisms in place and remaining
barriers to WWD’s political participation. These stakeholders also proved important to direct
researchers to WWDs for interviews in the three identified towns. The study took note of
various ethical considerations including informed consent, voluntary participation and
confidentiality.

The article starts with this introduction and background. This is followed by a conceptualisation
of WWDs’ political participation. Thereafter, the article discusses the opportunities and is
followed by a section of the persisting barriers faced by WWDs in their quest to partake in
politics. The article ends with a conclusion and recommendations to improve WWDs’ political
participation.

2 Understanding the Concept of WWDs’ Political Participation

Politics involves the activities and interrelationships between people within political parties,
government, civic organisations and society at large. In some circles, political participation is
often defined as the actions of private citizens by which they seek to influence government and
politics.11 Citizens may, therefore, choose to partake in politics by exerting influence through
dialogue and public debate with leaders or even through their own organisations.12 Broadly
speaking, WWDs’ political participation manifests in varied ways including, but not limited to:
being nominated to take leadership positions and holding decision making offices; voting or
being voted for at the administrative or executive, local or national government levels; forming
and joining unions, political parties, and organisations that influence policy formulation and
implementation; and decision making. This understanding is in line with a definition
propounded by the Committee on the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), which aptly defines political participation as:

[A] broad concept referring to the exercising of political power, in particular, the exercising of legislative,
judicial, executive and administrative power. The term covers all aspects of public administration and the
formulation and implementation of policy at the international, national, regional and local levels. The concept
also includes many aspects of society, including public boards and local councils and the activities of
organizations such as political parties, trade unions, professional or industry associations, women's

11 Inclusion International. 2015b. “Inclusive Civic Engagement: An Information Toolkit for Families and People
with Intellectual Disabilities.” http://inclusion-international.org/wp-content/ uploads/2015/07/Inclusive-Civic-
Engagement-Information-Toolkit.pdf.
12 OHCHR, ‘Thematic Study by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights on
Participation in Political and Public Life by Persons with Disabilities’, Human Rights Council, Nineteenth session,
Agenda items 2 and 3. https://documents-
ddsny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G11/175/27/PDF/G1117527.pdf?OpenElement.
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organizations, community based organizations and other organizations concerned with public and political
life.13

Article 2914 of the CRPD speaks of the above-mentioned fundamentals of PWDs’ political
participation. Furthermore, the article broadly mandates states parties to guarantee PWDs,
including WWDs’ political rights and the opportunity to enjoy such rights on an equal basis
with others.

By its nature, the political participation of PWDs remains an ‘end’ and a ‘means’ to minimise
their marginalisation and discrimination in society. According to the Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, political participation constitutes one of the
cornerstones of modern democracies.15 It is through inclusive politics that WWDs, as equal
human beings, realise their fundamental right to participate just like other citizens and, above
all, amplify their voices on their needs and rights in society. It is most likely that when WWDs
are elected into office or even elect representatives, the result will be institutions and leadership
that can effectively articulate and represent their rights and freedoms. In partaking in politics
as office bearers, candidates of elections and supporters, many WWDs are enlightened and their
political skills are sharpened to pursue higher political positions and to advocate for their rights.
Without their effective inclusion and participation, WWDs’ voices and demands continue to be
subdued and to suffer from policy neglect. As an end in itself, the political participation of
WWDs effectuates their right to effective participation provided under Article 2916 of the
CRPD, Article 2517 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and
Section 6718 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe. Regarding the right to vote and be elected,
Article 25(b) of the ICCPR specifically regards this to be by universal and equal suffrage.19

Thus, WWDs’ effective participation as office bearers, voters and supporters guarantees justice,
fairness and ensures for accountability in society.

3 Opportunities for Advancing WWDs’ Political Participation

3.1 Constitutional Framework and WWDs’ Rights

The Constitution of Zimbabwe expansively provides for the rights of PWDs. It is progressive
and an improvement from the Lancaster House Constitution since it envisions a society bed
rocked on equality between men and women, rule of law, justice, dignity and non-
discrimination of people including WWDs. Besides having non-discrimination20 as a national
objective, the Constitution is also commended for including disability21 as one of the grounds
on which a person may not be discriminated against in Zimbabwe. As institutions and persons
are obligated to respect section 56, they are also expected to respect the dignity and rights of
everyone, including political rights of WWDs.

13 CEDAW, General Comment No 23‘Political and public life’ A/52/38(1997) para. 5.
14 Article 29 of the CRPD stressed many ways in which WWDs can enjoy their political rights including through
effective and full participation directly or through freely chosen representatives, including the right and opportunity
for PWDs  to vote and be elected, hold office and partake in political activities by parties and civil society
organisations including Disabled Persons Organisations (DPOs).
15 Report of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights ‘Factors that impede equal
political participation and steps to overcome those challenges’ A/HRC/27/29 (2014) para. 9.
16 Article 29 of the CRPD.
17 Article 25 of the ICCPR.
18Section 67 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
19Article 25 of the ICCPR.
20 Section 56 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
21Section 56 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
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The Constitution can further be applauded for stressing in the preamble and the national
objectives the need to consolidate democratic principles through ensuring realisation of the
rights of all marginalised and excluded, including WWDs, to full participation in governance
and public life. Through these provisions the Constitution evidently ushered in a new era in
political rights advancement of previously disadvantaged groups of the society such as WWDs.
This therefore directs state and non-state institutions to prioritise rights of PWDs including
WWDs.

The Constitution under section 6722 provides specific political rights guarantees to every
Zimbabwean including WWDs. The section in question guarantees every Zimbabwean who is
18 or above, including WWDs, the right to “(a) vote in all elections and referenda to which this
Constitution or any other law applies, and to do so in secret, and (b) to stand for election for
public office and, if elected, to hold such office.”23 In the same way as Articles 2524 of the
ICCPR and Article 2925 of the CRPD, the Constitution further provides for the rights of every
citizen including WWDs “to form, to join and to participate in the activities of a political party
or organisation of their choice; to campaign freely and peacefully for a political party or cause;
to participate in peaceful political activity”.26 The constitutionalisation of these rights went a
long way in assisting DPOs and WWDs themselves to argue their case for inclusion and
participation in politics and public life.

It also remains an opportunity that the Constitution has clear cut provisions on the rights of
women27 and persons with disabilities,28 including WWDs, under the Declaration of Rights.
Feminist disability advocates are however quick to criticise the Constitution for failing to take
advantage of sections 80 and 82 to clearly and specifically speak to the rights of WWDs who
face double discrimination, first as women in a patriarchal society and then as PWDs. Indeed,
WWDs are a vulnerable group within a vulnerable group that needs specific clauses for their
protections in the same manner as Article 629 of the CRPD, which is dedicated to this vulnerable
group. Nonetheless, the contents of sections 80 and 82 make powerful pronouncements with
the potential to make WWDs enjoy their political rights. More importantly, section 80 (rights
of women) and section 82 (rights of PWDs) are provided under the justiciable Bill of Rights.
This further strengthens accountability in that WWDs themselves, DPOs and interested parties
can approach the courts of law for determination and access remedies whenever the rights of
this group are violated. With such progressive and justiciable rights in the Constitution, the
judiciary is also poised to effectively safeguard WWDs’ rights thereby providing jurisprudence
that can be used in continuous lobbying and advocacy for the long-term realisation of WWDs’
electoral rights.

Besides providing for the rights of women and PWDs, the Declaration of Rights also enshrines
first and second-generation rights which are critical for the political participation of WWDs.
The fundamental catalogue of these rights includes the right of WWDs to be self-reliant,
protection from abuse and neglect, right to state-funded education30, right to health care,31 right

22 (1) (a): "Every Zimbabwean citizen has the right to free, fair and regular elections for any elective public office
in terms of the Constitution or any other law and to make political choices freely"
23 Section 67 (3) (a & b) “Every Zimbabwean citizen who is of or over eighteen years of age has the right to- (a)
24Article 25 of ICCPR.
25Article 29 of the CRPD.
26Section 67 (2) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
27Section 80 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
28Section 82 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
29Section 6 of the CRPD provides for the rights of women.
30 Section 75 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
31Section 78 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
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to food and water,32 property rights,33 and accessibility of buildings and transport system,34

amongst others. A catalogue of these rights largely addresses the pertinent challenges to
WWDs’ effective political participation including limited education, assistive devices and
marauding levels of poverty. Available disability literature in Africa, Zimbabwe included, has
shown how WWDs’ political participation is inseparably linked to access to basic needs
including education and information.35 Thus, WWDs’ access and enjoyment of these social and
economic rights remain the only means for their self-defence against impoverishment and
marginalization in politics and the public sphere. More broadly, WWDs cannot compete with
abled persons as candidates in an electoral contest without resources for campaigns.

It also remains an opportunity that the Constitution provides for effective communication
channels for PWDs, especially those with speech and hearing impairments. Under section 16,
sign language is made one of the official languages in Zimbabwe. This is important considering
how people with hearing impairments find it difficult to access political information in the
global South. With this clause in place, state institutions, including the Zimbabwe Electoral
Commission (ZEC), and political parties are expected to devise and provide effective
communication methods, aides and channels so that women with speech and hearing
impairments are able to fully and effectively partake in public life.36

The Constitution guarantees WWDs’ political representation in the Senate and Parliament
under sections 12037 and 124.38 Under section 120(1)(d), the Constitution reserves two out of
the 80 senatorial positions to PWDs, of which one of them is a WWD elected by DPOs. Since
the promulgation of the Constitution in 2013, two female senators have occupied the posts.
While in Senate, the female appointees are poised to represent, advocate and mainstream
WWDs rights and issues in law and policy making. Many, however, criticise the paltriness of
the number of senators with disabilities and the fact that the same prerogative was not included
in the National Assembly where critical decisions are deliberated.39 Similarly, in local
governance, WWDs continue to be side-lined without any constitutional clause for their
inclusion. Even with these concerns, the clause remains an important gesture and starting point
to at least acknowledge the widespread challenges that limit WWDs’ political participation in
the highest decision making circles.

Similarly, the Constitution introduced special temporary measures or quotas to guarantee
women’s representation in Senate and Parliament under sections 120(2)(a)40 and 124,
respectively.41 Section 120(2)(b) stipulates that the election of senators are to be conducted
under a party-list system of proportional representation “in which male and female candidates
are listed alternately, every list being headed by a female candidate”. In the same way, section

32Section 77 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
33Section 71 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
34Section 22 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
35 M. P. Opokua, W. P. Mprah, and B. N. Saka, ‘Participation of Persons with Disabilities in Political Activities in
Cameroon: Disability and the Global South’, 3:2 (2016) pp.  980-999,; C. Dziva, ‘Advancing the Rights of Rural
Women with Disabilities in Zimbabwe:  Challenges and Opportunities for the Twenty-First Century', PhD Thesis
(University of South Africa, Pretoria 2018).
36 E. Mandipa, ‘A Critical Analysis of the Legal and Institutional Frameworks for the Realisation of the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities In Zimbabwe’, In C. Ngwena, I. Grobelaar-du Plessis, H. Combrick, and S. D. Kamga,
African Disability Rights Yearbook (Pretoria University Law Press, Pretoria, 2013) p. 73-95.
37 Section (2) (a) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
38 Section 124 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
39 Mandipa, supra note 36 ; Dziva, supra note 35.
40Section 120 (2) (a) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
41 Section 124 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
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124(1(b)42 provides for “an additional sixty women members, six from each of the provinces
into which Zimbabwe is divided, elected through a system of proportional representation based
on the votes cast for candidates representing political parties in a general election for
constituency members in the provinces”. The introduction of political quotas can be an
opportunity for political parties to include WWDs on their list of women representatives.
However, this is affected by the failure of the clauses in question to stipulate mainstreaming of
disability amongst those reserved senators and women parliamentarians.

3.2 Legislative Frameworks

In the same way section 120 of the Constitution provides a mandatory quota, section 4A of the
Urban Councils Act [Chapter 29:15] mandates the minister responsible for local governance to
appoint 25 per cent special councillors to assist in mainstreaming vulnerabilities and matters of
concern in service delivery. These special councillors represent varied social vulnerable groups
of the society, including women and PWDs, among others. While the clause creates room for
the inclusion of WWDs, it remains criticised for failing to specifically speak to the inclusion of
WWDs within the 25 per cent special councillors in the same way section 120 of the
Constitution reserves a seat for a WWD in Senate. Without placing an obligation on the minister
to choose special councillors based on disability, the minister can further exclude this
disadvantaged group. The study thus calls for the amendment of varied legal instruments for
people’s political representation in decision-making to specifically guarantee and ensure
WWDs’ increased participation.

The political rights of WWDs is also provided for in the Disabled Persons Act [Chapter 17:
01] and the Electoral Act [Chapter 2:13]. Even so, the Disabled Persons Act’s
conceptualisation of PWDs, let alone WWDs, is out-dated, and the instrument fails to confer
any rights to this disadvantaged group.43 The Electoral Act can create an environment that
increases the participation of women, youth, PWDs including WWDs, among other groups,
who are often disenfranchised and unable to participate fully in all aspects of the electoral
processes due to systemic discrimination.44 It also sets out the guidelines for assisted-voting to
PWDs. Inclusion of such clauses is important for concerned WWDs to approach courts to
seek remedies when excluded and discriminated against in electoral politics. In the case of
Simon Mvindi & 5 Others v. the President of the Republic of Zimbabwe & 3 Others,45

aggrieved visually impaired voters challenged the constitutionality of sections 59 and 60 of
the Electoral Act in requiring the visually-impaired to be assisted by police officers and others
on electoral duty, thereby denying the voter any choice of an assistant. Resultantly, the
Supreme Court ruled in favour of the applicants, and struck down the then prevailing
provisions of the Electoral Act, and only allowed assisted-voters to be assisted to vote by
people of their own choice.

3.3 Institutional Mechanisms

The existence of varied state and non-state institutions remains an opportunity for advancing
WWDs’ political participation in Zimbabwe. The cohort of state institutions includes three of
the Chapter 12 commissions: ZEC, the Zimbabwe Gender Commission (ZGC), and the

42 See Section 124 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
43Mandipa, supra note 36; T. Kondo, ‘Socio-economic Rights in Zimbabwe: Trends and Emerging
Jurisprudence’,17 African Human Rights Law Journal(2017)  pp. 163-193.
44 Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC), supra note 8.
45 Simon Mvindi & 5 Others v. the President of the Republic of Zimbabwe & 3 OthersSC 106/08.
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Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission (ZHRC). The other national institutions for advancing
disability rights include the Special Advisor for Disabilities to the President. Unlike the Office
of the Special Advisor to the President which has no clear mandate, Chapter 12 commissions
have enunciated mandates derived from the Constitution. For instance, the ZGC and the ZHRC
are established and broadly mandated under sections 24546 and 24247 of the Constitution,
respectively, to advance human rights and freedoms of Zimbabweans, including WWDs. Thus,
the ZHRC and the ZGC remain strategically positioned to spearhead cutting edge research,
advocacy and litigation of WWDs’ political participation. While these institutions remain
important, they seem to be heavily affected by resource constraints and treatment of women as
a homogeneous group.48 Interviews with respondents within these institutions also exhibited
limited mainstreaming of gender and disability in their activities to advance the political rights
of people in society. A majority of these institutions can only go to the extent of mainstreaming
gender and disability as distinct fields without any efforts to go deep to alleviate the gendered
challenges of differently abled persons.

The existence of a vibrant civil society and political parties remains an opportunity for
advancing WWDs’ political rights. By their nature, DPOs play a critical part in research,
lobbying, advocacy and awareness-raising of the rights of WWDs including the need for
political participation. Together with other civic organisations in political development, DPOs
can play vital roles in lobbying, advocacy for disability sensitive reforms and awareness of
WWDs’ rights in political participation. Relatedly, political parties play important roles in
including and ensuring that internal processes and procedures are favourable to WWDs. In
reality, many of the political parties in Zimbabwe are not sincere in including WWDs for they
despise these to be weak and sick people who cannot assume leadership roles. For effectiveness
in this role, political parties need to consider effective gender and disability mainstreaming in
internal processes and activities appointing, fielding and supporting WWDs candidates.

4 Challenges to WWDs’ Political Participation

In spite of the existing mechanisms for advancing the political rights of PWDs, the study noted
that WWDs continue to be limited by complex and multifaceted barriers as they seek to be
included and participate in political processes. Interviews with key stakeholders also revealed
limited awareness raising of the Constitution and the rights it confers on vulnerable groups like
WWDs. This corroborates with results of the ZHRC Baseline Survey49 which showed a general
limited awareness of constitutional provisions let alone for the protection of vulnerable groups
of the society in Zimbabwe. Many of the available mechanisms do not specifically speak to
WWDs, let alone their specific needs in society. There is thus a need to amend and improve
mechanisms to directly speak to the daily challenges of WWDs, and raise awareness of such
rights. The following section discusses other challenges that affect WWDs’ ability to enjoy
their rights. The identified challenges include varied information and communication problems,
cultural and attitudinal factors, resource constraints and the physical inaccessibility challenges
that limit WWDs’ political participation.

46 This section speaks to the establishment and composition of the ZGC.
47 This section speaks to the establishment and composition of the ZHRC.
48 Dziva, supra note 35.; Kondo, supra note 43.
49 Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission (ZHRC) (2015). A Baseline Survey on Perception, Attitudes and
Understanding on Human Rights in Zimbabwe(ZHRC, Harare, 2015).
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4.1 Poverty and Limited Access to Basic Needs

WWDs’ political participation is heavily affected by poverty and resource constraints in
Zimbabwe. A majority of WWDs live in abject poverty as characterised by limited access to
information, productive resources, and basic needs such as health, food and education.50 The
poverty situation of many WWDs precludes them from accessing the much needed assistive
devices, including wheelchairs and other necessary technologies to ease their political inclusion
and participation. Limited financial resources divests WWDs from vying for political positions
since vying for public office often comes with financial resources to wage massive campaigns.
Indeed, electoral politics nowadays has been commercialised to the extent that “without
resources, it is also impossible to mount effective campaigns for election to public office”.51

The plight of many poorly resourced WWDs is worsened by the fact that this group often
receives less attention and financial support from the government and political parties. With
limited income base, and erratic support from political parties and government,52 WWD
political aspirants often struggle to purchase T-shirts and other visibility materials which are
necessary for waging massive political campaigns.

The plight of WWDs in accessing stable income is worsened by their limited employment
prospects. A study by Groce53 highlighted that a majority of PWDs are not employed. A paltry
percentage of PWDs are in formal employment while the rest survive on begging and
remittances from relatives and well-wishers. The low employment prospects for WWDs is a
result of the negative attitude of employers towards this group and limited educational
qualifications. Evidently, many PWDs’ have lower educational levels, with WWDs topping the
list. Without education, many in this group find it impossible to be formally employed and get
a steady salary to spare in political ventures. As many WWDs overly rely on vending and
begging, they spend most of their time on the streets vending and begging for money and any
form of assistance, thus making it unlikely for this group to actively attend political gatherings
and exercise their ability to politic. The vignettes below explain the information above:

I would rather spend the day begging in streets than attend to political gatherings where you come back with
nothing to give to children.54

Attending to political rallies sometimes is a waste of time and the little resources I have because I need to
think of my bus fare and that of a person to accompany me, only to get a T-shirt and fake promises.55

50 Dziva, supra note 35; B. Virendrakumar, E. Jolley, E.Badu and E. Schmidt,  ‘Disability Inclusive Elections in
Africa: A Systematic Review of Published and Unpublished Literature’,33:4 Disability & Society (2001) pp. 509-
538.
51 L. Thuo, ‘Realising the Inclusion of Young Persons with Disabilities in Political and Public Life in Kenya’, 45
in C. Ngwena, I. Grobelaar-du Plessis, H. Combrick, and S. D. Kamg, African Disability Rights Yearbook (Pretoria
University Law Press, Pretoria, 2016) pp. 25-52.
52 The plight of WWDs is made worse with limited support from the government. PWDs in Zimbabwe are entitled
to a monthly stipend of $17 every month to cushion them in their survival. Besides the fact that the grant is paltry,
many WWDs are not beneficiaries and its disbursement to the few means-tested has been erratic owing to limited
political will and national fiscal challenges.
53 N. E. Groce,  ‘Disability and the Millennium Development Goals: A review of the MDG process and strategies
for inclusion of disability issues in Millennium Development Goal efforts, New York: United Nations. Available
at: <http://www.un.org/disabilities/documents/review_of_disability_and_the_mdgs.pdf>. [Accessed on 17
November 2018].
54 Interview with a visually impaired women beggar, Masvingo.
55 Interview with a visually impaired vendor, Harare, 2019.

http://www.un.org/disabilities/documents/review_of_disability_and_the_mdgs.pdf
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I only attend political rallies when they are held and organised near my suburb … but I won’t be going to
listen to the proceedings but rather to sell my drinks and snacks to participate to get money for survival.56

Due to poverty, exemplified by limited educational levels, WWDs’ capacity for active political
participation and citizenship remains compromised in a greater way.57 While the Constitution
of Zimbabwe and the Electoral Act do not stipulate educational qualifications for one to vie for
most electable public offices including Presidium, Senate, Parliament and local authority,
uneducated WWDs find it difficult to convince party members and the electorate of their strong
leadership qualities vis-a-vis their able-bodied competitors. With limited educational
qualifications, many political leaders are hesitant to appoint and second WWDs to government
and internal party structures. This study also found that many uneducated WWDs look down
upon themselves and have low self-esteem to assume leadership positions in political parties,
worse still in government.

Limited education further hinders some WWDs from accessing political information for
effective politicking. In many occasions, political parties, ZEC and civic organisations
communicate political and election related messages in inaccessible formats to visually and
hearing impaired persons. Despite the constitutionalisation of sign language as one of the 16
official languages,58 its use has only been visible during news and political gatherings which
are broadcasted by the ZBC TV and not at party rallies and gatherings. Without sign language
interpreters at political gatherings, many users of this language shun such events as they hardly
follow proceedings. As such, many WWDs have missed out on important messages including
dates of rallies, voter registrations and even selection and nomination of party leadership.
Similarly, there are limited efforts by political institutions to disseminate information in braille
format for visually impaired persons, and many in this group rely on relatives to read and
convey messages to them. This also remains problematic as one visually impaired woman
explained that her relatives often tell her wrong dates to avoid the laborious and difficult
situations they always find themselves in when they go with her to such gatherings.

4.2 Attitudinal and Cultural Barriers

WWDs face a myriad of cultural and attitudinal barriers that limit their political participation.
In this study, many WWDs revealed their negative perception and attitude towards politics as
a dirty game for the abled bodied persons. This perception seems to stem from previous
electoral processes in Zimbabwe that have been violent in nature. Indeed, previous elections in
Zimbabwe have degenerated into an orgy of violence and torture, and displacement of perceived
enemies and supporters of opposition parties.59 In a 2017 Baseline by ZEC, violence was
identified by 58.3 per cent of the women and men respondents as one of the primary reasons
for not participating in elections as voters or as candidates.60 In several studies, women,
particularly women with disabilities, suffer most from targeted rape and violence during these

56 Interview with a physically impaired women, Gweru, 2019.
57 J. Lord et al, ‘Human Rights’, YES! (2012) p. 47.
58Section 16 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
59 Zimbabwe Peace Project, Impact of Political Violence on Persons with Disabilities (PWDs) in Zimbabwe,
August 2017, accessed from: http://kubatana.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/ZPP-PWD-Research-1709.pdf; See
also Zimbabwe Election Support Network (ZESN). 2008. Report on the Zimbabwe 29 March 2008 Harmonised
Elections and 27 June Presidential Run-Off. Harare: ZESN.
60 Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC), supra note 8.

http://kubatana/
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skirmishes, mostly due to being differently abled, defenceless and highly vulnerable.61 The
short term consequence of this experience was that WWDs did not stand as candidates and only
turn out to cast their votes, while the long term effect remains that WWDs despise politics
which they view as being synonymous with rape and violence.

Some WWDs also looked down upon themselves and accepted that politics is a game for able
bodied men and some women with educational and leadership skills. This attitude has been
propagated by caregivers and the patriarchal society that they live in, which always downplays
women and exalts men. Women, particularly women with disabilities, are viewed as useless
people whose place is in the home and should not make decisions on their own. Some WWDs
revealed that their desire to stand as candidates during elections is met with strong
condemnation by family and care givers, party members and even the electorate. As one WWD
recalled:

When I informed people of my intention to stand as a candidate I was belittled, demeaned and caricatured at
party meetings and gatherings. Instead, I found my name removed on the party candidates’ list as they claimed
they wanted to field a strong candidate who can win the seat for the ward.62

No one bothers to consult me and other persons with disabilities within my political party because many party
cadres do not value or see us as capable of making meaningful political solutions to the problems bedevilling
the party. It is worse when you are a woman on a wheelchair like this.63

In a majority of cases, WWDs are kept in institutions of care and indoors under caregivers and
relatives who see no need to educate and even inform them about political activities. In some
instances, society views disability as a curse from God or the ancestors, and as such families
hide PWDs or send them to care institutions to evade shame from the public.64 Resultantly,
many PWDs, including WWDs, have no documentation such as birth certificates and national
identity cards needed for one to register as an electorate and as a candidate.65

A few WWDs who are lucky to possess documentation also grapple with rampant stigma and
abuse by election agents and able bodied persons in their quest to participate in politics. As
explained by one key informant:

When people are recruited as election officials, they are taught to work with all human beings in general but
not specific people who are differently abled. Working with such people requires specific training for officers
to mainstream disability …66

With their limited training and experience in working with WWDs, many election officials are
reported to call these people with derogatory names which rather disempowers than empower

61 Zimbabwe Peace Project, Impact of political violence on persons with disabilities (PWDs) in Zimbabwe, supra
note 59..; RAU “When the going gets tough the man gets going! Zimbabwean Women’s views on Politics,
Governance, Political Violence, and Transitional Justice” Research and Advocacy Unit 2010.
62 Interview with a visually impaired women, Harare, 2019.
63 Interview with a wheelchair bound women, Harare, 2019.
64 N. E. Groce, and M. Kett,  ‘Youth with disabilities’, (Working Paper Series: No. 23), London: Leonard Cheshire
Disability and Inclusive Development Centre. Available at: <https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lc-
ccr/centrepublications/workingpapers/WP23_Youth_with_Disabilities.pdf>. [Accessed on 12 November 2018].
65 R. Redley, et al,’The Voting Rights of Adults with Intellectual Disabilities: Reflections on the Arguments, and
Situation in Kenya and England and Wales’, 56:11 Journal of Intellectual Disability Research (2012) pp. 1031-
1026.
66 Interview with a key informant interviewee, Harare, 2019.
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them. As Al Ju’beh67 noted, words used to describe PWDs should strengthen their dignity and
respect for their integrity rather than disempower them. More often than not, government
workers, policy-makers, caregivers and even family members have an erroneous view that
PWDs cannot effectively participate in decision-making circles.68 This verbal abuse against
WWDs results in many of them losing confidence, self-esteem and being discouraged to
participate in public life.

4.3 Accessibility Challenges

This study noted that the existence of inaccessible structures and transport systems that makes
it difficult for WWDs to partake in politics. Many interviewed WWDs narrated their struggles
to access transport systems to attend political and election gatherings without the help of others.
As one WWD narrated:

Political meetings are held far away from our location and you need to think of the hustles to access transport
and the costs, including costs associated with transporting your wheelchair. In some instances, operators leave
you behind as they do not want hustles that comes with lifting you and your wheelchair.69

Similar sentiments were also shared regarding access to buildings:

Most buildings and structures used by politicians such as classrooms, public halls and stadiums, are not easily
accessible by wheelchair users who end up shunning these political gatherings.

With these challenges, a majority of WWDs decide not to attend political functions and
gatherings including voter registration and education exercises, meetings organised by political
parties, ZEC and other non-state actors. The challenges faced by WWDs are exacerbated by the
fact that political gatherings of many political parties are convened at stadiums which are
neither accessible nor close to some suburbs where WWDs stay. It was also noted that many of
the venues chosen by political parties and organisations including schools and public halls do
not have guiding rails and ramps for easy access by visually impaired and wheelchair users.70

More detrimental remains the poor ablution facilities which make it difficult for WWDs to use
when attending political gatherings. With this in mind, many WWDs avoid political
participation.

WWDs respondents explained that limited access to information in accessible formats remains
a challenge to their participation in politics. Indeed, the participation of women with visual
impairments is heavily dependent on accessible information, including ballot papers in braille
or other formats easy for them to read. As one visually impaired women explained:

I will not bother to vote in any election in this country simply because I want my vote to remain secret. But
without Braille, now comes the challenge of being assisted by someone who will know my choice. It's always
good for one to vote secretly.71

67 K. Al Ju’beh, ‘Disability Inclusive Development Toolkit’, Bensheim, CBM. Available at:
<http://www.cbm.org/article/downloads/54741/CBM-DID-TOOLKIT-accessible.pdf>. [Accessed 20 January
2010].
68 Groce, supra note 53.
69 Interview with a wheelchair bound women, Gweru, 2019.
70European Union Election Observation Mission Zimbabwe 2018 Harmonised Election Report. Available at:
<https;//eeas.europa-eu/election-obseravtion-mission/eom-zimbabwe-2018_en>.[Accessed 2 November 2018].
71 Interview with a visually impaired women, Masvingo, 2019.
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Similar sentiments were also shared by two women with hearing impairments:

Even if you attend rallies, you become frustrated as you cannot follow proceedings since there will be no sign
language interpreters. So who do I vote for without knowing the plans they have for us?72

I went for Biometric voter registration ahead of the 2018 elections and was disappointed when I found no one
conversant in sign language to assist me. I also faced the same challenge on Election Day as officials had a
torrid time to explain the voting procedures to me.73

Without brailed ballots that uphold the secrecy of the vote, many WWDs shy away from voting
in fear of reprisals in case of revelations of who they would have voted for. In the event of any
electoral violence in the aftermath of an election, assisted voters become worried that those who
assisted them might divulge information regarding who they voted for. It is, therefore, pertinent
for ZEC to adopt and devise innovative measures, including the electronic voting machines
with audio facilities and tactile ballot guides, to ensure WWDs’ absolute political participation.

5 Conclusion and Policy Options

It remains a great opportunity that Zimbabwe has varied mechanisms that seek to advance the
rights of PWDs, as well as WWDs. Of all mechanisms, the promulgation of the Constitution is
by far a better attempt to effectuate the rights of PWDs, which includes WWDs, in political
participation. Unlike the archaic Disabled Persons Act, the Constitution resembles the CRPD
in effectuating a wide range of human rights to every human being, including WWDs’ access
to basic needs and services such as education, information and employment, all which untimely
impact on WWDs’ ability to partake in politics. Besides the Constitution, many other laws are
found wanting when it comes to speaking to the political rights of WWDs. Similarly, national
institutions for advancing PWDs’ rights tend to treat this group as a homogeneous group,
without realising that there exist WWDs who face double discrimination: first, as people who
are differently abled and, secondly, as women in a patriarchal society. Due to this legal and
institutional neglect, many WWDs in Zimbabwe grapple with rampant poverty exemplified by
limited education and access to other basic needs and services, inaccessibility and attitudinal
challenges that limit their inclusion and participation in politics. In their narratives, WWDs
confirmed previous studies in showing how their exclusion in politics is largely embedded
deeper in cultural, religious, class and patriarchal tendencies that interplay to further their plight.
Without addressing these underlying barriers and framework inadequacies, WWDs’ effective
participation in politics will largely remain between a dream and a nightmare.

WWD’s political participation is realisable only if:

 Parliament speeds up the alignment of discriminatory legal frameworks to the 2013
Constitution and international best practices on gender and disability rights
advancements.

 Parliament and donors  fund and support state institutions to enhance their advancement
of gender and disability rights through capacity building in leadership skills and
awareness raising, so that WWDs step up to claim what is rightfully theirs under the
national law.

 ZGC, ZHRC and DPOs mainstream gender-disability in their awareness raising and
capacity building activities for citizens to partake in politics.

72 Interview with a women with hearing impairment, Harare, 2019.
73 Interview with a women with hearing impairment, Gweru, 2019.
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 DPOs and political parties litigate, lobby and advocate Parliament to come up with legal
quotas that reserve seats for a considerable number of WWDs in Parliament, Senate and
Council, to effectively bridge existing disparities in key decision making institutions.

 Government works with DPOs to put in place measures to increase WWDs access to
education, get opportunities to access basic needs as well as for self-sustenance.

 Political parties recognise, enrol, appoint and reserve positions for WWDs within their
women’s wings and include this group on their party lists for constitutional quotas in
government.

 ZEC, DPOs and political parties mainstream gender and disability in choosing venues
for their political gatherings, processes and procedures.

 ZEC, as the Election Management Body, supports WWDs’ political participation and
encourages parties to practice inclusive politics.
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Decriminalisation of Consensual Same-Sex Sexual Conduct in Zimbabwe: A Step
Towards Inclusion and Equality of Sexual Minorities

Nqobani Nyathi

Abstract

Zimbabwe criminalises “sodomy” i.e. the consensual sexual conduct between consenting
males. The basis of criminalisation of consensual same-sex conduct is that it is a crime against
morality. This paper traces the colonial origins of criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual
conduct in Zimbabwe. It shows that criminalising consensual same-sex sexual conduct serves
no purpose other than the justification of the exclusion and subordination of sexual minorities.
Although no rights are accruing to sexual minorities specifically under the Constitution, the
rights to equality, dignity and privacy apply to all, regardless of sexual orientation or gender
identity. The research explores the prospects of decriminalisation of the consensual same-sex
sexual conduct under the Constitution. To make this assessment, inspiration is drawn from
international law and relevant comparative law, as guided by the Constitution’s interpretation
clause.

1 Introduction

The criminalisation consensual same-sex sexual conduct between males is repressive and it
perpetuates the exclusion and subordination of sexual minorities.1 It is unjustifiable and based
on archaic colonial laws. It should be abolished on the basis that it is at odds which the
Constitution of Zimbabwe’s (Constitution) fairly expansive Declaration of Rights (DoRs). In
this case, reliance will be on the rights to equality and non-discrimination, dignity and privacy.
International law has shown progressiveness towards decriminalisation of consensual same-sex
sexual conduct. Further, Zimbabwe’s four neighbours, South Africa, Mozambique and, more
recently, Angola and Botswana, have decriminalised consensual same-sex sexual conduct.
Inspiration should be drawn from international law and may also be drawn from comparative
law, as required by the Constitution’s interpretation clause.

This argument is divided into six parts. In the next section, I discuss the evolution of the crime
of sodomy, from its colonial origins to the current legal framework. In section 3, I examine the
impact of criminalisation and the resultant social exclusion of sexual minorities. Section 4
analyses decriminalisation of consensual same-sex conduct under international law and
comparative law. This includes the analysis of the mechanisms under the United Nations (UN)
and regional human rights systems. Section 5 critically analyses the prospects of
decriminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct under the Constitution, taking into
account the Constitution’s interpretation clause, the limitation of rights clause and the
substantive rights i.e. the right to equality, dignity and privacy.

2 The Evolution of the Crime of “Sodomy” and Legal Framework

To understand the nature and purpose of the law criminalising consensual same-sex sexual
conduct, it is important to look into its historical origins and evolution.

1 ‘Zimbabwe: End Attacks on LGBT People’, Human Rights Watch, 27 August 2012
<www.hrw.org/news/2012/08/27/zimbabwe-end-attacks-lgbt-people >, visited on 2 October 2019.
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2.1 The Legacy of a Colonial Imposition

The criminalisation of consensual same-sex conduct also known as “sodomy” originates from
European medieval laws.2 As Mutua points out, the exclusion of sexual minorities, which is
now deeply entrenched in our social fabric, is not “necessarily home-grown”.3 The name of the
offence bears religious connotations, particularly the Abrahamic religions.4

Zimbabwe got the criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct, known as “sodomy”
from the British colonialists i.e. after colonisation by Cecil John Rhodes’s British South Africa
Company (BSAC) and the formal recognition of the process by the British government.5
Consequent to colonisation, the BSAC imposed Roman Dutch Law, which was the law
applicable at the Cape of Good Hope then.6 “Sodomy” was a crime under Roman Dutch law.
Additionally, other tailormade repressive and racist laws were added.7 England and Wales later
decriminalised consensual same sex conduct in 1967 but its colonies did not.8 On attainment
of independence, Zimbabwe retained Roman Dutch law.9

The hallmark of the crime of “sodomy” is that in essence it only permitted sexual conduct for
the purpose of procreation.10 In an old South African case of Rex v. Gough and Narroway,11 it
turns out that under Roman Dutch law, “[a]ny gratification of sexual lust in a manner contrary
to the order of nature was a crime”. Some writers classified all forms of unnatural lust under
the title of “sodomy”.12 The crime of “sodomy” also vaguely signified “misuse of the organs of
procreation”.13 By practice, however, the crime meant anal penetration.14 Other similar sexual
offences not involving penetration of the anus were simple styled as “unnatural offences”.15

In S v. Chikore,16 Reynolds J reiterated the Roman Dutch law origins of the crime of sodomy
as understood in the Gough and Narroway case.17 He stated that:

2 ‘This Alien Legacy: The Origins of “Sodomy” Laws in British Colonialism’, Human Rights Watch (2008) p. 13.
3 M. Mutua, ‘Sexual Orientation and Human Rights: Putting Homophobia on Trial’, in S. Tamale (ed.), African
Sexualities: A Reader (Pambazuka, 2011) pp. 452-453.
4 Ibid.
5 S. J.  Ndlovu-Gatsheni, ‘Mapping Cultural and Colonial Encounters, 1880s-1930s’, in B. Raftopoulos and A.S.
Mlambo (eds.), Becoming Zimbabwe: A History from the Pre-colonial Period to 2008 (Weaver Press, 2009) pp.
58-68.
6 ‘More Than a Name: State Sponsored Homophobia and its Consequences in Southern Africa’, Human Rights
Watch (2003) p. 266.
7 Ndlovu-Gatsheni, supra note 5. These laws include criminalisation of inter-racial sexual conduct.
8 After the 1957 Wolfenden report, England and Wales decriminalised consensual same sex sexual acts in 1967.
See supra note 2, pp. 6-7.  The Dutch had already decriminalised the offence of sodomy after being annexed by
the French Empire and the adoption of the Napoleonic code in 1811. See supra note 6, p. 261.
9 Section 89 of the Lancaster House Constitution (LHC) provided that the law to be used in Zimbabwe was the
law at the Cape of Good Cape in force as at 10 June 1891 as modified by legislation.
10 Supra note 6, p. 261.
11 Rex v. Gough and Narroway 1926 CPD 159.
12 Ibid., p. 161.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid., p.162.
15 Ibid., pp. 162-163.
16 S v. Chikore 1987 (2) ZLR 48 (HC).
17 Rex v. Gough and Narroway, supra note 11.
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[t]he crimes now known as sodomy and bestiality were included under this term, and some authorities also
included acts such as self-masturbation, oral intercourse, lesbianism, and many other such practices. Some
jurists even regarded normal coitus between a Jew and a Christian as “sodomy”. This very broad base was
later narrowed so that any sexual act "contrary to the order of nature" fell into one of three categories. These
were sodomy, bestiality, and a third category into which fell certain residual, sexually abnormal acts which
were classified generally as “unnatural offences”.18

Under Zimbabwean law then, “sodomy” and “unnatural offences” were stand-alone crimes and
distinguishable. Sodomy meant anal sexual intercourse between males, whether consensual or
non-consensual.19 The meaning of “unnatural offences” was still vague. The rationale for
criminalising consensual same-sex conduct appears to have been aimed at protecting “sexual
morality”20 and morality in general.21 Thus, any justification for the crime of sodomy in
Zimbabwe is rooted in its Roman Dutch law origins. Evidently, such justification is difficult to
rationalise in a constitutional democracy.

2.2 S v. Banana22 and the Challenge to the Criminalisation of Consensual Same-Sex Sexual
Conduct under the Lancaster House Constitution

Faced with a litany of charges based on sexual offences,23 Zimbabwe’s former non-executive
President Canaan Sodindo Banana was tried.24 These crimes were mostly committed while he
still held office as the head of state. The trial court found the act of “sodomy” to be consensual
in the first count.

On appeal to the Supreme Court, Banana challenged the constitutionality of criminalising
consensual “sodomy” on the basis of non-discrimination under section 23 of the former
Lancaster House Constitution (LHC).25 The majority went on to apply a narrow constitutional
approach and rejected comparative law. McNally JA, writing for the majority, said that
Zimbabweans were conservative in sexual matters and hence Zimbabwe’s “social norms and
values” did not push for the decriminalisation of consensual “sodomy”.26 He stated that
“Zimbabwe is a conservative society on questions of sexual morality and the Court should not
strain to interpret provisions in the Constitution which were not designed to put Zimbabwe
among the front-runners of liberal democracy in sexual matters.”27 This approach was wrong.
Sexual minorities lack political capital to push for reforms through the legislature, for instance.
The majority held that what was forbidden by section 23 of the LHC was discrimination
between men and women and not between heterosexual men and homosexual men. They added
that discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation could only be prohibited by a
constitution which proscribed such discrimination, like the South African Constitution.28

18 Chikore case, supra note 16, p. 50.
19 G. Feltoe, A Guide to Criminal Law in Zimbabwe (Legal Resources Foundation, 2006) p. 108.
20 Ibid., p. 54.
21 Ibid., p. 56.
22 S v. Banana SA (3) 885 (ZS).
23 Two counts of “sodomy” (non-consensual), three counts of attempted “sodomy” and six counts of indecent
assault.
24 Banana case, supra note 22.
25 Ibid., p. 903.
26 Ibid., pp. 932-933.
27 Ibid., p. 935.
28 Ibid., p. 934.
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The Banana case however shows that the judiciary’s attitude towards consensual “sodomy”
was lenient. Citing an earlier case of S v. Roffey,29 it was held that “in this modern day
imprisonment is not a proper sentence where both parties are willing adults and the act was
committed in private”.30 ‘

2.3 The Crime of “Sodomy” under the Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act

Despite the medieval and colonial origins of laws criminalising consensual same-sex conduct,
the post-colonial government refined them. This was done through the Criminal Law
(Codification and Reform) Act (Code) in 2006.31 It is therefore rather ironic that the aim of the
Code was to reform criminal law in Zimbabwe and replace Roman Dutch Law.32

The Code provides that:

[a]ny male person who, with the consent of another male person, knowingly performs with that other person
anal sexual intercourse, or any act involving physical contact other than anal sexual intercourse that would be
regarded by a reasonable person to be an indecent act, shall be guilty of sodomy and liable to a fine up to or
exceeding level fourteen or imprisonment for a period not exceeding one year or both.33

In this way, the Code combined the common law crime of “sodomy” and the common law
“offences against nature”.34 It also restricts “sodomy” to consensual anal sexual intercourse and
other related consensual physical acts between males. Non-consensual sexual intercourse
between males now falls under the crime of “aggravated indecent assault”35 and carries the
same sentence as rape.36 In the Code, the crime of “sodomy” falls under “sexual crimes and
crimes against morality”.37

The definition of “sodomy” is still vague. It criminalises “any act involving physical contact
other than anal sexual intercourse that would be regarded by a reasonable person to be an
indecent act”.38 This is arguably contrary to the principle of legality, which requires that
criminal law must be reasonably certain by way of definition. Thus, the crime is viewed in terms
of what is permissible in a heteronormative lens. Anything else is perceived to be deviant.

29 S v. Roffey 1991 (2) ZLR 47 (HC).
30 Banana case, supra note 22, p. 930.
31 Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act [Chapter 9:23].
32 Section 3(1) of the Code.
33 Ibid., Section  73 of the Code.
34 G.  Feltoe, Commentary on the Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act [Chapter 9:23] (Legal Resources
Foundation, 2016) p. 84.
35 Section 66 (1) of the Code.
36 Section 66 (2) of the Code.
37 Part 3 of the Code.
38 Section 73 of the Code.
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2.4 Prohibition of Same-Sex Marriages under Section 78 of the Constitution

Zimbabwe replaced the LHC after a referendum in 2013.39 The new Constitution features a
fairly comprehensive DoRs.40 However, paradoxically, the DoRs prohibits same sex
marriages.41 The constitutional prohibition of same sex marriages serves no useful purpose.
Rather, it perpetuates the stigmatisation of sexual minorities. This is one of the examples that
demonstrate how the inequality and the exclusion of sexual minorities is politicised. One of
the contentious issues during the Constitution making process was “whether to outlaw
homosexuality”.42 Zimbabwe’s perennially dominant political party, Zimbabwe African
National Union (Patriotic Front) (ZANU-PF), sought a constitutional “prohibition of
homosexuality”.43 It appears the compromise resulted in the prohibition of same-sex marriages.

3 Criminalisation, Exclusion and the Vulnerability of Sexual Minorities

As Cameron points out, sexual minorities are a particularly vulnerable group.44 The current
criminalisation legal framework exposes sexual minorities to human rights violations. It fuels
stigma and discrimination. Here, the term “sexual minorities” is used to define a group whose
sexuality is not heterosexual. This includes Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT)
persons.

Human rights violations are experienced at individual level and also as a group.  Zimbabwe’s
late former President Robert Mugabe, running a government characterised by unaccountability
and human rights violations, sparked an attack against sexual minorities in 1995. His stance has
characterised the discourse and political rhetoric against sexual minorities in Zimbabwe to date.
At a book fair, Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ) sought to display its literature but
Mugabe, who was supposed to officiate, objected to the presence of GALZ.45 While the
organisers of the book fair eventually capitulated and revoked the offer to display literature to
GALZ, Mugabe used the occasion to launch the most public act of exclusion of sexual
minorities by the state. He said:

I find it extremely outrageous and repugnant to my human conscience that such immoral and repulsive
organisations, like those of homosexuals who offend both against the law of nature and the morals of religious
beliefs espoused by our society, should have any advocates in our midst and even elsewhere in the world. If

39 K. Vollan, ‘The Constitutional History and the 2013 Referendum of Zimbabwe: A NORDEM Special Report
2013’ The Norwegian Centre for Human Rights
<www.jus.uio.no/smr/english/about/programmes/nordem/publications/docs/zimbabwe_constitution_2013.pdf>,
visited on 4 September 2019. See also E. Mandipa, ‘The Suppression Of Sexual Minority Rights: A Case Study
of Zimbabwe’, in S. Namwase and A. Jjuuko (eds.), Protecting the Human Rights of Sexual Minorities in
Contemporary Africa (Pretoria University Law Press, 2017) p. 152.
40 Chapter 4 of the Constitution.
41 Section 78 (3) of the Constitution provides that “Persons of the same sex are prohibited from marrying each
other.”
42 Vollan, supra note 39, p. 38.
43 Ibid. See also P. Makova, ‘Mugabe Holds Key to Conference Success’ The Standard, 30 September 2012
<www.thestandard.co.zw/2012/09/30/mugabe-holds-key-to-conference-success/>, visited on 4 September 2019
and ‘Report Of The Constitution Parliamentary Select Committee (COPAC) Presented to Parliament’, 7 February
2013, p. 49.
44 E. Cameron ‘Sexual Orientation and the Constitution: A Test Case for Human Rights’, 110 South African Law
Journal (1993) p. 456.
45 C.  Ngwena, What is Africanness? Contesting Nativism in Race, Culture and Sexualities (Pretoria University
Law Press, 2018) p. 200.

http://www.jus.uio.no/smr/english/about/programmes/nordem/publications/docs/zimbabwe_constitution_2013.pdf
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we accept homosexuality as a right, as is being argued by the association of sodomists and sexual perverts
what moral fibre shall our society ever have to deny organised drug addicts, or even those given to bestiality,
the rights they might claim and allege they possess under the rubrics of individual freedom and human rights?46

A parliament motion on “homosexualism and lesbianism” in support of Mugabe followed his
speech.47 A member of parliament, Mr Chigwedere, crudely referred to sexual minorities as
dogs48 and a “festering finger” that needed to be chopped off.49

Mugabe’s successor, Emmerson Mnangagwa, has always mimicked his position, however, with
a softer tone.50 Besides the support from his party, some of Mugabe’s political adversaries also
admire his stance against sexual minorities. On the day of the announcement of Mugabe’s
death,51 Nelson Chamisa, the leader of the main opposition party, expressed his support of
Mugabe’s stance against sexual minorities.52 Thus, the inequality and exclusion of sexual
minorities that characterised Mugabe’s rule cuts across the political differences.

In general, public actions against sexual minorities have either received support or no
condemnation from the state. In 2011 Sexual Rights Centre, a civil society organisation based
in Bulawayo, donated refuse bins to the City of Bulawayo.53 The donation was opposed to an
extent that some of the bins were defaced.54

Boldened by the attitude of the state against sexual minorities, religious leaders have also
participated in publicly excluding sexual minorities.55 Religious fuelled homophobia found a
ready ally in state-sponsored homophobia. The two, each claiming justification from the other,
complement their rhetoric against sexual minorities. As Ngwena contends, this exclusionary
and dominant narrative “not only disenfranchises sexual minorities of equal citizenship but also
sets them up as just targets for oppression, vilification and harm”.56

Sexual minorities are reduced to what has been described as “unapprehended felons”, which is
a constant threat that lingers for one’s entire life.57 This entrenches the exclusion and

46 C. Dunton and M. Palmberg, Human Rights and Homosexuality in Southern Africa (Nordiska Afrikainstitutet,
1996) p. 14.
47 Parliament of Zimbabwe Hansard, 28 September 1995, 2779 Motion.
48 The actual word used was imbwa, a shona word meaning dog.
49 Parliament of Zimbabwe Hansard, supra note 47.
50 R. Igual, ‘Mugabe is Gone, but is His Successor Emmerson Mnangagwa Less Homophobic?’, 24 November
2017,< www.mambaonline.com/2017/11/24/mugabe-gone-successor-less-homophobic/ >, visited on 2 October
2019.
51 6 September 2019.
52 ‘Chamisa reflects on Cde Mugabe’s legacy’, 6 September 2019, < www.zbc.co.zw/chamisa-reflects-on-cde-
mugabes-legacy/ >, visited on 7 September 2019.
53 ‘Outrage as Homo Pressure Group Donates to Mayor’, The Chronicle, 6 December 2011
<www.chronicle.co.zw/outrage-in-bulawayo-as-homo-pressure-group-donates-to-mayor/ >, visited on 2 October
2019.
54 ‘Litter Bins Furore Takes New Twist’, Newsday, 24 January 2012, < www.newsday.co.zw/2012/01/2012-01-
24-litter-bins-furore-takes-new-twist/ >, visited on 2 October.
55 N. Tshili, ‘Brothels Boom: Bulawayo Pastors Raise Alarm, Plot to Block Bar Opening’ The Chronicle, 7
September 2016, < www.chronicle.co.zw/brothels-boom-bulawayo-pastors-raise-alarm-plot-to-block-bar-
opening/>, visited on 2 October 2019. See also ‘Homosexuality a Sin: Pastor Deuschle’, The Herald, 27 May 2012,
< https://www.herald.co.zw/homosexuality-a-sin-pastor-deuschle/ > visited on 2 October 2019.
56 Ngwena, supra note 45 p. 201.
57 Cameron, supra note 44 p. 455.
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stigmatisation in many spheres of public life.58 These include the curious case of a civil servant
who was purportedly dismissed from employment after erroneously admitting guilt for
attending a party hosted by GALZ.59 At worse, this takes the form of law enforcement agents
harassing employees of civil society organisations that focus on sexual minorities.60 The worst
form is exemplified by death threats and loss of employment resulting from disclosure of one’s
sexuality.61

One of the enduring tragedies that results from the criminalisation of consensual same sex
conduct is its impact on access to health care and response to HIV. As a direct result of
criminalisation, it is highly unlikely that sexual minorities can access basic health care services
such as voluntary HIV testing with sexual partners. This is out of fear of stigmatisation and also
out of fear of self-incrimination.

The criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct creates a complex ground for
human rights violations against sexual minorities. But, according to the Constitution the “[s]tate
and every person, including juristic persons, and every institution and agency of the government
at every level must respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights and freedoms”.62 When human
rights are committed as a result of the conditions created by the state, for example, the
criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct, it is necessary to remove such
restrictions.

Ideally the legislature should be at the forefront of ensuring that laws are aligned63 with the
Constitution.64 The chances of decriminalising consensual same-sex sexual conduct via
legislative reform are however, quite slim. As pointed out above, ZANU-PF has always taken
a stance against sexual minorities, which revolved around the ideals and political rhetoric of its
long-time leader, Mugabe.65 There is no indication that the party has changed its position. There
is no indication again, that the main opposition party, Movement for Democratic Change
(MDC), is willing to support decriminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct, judging
by its leader’s rhetoric.66

4 International Law, Comparative Law and Decriminalisation of Consensual Same-sex
Sexual Conduct

International law and comparative law are particularly important in interpreting the DoRs. The
Constitution has made it an obligation to consider international law and also it encourages the
use of foreign law as a guiding tool in constitutional interpretation. There is inclination towards

58 Ibid.
59 T. Shava, ‘Court Rules in Favour of Dismissed Zimbabwe Worker Linked to Gay Party’, Voice of America,  27
October 2015, <www.voazimbabwe.com/a/zimbabwe-sexual-orientation-sex-marriage-
unconstitutional/3024732.html >, visited on 2 October 2019.
60 ‘Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ) Raid and Arrests’ Kubatana, 21 May 2010,
<archive.kubatana.net/html/archive/sexual/100521osisa.asp?sector=CACT&year=2010&range_start=241 >,
visited on 2 October 2019.
61 ‘Gay Zimbabwe Teacher Resigns After Death Threats’, BBC, 27 September 2018, <www.bbc.com/news/world-
africa-45665906 >, visited on 2 October 2019.
62 Section 44 of the Constitution.
63 Section 117 (2) (b) of the Constitution.
64 Section 119 (2) of the Constitution.
65 See for example the parliamentary debate on the motion title “homosexualism and lesbianism”, supra note 47.
66 Supra note 52.
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decriminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts under international law. This provides a
useful guide to decriminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts in Zimbabwe, whose
neighbours have also decriminalised consensual same-sex sexual conduct, in the spirit of
respecting fundamental rights.

4.1 International Law

Zimbabwe is a party to several international law instruments that include the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the African Charter on Human and
Peoples’ Rights (African Charter). Under international law, there is a trend towards the
protection of sexual minorities.67 This is despite the non-existence of an international human
rights treaty that specifically focuses on the right to sexual orientation and gender identity.68

The UN system of human rights protection has shown that the antiquated criminalisation of
consensual same-sex sexual conduct is a violation of basic human rights. In Toonen v.
Australia,69 the United Nations Human Rights Committee (UNHRC) adopted its views that
criminalisation of consensual same sex sexual conduct primarily violated the right to privacy
under Article 17 of the ICCPR.70 The UNHRC said that “it is undisputed that adult consensual
sexual activity in private is covered by the concept of ‘privacy’” under the ICCPR. The UNHRC
also refused to accept that “[m]oral issues are exclusively a matter of domestic concern, as this
would open the door to withdrawing from the Committee’s scrutiny a potentially large number
of statutes interfering with privacy”.71 This is particularly important when the so-called moral
issues are raised as a result of prejudice and preconceived views against a certain group of
people. The UNHRC did not however consider sexual orientation as other status, and without
explanation stated that reference to sex under Article 26 of the ICCPR includes sexual
orientation. One of the shortcomings of the decision however is the view by UNHRC that it
was unnecessary to consider the violation of the right to equality when such a finding should
have been at the core of the decision.72 This is because in this context the right to privacy and
the right to equality are linked.73

Earlier in 1994, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees had already recognised “sexual
orientation” as a qualification under “particular social group” eligible for protection.74

Subsequently, other UN treaties were interpreted by their respective supervisory bodies to cover
discrimination of the grounds of sexual orientation.75 Other binding UN treaties have also been
extended to include sexual minorities, i.e. LGBT persons, from concluding observations and
general comments.76

In addition, soft-law standards such as the Yogyakarta Principles on the application of
international human rights law in relation to sexual orientation and gender identity have been

67 F.  Viljoen, International Human Rights Law in Africa ( Oxford University Press, 2012) p.  261.
68 Ibid.
69 Communication 488/92. The views were adopted on 31 March 1994.
70 Ibid., para. 9.
71 Ibid., para. 8.6.
72 Ibid., para. 11.
73 This is also pointed out in an individual opinion by the UNHRC’s Mr. Bertil Wennergren.
74 P.  Alston and R . Goodman, International Human Rights (Oxford University Press, 2012) pp. 222-223.
75 Ibid. p. 223. These are CEDAW), CESCR, CRC and CAT.
76 Viljoen, supra note 67 p. 262.
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developed with the aim of securing the rights of sexual minorities.77 The Yogyakarta Principles
“establish basic standards for how governments should treat people whose rights are too often
denied and whose dignity is too often reviled”.78 They call for the amendment of laws including
“criminal law, to ensure its consistency with the universal enjoyment of all human rights”.79

There is also an “Independent Expert on sexual orientation and gender identity” (SOGI expert)
appointed by the UN Human Rights Council.80 The SOGI expert has called for an end to
criminalisation of same sex relations.81

In terms of the regional human rights systems, the European human rights system provides
invaluable jurisprudence on decriminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct. The
European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) became the first international law institution to
recognise the rights of sexual minorities.82 In the case of Dudgeon v. UK,83 the ECtHR found
criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual relations to be a violation of the right to privacy
in the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (European
Convention). Using the proportionality test, the ECtHR held that the justifications of retaining
the law were “outweighed by the detrimental effects which the very existence of the legislative
provisions in question can have on the life of a person of homosexual orientation”.84 The ECtHR
also added that “[a]lthough members of the public who regard homosexuality as immoral may
be shocked, offended or disturbed by the commission by others of private homosexual acts, this
cannot on its own warrant the application of penal sanctions when it is consenting adults alone
who are involved”.85

The ECtHR deemed it unnecessary to consider whether the prohibition from discrimination in
terms of Article 14 of the European Convention was violated.86 This was on the basis that
similar issues had already been exhausted and “absorbed” under the right to privacy.87 Similarly
in Norris v. Ireland,88 the ECtHR again found criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual
conduct to be a violation of the European Convention on the same grounds as the Dudgeon
case. The ECtHR later followed the same decision in Modinos v. Cyprus89 in 1993.

The Inter-American human rights system has not dealt with a direct challenge on
decriminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct. However, the Inter-American

77 Ibid. The Yogyakarta principles were subsequently amended in 2017, see also
<yogyakartaprinciples.org/principles-en/ >, visited on  8 October 2019.
78 ‘‘Yogyakarta Principles’ a Milestone for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Rights’, Human Rights
Watch, 26 March 2007 <www.hrw.org/news/2007/03/26/yogyakarta-principles-milestone-lesbian-gay-bisexual-
and-transgender-rights >, visited on 8 October 2019.
79 Principle 1(b) of the Yogyakarta Principles.
80 ‘Independent Expert on sexual orientation and gender identity’
<www.ohchr.org/en/issues/sexualorientationgender/pages/index.aspx >, visited on 8 October 2019.
81 ‘UN SOGI expert urges end to criminalisation of same sex relations by 2030’, < www.hrc.org/blog/un-sogi-
expert-urges-end-to-criminalization-of-same-sex-relations-by-2030 >, visited on 8 October 2019.
82 Alston and Goodman , supra note 74 p. 222.
83 (1981) 4 EHRR 149.
84 Ibid., para. 60.
85 Ibid.
86 Ibid,. Para. 70.
87 Ibid., para. 69.
88 Application no. 10581/83.
89 16 EHRR 485 (25 March 1993).
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Commission on Human Rights in its report on violence on LGBT people in America
“highlighted the inconsistency of laws that criminalize consensual sex between same-sex
persons with the principles of equality and non-discrimination”.90 Also, in Marta Lucía Álvarez
Giraldo v. Colombia, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights found that:

[w]hile the facts of the case do show that the prison authorities argued that other female inmates “rejected
sexual acts between women,” the State cannot operate on the basis of these stereotyped assumptions, using
them as justification to deny the rights of persons subject to its jurisdiction. To the contrary, the State must be
about the business of gradually eradicating these very pernicious prejudices. 91

This indicates that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights is rather constant in its
approach to protecting the rights of sexual minorities.

The issue of decriminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct has not been tested under
the African human rights system. The closest case before the African Commission on Human
and Peoples’ Rights (African Commission), Courson v. Zimbabwe,92 was withdrawn by the
complainant. In Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum v. Zimbabwe,93 the African Commission
said that the aim of this principle of equality “is to ensure equality of treatment for individuals
irrespective of nationality, sex, racial or ethnic origin, political opinion, religion or belief,
disability, age or sexual orientation” in an obiter dictum. This dictum is significant. It shows
that the interpretation of the right to equality should be inclusive rather than exhaustive.

In 2014, the African Commission passed a resolution titled “Resolution on the Protection
against Violence and other Human Rights Violations against Persons on the Basis of their Real
or Imputed Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity”.94 This Resolution, while not calling for
decriminalisation, was a bold step towards the protection of sexual minorities in Africa.95 It
may be used to interpret that the criminalisation of consensual same sex acts violates
fundamental rights, including the right to equality and the right to equal protection of the law.

When interpreting the Constitution, a court, tribunal or body or forum “must take into account
international law and all treaties and conventions to which Zimbabwe is a party”.96 This is an
injunction to consider international law.97 In terms of practical application, the clause means
that where international law is considered, the courts must provide reasons for doing so, and
conversely, the reason for non-application of international law. This includes both international
law that binds Zimbabwe and non-binding international law. The DoRs can be assessed and
understood under the international law framework.98 Thus, international law treaties, customary

90 ‘IACHR Hails Unconstitutionality Decision on Criminalization of Consensual Sexual Relations between Same
Sex Adults in Belize’, 22 August 2016, <www.oas.org/en/iachr/media_center/PReleases/2016/119.asp >, visited
on 8 October 2019.
91 ‘Report No. 122/18 Case 11.656 Report on Merits (Publication) Marta Lucía Álvarez Giraldo Colombia’
<https://www.oas.org/en/iachr/decisions/2018/COPU11656EN.pd > para. 176, visited on 25 October 2019.
92 AHRLR 335 (ACHPR) 1995.
93 (2006) AHRLR  128 (ACHPR 2006).
94 A. Jjuuko, ‘The Protection and Promotion of LGBTI Rights in the African Regional Human Rights System:
Opportunities and Challenges’ in Namwase and Jjuuko, supra note 39, p. 260.
95 M. Killander ‘Human rights developments in the African Union during 2014’ 15 African Human Rights Law
Journal (2015) p. 542.
96 Section 46 (1) (c) of the Constitution.
97 Mudzuru and Another v. Minister of Justice, Legal & Parliamentary Affairs N.O and Others CCZ 12/2015, p.
26.
98 S v. Makwanyane CCT/3/94, para. 35.
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international law and soft law mechanisms accordingly provide a useful guidance in interpreting
fundamental rights. Decisions of bodies such as the UNHRC and regional human rights
systems, i.e. the African human rights system, the European human rights system and the Inter-
American human rights system, provide some guidance in constitutional interpretation.

4.2 Taking a Leaf from Neighbours

Zimbabwe’s four neighbours, South Africa, Mozambique, Angola and Botswana, have
decriminalised consensual same-sex sexual acts. Angola and Botswana decriminalised recently,
in 2019. The mode of decriminalisation has been through legislative reform as in Mozambique
and Angola or through litigation as in South Africa and Botswana.

Mozambique did not explicitly criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts. The Mozambique
Criminal Code, which was repealed in 2015, criminalised “unnatural vices”.99 There was fear
that the clause prohibiting “unnatural vices” could be interpreted to criminalise consensual same
sex conduct.100 Due to activism of the CSOs in Mozambique, the current law does not
criminalise consensual same sex sexual acts.101 As of 2007, Mozambique Labour Laws also
prohibit discrimination on grounds that include sexual orientation.102 Angola, too, used to
criminalise “vices against nature”.103 On 23 January 2019, the law was repealed and taking a
step further aimed at inclusiveness, Angola now prohibits discrimination on the grounds of
sexual orientation.104 In Angola the change was brought forward by change of political
leadership in September 2017 and the activism by CSOs.105 These legislative reforms by
Zimbabwe’s fellow Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) members are quite
significant at a political level.

Breaking away from the oppressive apartheid under white minority rule, South Africa brought
in a new constitutional order which replaced the old system of parliamentary sovereignty with
a system of constitutional supremacy.106 This system brought in a comprehensive Bill of Rights
and wide review powers of the judiciary.107 Thus, explicitly identifying sexual orientation as a
ground of unfair discrimination made it much easier to establish that criminalisation of
consensual same sex sexual conduct was unfair discrimination108 in the case of National
Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality and Another v. Minister of Justice and Others.109 In
South Africa, the political parties and the CSOs played a critical role in including sexual

99 E. Lopes, ‘The Legal status of sexual minorities in Mozambique’ in Namwase and Jjuuko, supra note 39, p.
184.
100 Ibid., pp. 184-185.
101 Ibid., pp. 185-186.
102 Ibid., p. 185.
103 G. Reid, ‘Angola Decriminalises Same Sex Conduct’, Human Rights Watch, 23 January 2019,
<www.hrw.org/news/2019/01/23/angola-decriminalizes-same-sex-conduct >, visited on 7 October 2019.
104 Ibid.
105 F. Viljoen, ‘Abolition of Angola’s anti-gay laws may pave the way for regional reform’, The Conversation, 14
February 2019,
<theconversation.com/abolition-of-angolas-anti-gay-laws-may-pave-the-way-for-regional-reform-111432>,
visited on 7 October 2019.
106 I. Currie and J.  De Waal, The Bill of Rights Handbook (Juta, 2013), p. 2.
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108 A. Sachs, The Strange Alchemy of Life and Law (Oxford University Press, 2009), p. 243.
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orientation as an unfair discrimination ground. Admittedly, the involvement of political parties
makes their experience quite different from the other African States, especially Zimbabwe.110

In Botswana, the decriminalisation of consensual same conduct was a result of incremental
strategic litigation and CSO activism. The case of Kanane v. State111 tested the constitutionality
of criminalisation of consensual same-sex conduct. In the Kanane case, the High Court
concluded that the justification of criminalisation was to protect public morality.112 On appeal,
it was held that public sentiments were not in favour of decriminalisation, like in the Banana
case. In both instances, the courts abdicated their role to interpret the law and protect
fundamental rights to public opinion. With a slight progress, the Labour Laws of Botswana
added sexual orientation as a ground for unfair discrimination in 2010.113

Litigating for the rights of sexual minorities gained traction in Rammoge & Others v. The
Attorney General.114 The challenge concerned the registration of a CSO under the name of
Lesbians, Gays and Bisexuals of Botswana (LEGABIBO). The High Court found that the
decision not to register the organisation was discriminatory on the basis of sexual orientation.115

On appeal the decision was upheld. In ND v. Attorney General of Botswana,116 the High Court
of Botswana ordered the Registrar to change the gender marker on the identity document of a
transgender man from female to male. Finally, in the Motshidiemang v. Attorney General,117

the High Court of Botswana struck down the criminalisation of consensual same sex conduct
on the basis of inconsistency with the Constitution of Botswana.118 Notably, the Constitution
of Botswana, like the Constitution of Zimbabwe, does not include sexual orientation as a ground
of unfair discrimination. Commenting on the Motshidiemang judgment, Viljoen stated that the
decision “sets a precedent on which other African courts can rely”.119

The interpretive clause of the Constitution provides that when interpreting the DoRs, relevant
foreign law may be considered.120 The advantages of considering foreign law are that it helps
in clarifying and amplifying our domestic jurisprudence. Hence, it must not be taken lightly. It
is also a constant reminder for all concerned, especially the judiciary, that there is a world
somewhere where they can tap on the wisdom of those who have already travelled certain paths.
A rigid and confined approach to constitution interpretation thwarts the growth of domestic
jurisprudence.
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5 Repealing the Crime of “Sodomy” as a Test Case for the Constitution

Drawing inspiration from international law and comparative law, it is argued that the crime of
“sodomy” can be successfully challenged on the basis that it is unconstitutional. An obvious
disadvantage will be an adverse judgment, whose impact may be far reaching than the Banana
case. Taking a leaf from Botswana’s incremental strategic litigation as discussed above, a
cautious approach and team work by CSOs that represent sexual minorities would be a basic
starting point.

The Constitution brought a significant departure from the LHC on legal standing to litigate on
constitutional issues. Previously, the LHC restricted standing to a person only acting on their
own behalf and only to someone in custody and clearly unable to enforce their rights as stated,
for example, in Chombo v. Parliament of Zimbabwe & Ors.121 Standing has now been widened.
It includes “any person acting in their own interests”,122 “any person acting on behalf of another
person who cannot act for themselves”,123 “any person acting as a member, or in the interests,
of a group or class of persons”,124 “any person acting in the public interest”125 and “any
association acting in the interests of its members”.126

While the DoRs disappointingly has a clause that prohibits same-sex marriages,127 it
nonetheless guarantees fundamental rights that are comprehensive in scope.128 The prohibition
of same-sex marriages is of no consequence to the challenge of the criminalisation of
consensual same-sex conduct. First, it is on its own, only a limitation on marriage rights.
Second, it would be utterly irrational to restrict consensual sexual acts or intimacy only to the
married.

The argument for decriminalisation of consensual same sex conduct is centred on the right to
equality and non-discrimination.129 First, the point of departure is that the criminalisation of
consensual same-sex conduct is aimed at nothing more than the subordination and exclusion of
sexual minorities. Second, equality appears to be at the core of Zimbabwe’s constitutional
values.130 In addition, the argument is also based on the right to human dignity and 131 the right
to privacy.132 These rights are equally important and interlinked to the right to equality. They
are not included as alternative rights.

5.1 Constitutional Interpretation

Before looking at the substantive rights that may be raised to challenge the crime of “sodomy”,
constitutional interpretation will be analysed. When interpreting the Constitution, “a court,

121 ZWSC 5/2013.
122 Section 85 (1) (a) of the Constitution.
123 Section 85 (1) (b) of the Constitution.
124 Section 85 (1) (c ) of the Constitution.
125 Section 85 (1) (d) of the Constitution.
126 Section 85 (1) (e) of the Constitution.
127 Section 78 of the Constitution.
128 See the Declaration of Rights under chapter 4 of the Constitution.
129 Section 56 of the Constitution.
130 See for example, the Preamble of the Constitutional and section 3(1) (f) of the Constitution.
131 Section 51 of the Constitution.
132 Section 57 of the Constitution.
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tribunal, forum or body”133 is guided by five principles. First, they “must give full effect to the
rights and freedoms” contained in the DoRs.134 Second, they must “promote the values and
principles that underlie a democratic society based on openness, justice, human dignity, equality
and freedom” and in particular the values of the Constitution.135 The constitutional values
referred to are the values that Zimbabwe is founded on. These include the supremacy of the
Constitution, the rule of law, fundamental rights and freedoms, the inherent dignity of each
human being and the equality for all.136 Third, they must “take into account international law
and all treaties and conventions to which Zimbabwe is a party”.137 Fourth, they “must pay due
regard to all the provisions of this Constitution”.138 In particular, they must pay due regard to
the “principles and objectives” of the Constitution.139 These principles and objectives include
“fostering of fundamental rights and freedoms”.140 Fifth, they may consider relevant foreign
law.141

Over and above the interpretive guidance given under section 46 of the Constitution, the
approach that the courts must take is to move away from formalism and give constitutional
provisions a generous and purposive interpretation. In Smyth v. Ushewokunze and Another142

Gubbay CJ stated that,

[w]hat is to be accorded is a generous and purposive interpretation with an eye to the spirit as well as to the
letter of the provision; one that takes full account of changing conditions, social norms and values, so that the
provision remains flexible enough to keep pace with and meet the newly emerging problems and challenges.
The aim must be to move away from formalism and make human rights provisions a practical reality for the
people.143

In constitutional interpretation, the aim of the courts “should always be to expand the reach of
a fundamental right rather than to attenuate its meaning and content”.144

In the case of Rattigan and Others v. Chief Immigration Officer, Zimbabwe, and Others,145

Gubbay CJ pointed out that:

[w]hat is to be avoided is the imparting of a narrow, artificial, rigid and pedantic interpretation; to be preferred
is one which serves the interest of the Constitution and best carries out its objects and promotes its purpose.
All relevant provisions are to be considered as a whole and, where rights and freedoms are conferred on
persons, derogations therefrom, as far as the language permits, should be narrowly or strictly construed.146
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The courts should strive for an approach that leans in favour of human rights. Derogation from
rights must be narrowly interpreted.  In essence, the approach that should be followed is that
the Constitution is a living creature which should be flexible enough to be relevant to the
changing environment in favour of human rights.

5.2 The Limitation Clause

The rights provided under the DoRs are not absolute and they must be “exercised reasonably
and with due regard for the rights and freedoms of other persons.”147 They may only be limited
by a law of general application and such limitation must be “fair, reasonable, necessary and
justifiable in a democratic society based on openness, justice, human dignity, equality and
freedom”.148 Whether the limitation is fair, reasonable, necessary and justifiable is a result of
considering a number of factors. These include: first, the nature of the right in question;149

second, the purpose of the limitation and whether the limitation is necessary in the interests of
“defence, public safety, public order, public morality, public health, regional or town planning
or the general public interest”;150 third, the nature and approach of the limitation;151 fourth “the
need to ensure that the enjoyment of rights and freedoms by any person does not prejudice the
rights and freedoms of others”;152 fifth, “the relationship between the limitation and its purpose,
in particular whether it imposes greater restrictions on the right or freedom concerned than are
necessary to achieve its purpose”;153 and lastly “whether there are any less restrictive means of
achieving the purpose of the limitation”.154

Some rights, because of their nature, have no limitations. They are inviolable. They include the
right to dignity.155 Ordinarily,  once there is a prima facie violation of a right as provided under
the DoRs, the second phase will be to access whether there is a “justifiable infringement”156 i.e.
that the violation is fair, reasonable, necessary and justifiable. In respect of the right to dignity,
once the courts hold that the crime of sodomy violates the right to dignity, the matter ends and
there is no need to prove that the crime may be limited using the criteria set out in the limitation
clause. The right to equality is self-limiting,157 but basically on the same grounds as the general
limitation clause provided under section 86 of the Constitution.

The law criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts comes with its own justification. It is a
sexual offence that seeks to safeguard public morality.158 There are obvious difficulties in
arguing for the justification of criminalisation of a consensual sexual act based on the
justification of offending morality. That argument would be confined along the line that only
heterosexuality is recognised. This would be swimming against the tide of historical and
scientific evidence. While heteronormative public sentiment may be in favour of
criminalisation, on its own, it should not be decisive in constitutional adjudication. The

147 Section 86 (1) of the Constitution.
148 Section 86 (2) of the Constitution.
149 Section 86 (2) (a) of the Constitution.
150 Section 86 (2) (b) of the Constitution.
151 Section 86(2) (c ) of the Constitution.
152 Section 86(2) (d) of the Constitution.
153 Section 86 (2) (e) of the Constitution.
154 Section 86(2) (f) of the Constitution.
155 Section 86 (3) (b) of the Constitution.
156 Currie and De Waal, supra note 106, p. 151.
157 Section 56(5) of the Constitution.
158 Part three of the Code.
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authority to interpret the law that is granted to the judiciary is already derived from the people
of Zimbabwe.159 As Dworkin points out, “the principles of democracy we follow do not call for
the enforcement of a consensus, for the belief that prejudices, personal aversions and
rationalisations do not justify restricting another's freedom, itself occupies a critical and
fundamental position in our popular morality.”160 If courts were to defer to public opinion as it
was done in the Banana case, it will be tantamount to abdicating the judiciary’s constitutional
duty to interpret the law impartially.

What is perceived as fair, reasonable, necessary and justifiable in a democratic society may be
an abstract concept.  In the case of Woods and Others v. Minister of Justice, Legal and
Parliamentary Affairs and Others,161 the Supreme Court of Zimbabwe, then the apex court
charged with constitutional adjudication, held that limitations of guaranteed rights must not be
arbitrary or excessive. It was said that:

[w]hat is reasonably justifiable in a democratic society is an elusive concept.  It is one that defies precise
definition by the Courts.  There is no legal yardstick, save that the quality of reasonableness of the provision
under attack is to be adjudged on whether it arbitrarily or excessively invades the enjoyment of the guaranteed
right according to the standards of a society that has a proper respect for the rights and  freedoms of the
individual.162

Reliance must be placed on Zimbabwe’s constitutional values provided for in section 3 of the
Constitution. They may still be vague or abstract, but the sum total of their application steers to
an interpretation that favours the guaranteed fundamental rights.

In the Rattigan case, Gubbay CJ calls for a narrow and strict interpretation of the limitations
placed on rights. This is converse to the generous and purposive interpretation of provisions
granting rights.163 This may be achieved through the weighing of competing issues or the
proportionality test used in the South African case of Makwanyane.164 By this test, the court
puts the justifications of infringement on one scale and the effect of the infringement caused by
the challenged law on the other scale. If the inroads into human rights are substantial, the
grounds for justifying the law must be more persuasive.165 In this case, it must also be taken
into consideration that the objections to consensual same-sex sexual acts, even if reasonably
believed, are founded on prejudice and the belief that same sex desire is steeped in depravity.
Thus, the criminalisation of consensual same sex acts does not serve any legitimate purpose.
On the other hand, its effects far outweigh any justification. I now turn to analyse the substantive
rights violated by the criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct.

5.3 The Right to Equality and Non-discrimination

By criminalising an act of expressing intimacy, sexual minorities are subordinated in a
heterogeneous society. The criminalisation reflects preference of heterosexual sexual
intercourse over non heterosexual intercourse. It perpetuates the stigma that non heterosexual

159 Section 162 of the Constitution.
160 R. Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously, (Harvard University Press, 1978) p.254.
161 1995 (1) SA 703 (ZS).
162 Ibid., p. 706.
163 Rattigan case, supra note 146.
164 At para. 104. See also Nyambirai v. National Social Security Authority and Another 1996 (1) SA 636 (ZS), p.
647.
165 Currie and De Waal, supra note 106, p. 163.
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intimacy is deviant, and therefore criminal. Thus, by extension, the identity of sexual minorities
is criminalised. While consensual sexual conduct between women is not criminalised, they are
nonetheless not spared from this stigma and its effects. Even when not frequently enforced, the
mere presence of the crime of “sodomy” is a constant reminder of exclusion and inequality.

In the National Coalition For Gay And Lesbian Equality case Sachs J  pointed out that a
challenge  to criminalisation of  consensual sexual intercourse between people of the same sex
was  not about “who may penetrate whom where”.166 It was rather about the “status, moral
citizenship and sense of self-worth of a significant section of the community” and the “nature
of the open, democratic and pluralistic society” that our Constitution also envisages.167 In this
way, the crime of “sodomy” has little to do with certain physical acts. It has more to do with
the people whose conduct is seen as a threat to the “order of things”.168 In this regard, the crime
“sodomy” unfairly discriminates against sexual minorities as compared to those who are
heterosexual. It criminalises difference.

The Constitution provides for equality for all.169 The preamble of the Constitution proclaims
that the people of Zimbabwe in their diversity are united in a common “desire for freedom,
justice and equality”. Equality is also one of the values upon which Zimbabwe is founded.170

The inclusion of equality as part of the principles and values that Zimbabwe is founded on is of
importance. The Constitution must be interpreted in a manner that promotes the values that
underlie a democratic society, which include equality.171 The right to equality in the
Constitution is more concise than the equivalent provision in the former LHC.172 The equality
and non-discrimination clause provides that “[e]very person has the right not to be treated in an
unfairly discriminatory manner on such grounds as their nationality, race, colour, tribe, place
of birth, ethnic or social origin, language, class, religious belief, political affiliation, opinion,
custom, culture, sex, gender, marital status, age, pregnancy, disability or economic or social
status, or whether they were born in or out of wedlock.”173 The crafting of the equality clause
was contested during the Constitution making process. The contestations were inspired by the
persistency to curtail the rights of sexual minorities. The first draft during the Constitution
making process included the ground of “circumstances of birth”. It was opposed on the
grounds that it was a ploy to “retain and entrench homosexuality”.174 It would seem that
another ground of “natural difference” was also rejected.175

The rejection of the grounds mentioned above however does not and should not have any
meaningful impact on the scope of the right to equality and non-discrimination. The
grounds listed are mere examples. This is shown by the use of the phrase “on such grounds

166 National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality case, supra note 109, p.55.
167 Ibid.
168 Ngwena, supra note 45, p. 197.
169 Section 56(1) of the Constitution.
170 Section 3 (1) (f) of the Constitution.
171 Section 46(1) (b) of the Constitution.
172 See the right to “Protection from discrimination on the grounds of race, etc.” under section 23 of the former
LHC Constitution.
173 Section 56 (3) of the Constitution.
174 ‘Copac in gay storm’, The Herald, <www.herald.co.zw/copac-in-gay-storm/ >, visited on 5 October 2019.
175 Ibid.
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as”,176 indicating that there could be more.177 The right to equality should not be interpreted
restrictively. Grounds not listed under the equality and non-discrimination clause can still be
successfully raised just as the African Commission included sexual orientation as a ground for
non-discrimination in a dictum in the Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum case.178

In sum, the criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct violates the right to equality.
There is no rational purpose of criminalising consensual sexual acts between adults. The non-
inclusion of sexual orientation as a listed ground is insignificant as it is only a matter of
interpretation.

5.4 The Right to Dignity

The justification for the offence of the crime of “sodomy” is to preserve morality. This is
premised on the reasoning that consensual same sex conduct between males deviates from the
social standards. Consensual same-sex sexual acts are not deviant, as historically criminalised.
It is therefore irrational to justify criminalisation of any consensual same-sex sexual acts,
whatever opinion the majority has. Difference should not be a factor in the treatment of
individuals.179 Criminalisation of consensual sexual conduct leads to a perception that a
significant part of the society that is not heterosexual is unworthy.180 Yet, the dignity of sexual
minorities is heavily attached to choosing their sexual partners without the burden of
criminalisation of acts of intimacy.

The Constitution provides that every person “has inherent dignity in their private and public
life, and the right to have that dignity respected and protected”.181 In addition, “recognition of
the inherent dignity and worth of each human being” is one of the values and principles of the
Constitution of Zimbabwe.182 The word “dignity” is recurrent in the Constitution, indicating
the value and worth of every Zimbabwean. Also, no law in Zimbabwe may limit the right to
dignity.183 The inclusion of sexual minorities relies on the respect of everyone’s worth, without
differentiating based on an individual’s sexual orientation and gender identity. In the Botswana
Rammoge case, it was said that denying a person his or her humanity is to deny such person
their dignity.184 Further, it was remarked that, “[m]embers of the Gay, Lesbian and Transgender
community although no doubt a small minority, and unacceptable to some on religious and
other grounds, form part of the rich diversity of any nation and are fully entitled in Botswana,
as in other progressive States, to the constitutional protection of their dignity”.185

176 Section 56(3) of the Constitution.
177 S.M.  Wekesa ‘Decriminalisation of homosexuality in Kenya: The prospects and challenges’ in Namwase and
Jjuuko supra note 39, p. 96.
178 Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum case, supra note 93 para. 169. See also Toonen case, supra note 69,
para. 6.9.
179 Cameron, supra note 44, p. 465.
180 For example, see P. Thornycroft, ‘Gay Zim Teacher Forced to Quit Saddened by 'Level of Intolerance’’ IOL,
30 September 2018, <https://www.iol.co.za/news/africa/gay-zim-teacher-forced-to-quit-saddened-by-level-of-
intolerance-17276167 >, visited on 5 October 2019. See also supra note 61.
181 Section 51 of the Constitution.
182 Section 3 (1) (e) of the Constitution.
183 Section 86 (3) (b) of the Constitution.
184 Rammoge case supra note 114, p. 51.
185 Ibid.
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Likewise, sexual minorities are part of Zimbabwe’s rich history of diversity and plurality.
Contrary to popular belief that homosexuality was introduced by colonialist and later spread by
the West, there is evidence of historical same-sex intimate relations.186 Difference, especially
the kind that is opposed on the basis of prejudice, needs constitutional protection so that the
dignity of everyone is protected.  Criminalisation of consensual intimacy is the highest form of
marginalisation that impairs self-worth and dignity of sexual minorities.

5.4 Privacy

The right to privacy is linked to the rights to equality and dignity.  In the National Coalition for
Gay and Lesbian Equality case, Sachs J observes that “[c]onduct that deviates from some
publicly established norm is usually only punishable when it is violent, dishonest, treacherous
or in some other way disturbing of the public peace or provocative of injury”.187 The
criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct is based on none of these. It is based on
deviancy, perceived through a heteronormative society. What is criminalised in reality is the
person who performs the act than the act itself.188 With regards to the crime of “sodomy”, no
one is harmed, except for the so-called public mores. Structured in this way, the crime of
sodomy is inherently pervasive and intrusive. Because the crime is consensual, there are less
chances of successful prosecution. This opens up some ways in which the right to privacy may
be violated. The crime of “sodomy” encourages blackmail,189 police entrapment190 and other
invasive methods of gathering evidence.

The right to privacy may simply be understood as the right to be left alone and freedom from
disturbance of one’s private life or freedom from scrutiny, surveillance or disclosure of private
information. In the Zimbabwean context, the right to privacy is centred on the protection from
arbitrary searches and seizure and disclosure of health conditions. In the previous LHC this
right was titled as protection against “[p]rotection from arbitrary search or entry”.191

Section 57 of the Constitution provides for the right to privacy. Every person’s right to privacy
entails not to have “their home and premises or property searched”,192 “their person, home,
premises or property searched”,193 and “the privacy of their communications infringed”.194 The
obvious limitation to the right to privacy is when there is a probable cause in terms of the laws
of criminal procedure,195 i.e. the requirement of reasonable grounds to search.196 Sexual
minorities CSOs  have been searched before for no rational reason.197 The searches were
motivated by ulterior motives. This does not, however, take away the point that even if enforced

186 M. Epprecht, ‘The ‘Unsaying’ of Indigenous Homosexualities in Zimbabwe: Mapping a Blindspot in an African
Masculinity’, 24 Journal of Southern African Studies (1998) p. 631.
187 National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality case, supra note 109, para. 108.
188 Ibid.
189 Cameron, supra note 44, p. 456.
190 Ibid. p. 465.
191 Section 17 of the LHC.
192 Section 57 (a) of the Constitution.
193 Section 57 (b) of the Constitution.
194 Section 57 (d) of the Constitution.
195 See for instance, part 6 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Act [9:07].
196 Section 49 Criminal Procedure and Evidence Act [9:07].
197 ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders, A/HRC/16/44/Add.1, 28
February 2011: Zimbabwe’,< www.icj.org/sogiunjurisprudence/report-of-the-special-rapporteur-on-the-situation-
of-human-rights-defenders-ahrc1644add-1-28-february-2011-zimbabwe/ >, visited on 25 October 2019.
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legally, the laws legalising search of adults engaged in consensual sex are a violation of privacy.
They do so by imposing a burden that is not imposed on those engaged in heterosexual sex.
They bring a sense of shame and diminish self-worth resulting from the lingering guilt that a
person’s only way of expressing sexuality and intimacy is a criminal act that may, at some
point, be subject to public scrutiny through the enforcement of criminal law.

Criminalisation of consensual sexual intercourse has been found to be a violation of the right
to privacy before in South Africa,198 United States of America,199 India200 and more recently
Botswana.201

6 Conclusion

The criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual conduct in private exposes sexual minorities
to various forms of human rights violations and other abuses. Repealing the crime of “sodomy”
is a step towards the equality and inclusion of sexual minorities in Zimbabwe. The focus on the
history of the crime of criminalisation of consensual same sex acts between males in Zimbabwe
briefly demonstrates the irrationality of the “sodomy” law as introduced by the colonialist. The
opportunistic politicisation of the issue of sexual minorities that led to the further development
of the colonial laws is premised on prejudice and popularism, which makes it difficult to achieve
decriminalisation of consensual same sex conductive through legislative reform.

The Constitution, with its DoRs and values, makes a promise for the protection of all persons
regardless of sexuality. The criminalisation of consensual sexual conduct in private violates the
rights the constitution entitlements. These include equality and non-discrimination, dignity and
privacy.

The Constitution must be interpreted generously and purposively in order to give effect to the
fundamental rights promised in the Constitution. This involves taking into account the values
of the Constitution which includes the respect for fundamental rights, equality and dignity. This
also includes narrowly construing limitation of the rights guaranteed in the DoRs.  International
law, which is steeped towards the decriminalisation of consensual same sex conduct, should be
considered. In addition, a leaf must be taken from our neighbours who have decriminalised
consensual same sex conduct.

198 National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality case, supra note 109.
199 Lawrence v. Texas 539 US 558 (2003).
200 Natej Singh Johar & Ors v. Union of india, Secretary Ministry of Law and Justice, W.P.( Crl)No. 76 of 2016.
201 Motshidiemang case, supra note 117.
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